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This dissertation identifies and explores recurring patterns in the relationship 

between humans and hydrology. I explore both sides of the human-hydrologic 

relationship by highlighting (1) the principal modes used by humans to influence and 

augment the water cycle, and (2) the influence of water quantity and water chemistry on 

human affairs. The first theme is explored by charting the evolutionary trajectory of water 

management technology, beginning with the earliest known intentional manipulations of 

the water cycle roughly 10,000 years ago and ending with massive hydraulic projects of 

the present. This exposition reveals that across cultural, environmental, and temporal 

boundaries water management technology has progressed from simple techniques and 

devices to complex hydraulic installations in a series of incremental innovations, not in 

great leaps forward. A better understanding of water management’s origins and 

characteristic modes of innovation may encourage robust and farsighted hydrologic 

developments in a future of increased freshwater scarcity. The second theme investigates 

the influence of water quantity and water chemistry on: (a) settlement location and land-

use strategies; (b) site tenure, especially during periods of climatic variability/change; (c) 

water-ritual and environmental perceptions; and (d) the formation and political ecology 
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of early states. Methods and tools from geomorphology, hydrogeology, and 

environmental chemistry are used to define the complete physiochemical parameters of 

water resources in several study watersheds in the Eastern Mediterranean. Human-

environmental behaviors captured in the archaeological and historical records were used 

to identify recurring patterns of human interaction with specific components of 

hydrologic systems. Several case studies demonstrate remarkable human sensitivity to 

geochemical differences in the natural environment. Ritual activity around several of 

these water sources seems to transcend time and cultural background. Conversely, other 

case studies demonstrate how cultures have repeatedly engineered the environment to 

manage and mitigate inherently poor or anthropogenically compromised water resources. 

This dissertation reveals the profound impacts humans have had on hydrologic systems 

and the way water’s chemical character and physical abundance have influenced human 

affairs.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

“If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in water.”  

Loren Eiseley, The Immense Journey (1957) 

 

This famous quote plays out in myriad ways about both this magical compound 

and its fluorid history with humanity. My doctoral dissertation explores this relationship 

between human societies and hydrologic systems. I look at both sides of the relationship, 

investigating how humans have influenced the water cycle and how cultures adapted to 

hydrology. I explore the first theme by charting the history of water management, from 

human’s first manipulations of the natural water cycle over twelve thousand years ago to 

modern periods. From this literature review I build a model of water management 

evolution and then test it against four case studies. Charting the ways in which water 

management has evolved in the past may help direct successful innovations in the future.  

In this investigation of the influence of hydrology on human affairs I pay 

particular attention to the influence of groundwater geochemistry on: 1) settlement 

location and land-use strategies; 2) site tenure, especially during periods of climatic 

variability; 3) water-ritual and geomythology; and 4) the formation and political economy 

of early states. Studying the influence natural groundwater chemistry has on human 

communities is not a new line of research, but serves as a necessary complement to the 

already established and widely reported correlation between human population increase 

and groundwater quality decline. Understood in concert, these two complementary 

avenues of research guide and focus our understanding of human-groundwater 
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relationships.  

My investigation of groundwater’s impact on human affairs focuses primarily on 

the geochemically complex, groundwater-dependent island of Crete, but includes several 

regions in western Turkey and one on the Greek mainland. The primary study region, 

Crete, is a mosaic of sedimentary geology. The island’s complex patchwork of mineral 

layers generates an equally complex system of aqueous geochemistry. Crete is karst and 

its hydrology primarily subterranean.  

The inhabitants of Crete are heavily groundwater reliant today and have been 

since antiquity. Crete nurtured Europe’s first civilization, the Minoans, and has hosted 

many of the world’s great cultures: the Mycenaeans, the Classical Greeks, the Romans, 

the Byzantines, the Arabs, the Venetians, the Ottomans, and the modern Greeks. All of 

these advanced societies had to adjust to Crete’s karst hydrogeology, and the modes each 

group employed are left etched into the Cretan landscape. My water chemistry work 

addresses a most essential physical parameter in human systems, freshwater, and 

identifies water acquisition and management methods but goes further to address the 

limitations and appropriateness of specific groundwater-types for agriculture and human 

use. The natural variability in water quality from watershed-to-watershed on Crete and in 

my other study areas creates a stage whereon many distinct scenes of land- and water-use 

occur simultaneously; the island’s exceptionally long and well-documented settlement 

history make it an ideal laboratory for studying human-groundwater interactions on 

multiple temporal and spatial scales.  

My research objectives are to: 1) determine the nature of water management 
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innovation over the longue durée; and 2) decipher the aqueous geochemistry of several 

watersheds and consider if and how the chemical character of water has influenced 

societies in terms of settlement location, land-use, and ritual behavior.  

This research strives for intellectual merit in both the earth and social sciences 

and as a bridge between the two. I use earth science methodology to test theories 

concerning human spatial organization developed in the fields of geography, human 

ecology, and archaeology. This research offers scientific insights into enduring ritual 

behaviors and repeated patterns in settlement location and function. This dissertation will 

also demonstrate to other hydrologists and geochemists a new and meaningful realm to 

apply their expertise. Demonstrating the explanatory power that natural parameters have 

for understanding cultural and spatial phenomena may encourage greater collaboration 

between geoscientists and social and political scientists in the future.  

The broader impact of this research is twofold: the study enhances the 

infrastructure for international research and collaborative information exchange; and it 

demonstrates the linkage between scientific discovery and societal benefit through 

specific examples of successful human adaptive responses to environments and 

environmental change. 

Until now, our understanding of the relationship between complex societies and 

groundwater quality has been largely unidirectional. Scholarship, literature, and the 

popular media have mainly focused on the affect that human societies and their 

associated development have on natural groundwater systems, and not the other way 

around. One goal of this project is to understand how and to what extent the aqueous 
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geochemistry of natural groundwater systems influence human communities. This project 

is based on the assumption that, like all other species, the structural elements that 

comprise the habitat, landscape, and ecosystem in which humans exist influences their 

behavior therein. The structural element of the natural system explored in this project is 

freshwater, more specifically the chemical composition of groundwater resources.  

Water passing through an aquifer system chemically equilibrates with a host rock 

over time, becoming chemically cast in an aquifer’s mineral image. The time it takes for 

a passing water to reach chemical equilibrium depends primarily on the mineralogy of the 

host rock. Water in calcite (CaCO3), for example, takes approximately three weeks to 

equilibrate, whereas water in dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 takes four to five months, while 

water in granite can take thousands of years (Mazor, 1992, p. 235). The process and 

result of water-rock chemical equilibration remains consistent over vast intervals of time, 

changing on a geologic, not human time scale. Thus, the inorganic geochemistry of 

groundwater is consistent over great expanses of time. 

The chemical character of natural groundwater in an area is as homogenous or 

heterogeneous as the geology that comprises that space (Fetter, 2001). One place where 

geology and natural groundwater chemistry exhibit great spatial variability is the Cradle 

of European Civilization, the island of Crete, Greece. The hydrogeology of Crete largely 

precludes surface drainage and generates an intricate mosaic of groundwater chemistry 

across the island. Because drainage is primarily subterranean, the inhabitants of Crete are, 

and have always been heavily groundwater reliant. Because of the spatial variability in 

natural hydrogeochemistry, the quality of groundwater is inconsistent from place-to-
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place, from region-to-region. Since the chemical character of a particular water defines 

the possible uses and limitations of that resource (Luzzadder-Beach & Beach, 2008) the 

heterogeneity in the distribution of natural water quality on Crete creates inter-site and 

regional water quality disparities (resource haves and have-nots). This dissertation first 

identifies and maps the areal disparities in groundwater quality over the east and central 

sections of Crete; these are the most consistently and densely inhabited regions. Then, 

with this structural baseline, hypotheses regarding the influence of groundwater 

chemistry on human ecology are tested. The influence of groundwater chemistry on 

human ecology is organized and explored in four main themes: 1) the relationship 

between groundwater chemistry and settlement systems (groundwater’s influence on 

where people are on a landscape); 2) groundwater quality and agronomy (groundwater’s 

impact on what people do on a landscape); 3) groundwater chemistry and cultural 

phenomenon (the role groundwater plays in how people perceive the landscapes they 

inhabit); and 4) groundwater quality and community resilience during climatic shifts 

(how site-to-site differences in groundwater quality influence community development 

and decline during prolonged changes in average climate).  

 

Study Areas  

Crete, Greece, is the principal study area for this project. The island was selected 

because of its long and well-documented settlement history and because the island’s 

hydrologeology requires inhabitants, both past and present, to rely almost exclusively on 

groundwater resources. Moreover, the complex patchwork of sedimentary formations that 
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comprise the island generate an equally complex and spatially variable mosaic of 

groundwater chemistry. These three factors make Crete an ideal laboratory for testing 

hypotheses concerning human-groundwater relationships.  

Delphi on the Greek mainland, along with Claros and Didyma in western Turkey 

are included in this dissertation research to explore the link between groundwater 

chemistry and ritual phenomenon. At all three sites, consumption of groundwater played 

a paramount role in the oracular process described by ancient authors (Pliny, Iamblicus, 

Tacitus) events (fortune telling or divination of future occurrences).  

 

Conceptual Approach 

The approach to this study is multidirectional and the methods interdisciplinary.  

While this study examines the influence of a natural variable on human systems, it avoids 

the closed and simplistic tenets of environmental determinism. In no form and in no 

section of this study are the influences of the natural environment on human phenotypes 

discussed or mentioned. Rather, a focus is placed on agronomic, political, economic, and 

organizational behaviors around a single, but spatially heterogeneous physical parameter, 

groundwater. The approach taken in this dissertation emphasizes complexity over 

reductionism and considers populations and ecosystems as open to the input and output 

of material and individuals across system borders (Pulliam & Johnson, 2002, 51). The 

connection between human ecology and groundwater chemistry is addressed in terms of 

structural (spatial) and functional (flow) relationships. Structural relationships include the 

network of elements that comprise a place. These elements include the geomorphology, 
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geology, climatology, pedology, biology, hydrology, and hydrogeology that make-up a 

defined space. Functional, or flow relationships examine how energy and ideas, products 

and structural elements move through and interact inside a set space.  

 

Scales of analysis  

This project uses nested spatial scales of analysis. A groundwater quality region is 

the most commonly addressed spatial scale in this study. A groundwater quality region is 

an area with homogeneous water chemistry at its core, but usually exhibits nebulous 

borders. Groundwater quality regions are often on the watershed scale; however, multiple 

exceptions occur in this project. Many watersheds on the island are composites of 

different sedimentary rocks. These different rock types within a watershed engender 

different water qualities. This is the root of the watershed-water quality region 

exceptions. A more generalized regional scale of analysis is also used in this study. 

General references to regions (i.e., east vs. central Crete) are based on political, cultural, 

and physiographic boundaries. The shore boundary encircling Crete is also used as a 

scale of analysis, the island scale. And finally, the Mediterranean Sea, along with the 

lands and societies that gird its handsome shore, is the widest spatial scale used in this 

project (including Egypt, Turkey, the Levant, etc.). The temporal scales used are defined 

by the established cultural chronology of Crete, and are therefore non-uniform. Crete’s 

cultural chronology begins in the mid-seventh century BCE and extends to the present 

(Rackham and Moody, 1996). During this nine thousand year interval, the island 

witnessed the genesis and disintegration of the first civilization in Europe, numerous 
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hostile takeovers, several dark ages, a couple enlightenments, and uncounted years of 

agrarian normalcy; each cultural advancement or withdraw marks a temporal boundary in 

the chronology of the island.  

Once the field and laboratory analyses are completed and compiled, hypotheses 

and models related to the four themes are tested. The first theme addressed is 

groundwater’s influence on settlement systems. In this study, settlement systems are 

understood as the systemic (regularized) network of human structures and natural 

resources within a defined space. The defined space depends on the scale of analysis used 

to test each hypothesis. The principal goal of this section is to understand if groundwater 

quality influences the spatial organization of people on a landscape or within an 

ecological region. If hydrochemical influences on settlement systems are observed for a 

period, then the temporal scope of analysis is expanded to determine if this structural 

influence on functional phenomenon is uniform or repeated through time. For example, I 

hypothesize that water quality had a negative influence on settlement if the chemical 

character of a spring (the output of a groundwater system) is naturally caustic or below 

standards of taste and health, the environment around the spring is otherwise suitable for 

human use, and no use occurs during an addressed period (e.g., the Late Minoan I period, 

a time of peak population). The structural-functional correlation observed in the Late 

Bronze Age context may remain consistent at all other times of peak population for that 

site (i.e., the Roman, Byzantine, Venetian, Ottoman, and modern period). If not, then the 

influence of water quality on settlement systems in this example is unsubstantiated. A 

positive example would be the correlation of a pure and powerful spring with continuous 
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use and encircling habitations of great antiquity.  

 

Hypotheses Tested 

 The first section of this dissertation investigates the nature of water management 

innovation. I hypothesize that water management evolved in an incremental manner with 

new technologies always building on the old. I use models from evolutionary biology to 

help me illustrate the process of technological evolution. I also hypothesize that when 

hydrologic technology appears to take rapid or revolutionary steps in the archaeological 

record it is linked to innovation or cultural diffusion or information exchange. The 

diffusion of the new technology masks the developmental process that occurred in the 

technologies place of origin.  

The second theme explores the influence of groundwater chemistry on cultural 

phenomena, namely cult/ritual practices. In this theme I explore the role of groundwater 

quality on divination in the Greek world (water quality characteristics and concerns at 

oracular centers; e.g, Apollonian Temples at Delphi, Didyma, and Claros). I hypothesize 

that there is a link between water chemistry and ritual behaviors at these three centers.   

 In chapter three I explore the link between water chemistry and persistent places 

of ritual activity on Crete. I again hypothesize that the mineral or chemical character of 

the water is linked to ritual behaviors in these locations. For comparative purposes I 

selected two sites that were not oracular centers. The two ritual centers selected were 

Kato Syme and Psychro. Both places were constructed next to springs. Groundwater from 

these two sources was used in rites of passage rituals. I hypothesize that the water 
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chemistry at these places will be of a far different character than the oracular centers. 

The final theme (chapter five) investigates the link between groundwater 

chemistry and settlement system. I begin by testing hypotheses concerning initial site 

location. It is assumed that the initial pattern of settlement on Crete was spring-centric 

(Rackham and Moody, 1996). Thus, the oldest settlements should be located beside a 

spring of good quality. It is therefore assumed that places with larger springs of better 

quality hosted larger populations during initial settlement periods. This assumption can 

be projected on a larger scale; regions endowed with more springs of good quality boast 

larger and earlier populations. It is important to note that Crete has experienced multiple 

severe demographic declines that left sections of the island utterly depopulated. 

Colonizers during the Late Minoan II-III period (1450- 1150 BCE), during the 

Orientalizing and Archaic period (700-480 BCE), and during the Late Turkish period 

(1770-1898 CE) pioneered a landscape with many vacant niches. I hypothesize that 

settlement systems during these three periods may conform to the initial settlement 

pattern of the Early Minoan period (3100-2200 BCE) where groundwater is concerned. 

Next, hypotheses regarding secondary settlement systems are discussed. Secondary 

systems connote an expansion away from naturally available groundwater resources 

(springs) facilitated by the introduction or installation of groundwater wells. This section 

of the dissertation attempts to match settlement type (farmhouse, hamlet, village, 

emporium, town, palace, city, industrial quarter) with groundwater quality regions. This 

section will take a more generalized look at groundwater chemistry than the initial 

settlement analysis (drinking application) or the agronomic analysis (irrigation 
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application). Quality parameters from the field tests (electrical conductivity, salinity, total 

dissolved solids, temperature, pH, oxidation reduction potential) are sufficient for this 

analysis. For example, take the contrast between water quality needs of an emporium 

versus those of a hamlet. The economic function of the site-types defines the difference: 

an emporium is a center for exchange and a hamlet a center of small-scale agricultural 

production. Water quality of an emporium can be substantially lower than that of hamlet, 

which relies on good water quality for garden and in some cases field production. The 

life-blood of an emporium is its location on a network of exchange; water quality 

considerations are secondary. Emporiums on Crete are often located near natural harbors, 

at crossroads, on mountain passes, or at the narrowing of large valleys. These are not 

always locations of exceptional water quality. Thus, water quality at emporiums can be 

lower than that of hamlets. Water quality parameters for site types will be one of the 

results of this section of the study. The next section looks at tertiary settlement systems 

and groundwater quality. Tertiary settlement systems are those characterized by 

exogenous water supply (i.e., aqueducts, pipes, canals). The Romans may have perfected 

settlement systems based on exogenous water supply, but they were neither the first nor 

last to move great quantities of spring water around the craggy island of Crete. 

Settlements with exogenous water supply are known in the Late Minoan I period (1700-

1450 BCE), the late Hellenistic period (338-69 BCE), the Roman (69 BCE-380 CE), the 

Arab (823-961 CE), the Venetian (1210-1669 CE), Turkish (1669-1898 CE) and the 

modern period. A common thread connecting tertiary sites is there correlation with 

periods of stability and cultural florescence. Exogenous water supply is a hallmark of 
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cultural and population zeniths. This portion of the research will test whether or not 

certain springs were preferred over others, and if this preference is related to water 

quality. Some tertiary settlements source from multiple springs of differing water quality 

(Strataridaki et al. 2012). This component of the dissertation will match the source with 

the cultural context of the fountain. It is assumed that gradient of water quality will align 

with the hierarchical structure of society, with the wealthiest receiving a higher water 

quality than the less affluent.  

Since I organized this dissertation around a series of articles for journals or books, 

I placed the methods sections in each of these chapters rather in an individual chapter.  

Therefore, a description of methods employed occurs in each chapter. Specific literature 

reviews are similarly included in each chapter of this work.  
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Chapter Two: A Comparative Study on the Evolution of  
Water Management Technologies 

“By the use of our hands, we bring into being within the realm of Nature 
 a second nature for ourselves.!” 

 
Cicero, De Natura Deorum II 60 

 

Introduction  

The crucible of climate change will make a more water stressed world (Taylor et 

al., 2013), but the long history of water management provides some successful paths of 

adaptation. For the vast majority of human evolution, water’s natural availability and 

quality directly influenced our ancestor’s spatial range, health, and tenure in an 

environment. The watery nature of the permineralization process by which the bones of 

our earliest ancestors were fossilized attests to this fact (Reed, 1997). Marshes, lakes, 

springs, and streams served as invisible tethers for much of our physiological and cultural 

evolution. Then a change occurred. At various times across the planet—yet at similar 

stages in societal development—Homo sapiens sapiens reversed the long established 

trend of being effectively managed by freshwater systems and began to control elements 

of the water cycle (i.e., its storage and distribution, and even purification). The transition 

from passive users to active participants in the global hydrologic system marks the advent 

of water management (Back, 1981). This paper identifies that initial step and examines 

the human–environmental factors that prompted its inception. I then chart the major 

technological advances in water management and use that template to examine the 
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evolutionary nature of hydrologic innovation. I do this in the hope that a better 

understanding of water management’s origins and developmental trajectory may facilitate 

robust and farsighted hydrologic innovations in a future of increased freshwater scarcity 

(Steffen et al., 2007). 

The ability to access, store, filter, and redirect freshwater as it cycles through the 

atmosphere, across and inside the landscape enabled our forebears to extend the tie 

binding them to naturally available sources. Water management technology facilitated 

human expansion across much of the planet, and enabled the replication of successful 

sustenance strategies in regions where water’s natural availability was scarce. But this 

hydro-facilitated expansion of settlement and land-use into new, often upslope regions 

resulted in major ecologic and geomorphic changes in the past, many of which still affect 

the present (James, 2013; Brückner, 2003). Irrigation engendered and satisfied an ever-

growing populace and water acquisition, storage, and distribution systems made it 

possible to satiate enormous centrally located populations. From this perspective, water 

management facilitated and shaped the urban form (Clark, 1944). The propagation of 

early water-management technologies was as socially and environmentally 

transformative as the agricultural transition and accompanied it at most every step 

(Childe, 1950). The hydrologic and agricultural transitions initiated and amplified many 

of the human-induced systemic changes later to become the hallmark of the 

Anthropocene (Crutzen & Stoermer, 2000; Chin et al., 2013; Beach et al., 2015).  

Water management has evolved in lockstep with socio-cultural development 

(Clark, 1944). From shallow hand-dug wells excavated millennia ago by the wandering 
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Clovis culture of North America (Hanyes et al., 1999) to the remarkable water recycling 

system onboard the international space station (Orta et al., 1998; Wieland, 1998), the 

modes of water management reflect and propel the cultural and technological complexity 

of a society. Herein I plumb the archaeological and historical records to examine 

developmental trends in water management systems to better understand the processual 

nature of hydrologic innovation. I propose a framework of water management coeval 

with settlement and agro-economic developments from the Early Holocene to present. 

The point of developing the framework is threefold: 1) to establish a structure to discuss 

the complex, patterned global history of water management, 2) to determine which 

evolutionary models water management best conform when viewed over the longue 

durée (Braudel, 2011), and 3) to identify the human-environmental forces that have 

historically driven technological change in water management innovation. 

 This relates to the other components of this dissertation by elucidating the many 

modes by which societies influence, augment, and rearrange components of the 

hydrologic cycles. In other words, this section explores human impacts on hydrologic 

systems. The middle sections discuss several cases where natural groundwater systems 

have had a direct impact on societies. The last section explores the true dynamism 

involved in the human-hydrologic relationship over long periods of time and the 

influential role of technology in overcoming water resource problems.  
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Water Management Syntheses and Evolutionary Models 

The recent increase in publications concerning freshwater shortage and past 

modes of water management correspond with growing global apprehension over 

freshwater resources (Pearce, 2004; Chakravarty et al., 2006; Mithen, 2012). 

Archaeology, in conjunction with paleoclimatology and other earth-science sub-

disciplines, is uniquely poised to offer insight into unfolding human–environmental 

challenges that face societies and ecosystems in the Anthropocene (Butzer, 2012). 

Unearthed from our collective past are numerous examples of successful and 

unsuccessful hydrologic adaptations to both common and exceptional pressures on 

freshwater systems (Costanza et al., 2007; AbdelKhaleq & Ahmed, 2007; Mays, 2010). 

Factors negatively affecting the planet’s freshwater systems today—demand eclipsing 

supply, deteriorating quality, climate driven reconfiguration of supplies—also impacted 

past societies, some of whom adapted their cultural and environmental systems to survive 

and even thrive, while others managed to do neither. These hard knock lessons of human-

ecological success experienced by our forebearers provide useful examples of what 

environmental strategies worked when and why (or why not), but they also uniquely 

provide another, perhaps more important insight into the human relationship with the 

natural world. The collective histories revealed in the archaeological record cover a depth 

of time and a breadth of cultures that uniquely facilitate the identification of universal 

patterns in human behaviors with freshwater and other earth systems.  

Few scholars have framed discussions of ancient water management studies in 

terms of societal response to environmental pressures (Flood & Soles, 2015); however, 
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numerous articles and collected volumes have drawn the link between climate change, 

landscape degradation, natural disasters, and dramatic ecological, political, and social 

transformations (i.e., collapse). The majority of published work on ancient water 

management falls under one of four categories: 1) water systems at individual sites (i.e., 

archaeological site reports describing singular features)(MacGillivray, Driessen, & 

Sackett, 2007; Betancourt et al., 2005); 2) general surveys of hydraulic technologies 

(Angelakis & Spyridakis, 1996; Ortloff, 2009; Cabrera, 2010); 3) water management’s 

role in state formation, labor organization, and political power structures (Wittfogel, 

1957; Scarborough, 2003); or 4) synthetic approaches (Luzzadder-Beach et al., 2016; 

Beach et al., 2015). I take the latter synthetic approach in this study, pooling available 

information concerning incipient water management technologies and behaviors. In the 

sense this is possible, I structure these data chronologically and in accordance with other 

pertinent cultural and ecological developments (i.e., early agriculture, industrialization, 

etc.). My aim is to identify and explain the major shifts in Homo sapiens sapiens’ 

relationship with the hydrosphere, the factors driving human’s initial foray into managing 

the hydrologic cycle, and the nature of technological evolution in water management 

innovation after the initial steps. The value of syntheses and broad-scale/cross-cultural 

analyses is that if and when patterns emerge they tend to be more theoretically robust 

(like the theory of evolution itself) and may implicate greater universal themes. And do 

not forget that theory in science indicates something far different than its everyday 

connotation of a guess or speculation. The Oxford English Dictionary states a scientific 
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theory is “a statement of what are held to be the general laws, principles, or causes of 

something known or observed” (Coyne, 2009, p. 15).  

I set out to determine whether a consistent pattern in the evolution of water 

management technology emerges alongside the transition from wandering hunter-

gatherers to more sedentary modes of existence. When past cultures began to intervene in 

the water cycle did they augment similar hydrologic elements or target similar results? 

Was the earliest water management concerned with storage, access, or distribution, and 

did this incipient hydrologic desire transcend culture, geography, and time? And once 

connections were established between community, landscape, and freshwater system 

(water supply) did the relationships develop in accordance with any evolutionary 

paradigm? Knowing whether hydrologic technologies tended to evolve in fits and starts 

or more gradually provides acumen concerning the direction and tempo water 

management innovations may take in a future of freshwater stress and scarcity.  

Punctuated equilibrium and phyletic gradualism (Figure 2.1) form two ends of a 

continuum explaining the mode and tempo of evolution. Punctuated equilibrium 

maintains that evolutionary change is concentrated in very rapid events of radical 

transformation followed by long periods of developmental stasis (Gould & Gould, 2009). 

Dramatic external stimuli (e.g., bolide impacts, volcanic eruptions, rapid climate change, 

etc.) disrupt the periods of equilibrium and drive punctuated adaptive events. Phyletic 

gradualism adheres to the Newtonian, Linnaean, and Darwinian maxim Natura non facit 

saltum (Nature does not make jumps) and understands evolutionary change as 

incremental, cumulative, and gradual in mode and tempo. Gould and Eldredge (1977, p. 
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115-188) pitted the two concepts against each other from an early date, but I contest that 

the tempo of cultural evolution is rarely either/or but tends to oscillate between the two 

paradigms depending on: a) degree of sedentism; b) scale of intercultural/interregional 

exchange networks; and c) the temporal scale of observation. I also contend that the 

mode of cultural evolutionary change, particularly in the realms of technology and 

innovation is inherently gradualistic, developing by degrees, with new concepts only 

building on the old (Basala, 1988).  

         

 
 
Figure 2.1: Evolutionary Models 

 
 

There are implications for water management aligning with either evolutionary 

paradigm. If water management has historically evolved in sudden surges of innovation 

then there is precedent for highly improbable technological breakthroughs to occur as 

humanity marches towards a future of overextended, exhausted, and polluted freshwater 

systems. An alignment with the punctuated equilibrium model warrants faith in miracle 

Phyletic  
Gradualism 

Punctuated 
Equilibrium 
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technological cures to humanity’s collective water woes, sudden revolutionary 

innovations that save/change human-hydrologic systems and usher in new periods of 

stasis. This view of System Theory has been promoted by the popular essayist N. Taleb 

(2007) in recent years. Archaeologist C. Gamble (2007, p. 276), however, points out the 

danger in and inaccuracy of oversimplifying the history of humanity into a series of what 

he calls good upheavals. Good upheavals are influential developments, such as bipedal 

locomotion and plant domestication that are typically framed as an event rather than a 

process. Gamble believes that concepts like the “Neolithic Revolution” are obstacles to 

understanding what exactly changed as humans evolved, the non-human factors involved 

in the process, and the pace of change. The risk in terms of water management is an 

unfounded conviction in an omnipotent technological breakthrough (such as efficient 

desalination) that may never materialize.  

If trends in water management innovation align more with a gradual/incremental 

trajectory in pace and development this indicates that small modifications/mutations to 

existing designs drive the larger systemic changes in the human–hydrologic relationship. 

Strategies for future hydrologic design may want to focus on the nature of these small 

innovations to refine or even expedite successful water management technologies.  

 
A New Framework and Processual Model 
 

Archaeologist Graeme Clark (1944) charted the coevolution of freshwater 

systems, human settlements, and modes of subsistence. He synthesized this information 

into a conceptual model (1944, p. 2). Clark’s model was designed to simplify and frame a 
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large, complex discussion of the entire human-hydrologic relationship. Other scholars, 

such as Karl Wittfogel (1957), Julian Steward (1955), and Vernon Scarborough (2003) 

have framed sweeping discussions of water management within conceptual models, but 

focused on the coevolution of water management systems with political power and 

societal structure. Diachronic studies emphasizing technological evolution have tended to 

focus on singular forms of water management, such as N. Smith’s A History of Dams 

(1971) or Hodge’s Roman Aqueducts and Water Supply (Burian & Edwards, 2002). I 

build on the basic structure of Clark’s original model (Figure 2.2) and emphasize the 

developmental pathways of hydraulic innovation. Like Clark’s model, I intend this model 

to evolve as paradigms shift and new discoveries and more refined dating techniques 

become available.  

 

      
 

Figure 2.2: Clark’s 1944 Model for the Development of Water Management 
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I started with four knowns (or assumptions) from the literature: 1) the 

configuration of natural water sources strongly shaped human settlements and migrations 

for the vast majority of prehistory (Meignen et al., 2006; Butzer, 1982, p. 258-278; 

Wilkinson, 2003); 2) at various times and places societies manipulated elements of the 

hydrologic cycle to secure a freshwater supply (Back, 1981); 3) the emergence and 

proliferation of water management corresponded with a general trend towards sedentism 

and a food-procurement strategy dominated by agro-pastoralism (Mithen, 2010); and 4) a 

technological gradient exists between earlier forms of water management and those now 

commonplace in the developed world (Smith, 1971). 

To fill in evolutionary framework presented in Figure 2.3, I searched the 

archaeological and historical literature for the earliest forms of water management. The 

features listed in the model represent the earliest known date of the technology, 

regardless of geography, culture, or time period. Similar to agriculture, water 

management developed and innovated independently in multiple regions across the planet 

(Scarborough, 2003). The ancient Maya of Tikal, for example, erected their first reservoir 

dams in the 2nd Century CE, in the so-called Terminal Preclassic Period (Scarborough et 

al., 2012) with no knowledge of the Roman construction project taking place at the same 

moment at the Cornalvo dam in western Spain (Parra & Barranco, 2003; Zilberman & 

Wachs, 1988). This independent evolution is analogous to the concept of convergent 

evolution in biology (McGhee, 2011). Convergent evolution initially concerned only 

phenotypic traits, those outwardly visible in differing species, but Emery and Clayton 
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(2004) applied the concept to intelligence and behavioral traits in corvids and apes. The 

inception and development of cognate designs of water management features in disparate 

regions and at different times pervades the human–hydrologic relationship.  

I compartmentalized water management techniques based on their part (or cog) 

within the hydrologic cycle. The model therefore has four rows: Streams, Springs 

(Groundwater), Meteoric Water, and Surface Water Bodies. Societies adapting to rivers, 

for example, developed water management features technologically distinct from those 

implemented around nearby freshwater springs.  

The framework shows a progression of use-categories that crosscut surface-, 

meteoric-, and ground-water systems. By identifying these transcending categories we 

can holistically consider all parts of freshwater management. The succession of 

management objectives is the common-thread running through the fabric of water 

management history. Management objectives appear to have evolved from a desire to 

increase or gain access to freshwater, redirect its flow, store it, alter its physical and 

chemical state, and harness its ability to perform work, with symbolic aspects of ritual, 

culture, and politics always in the mix.  

The evolutionary model (Figure 2.3) provides the framework and the six 

diachronic use-categories/management objectives—access, redistribution, storage, 

purification, power, and symbolism—guide the discussion of water management’s 

technological and symbolic evolution.  
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Figure 2.3: Model of Water Management Evolution (after Graham Clark 1944) 

 
 
The three major freshwater components of the hydrologic cycle—surface, 

atmospheric, groundwater—wherein water management emerged and developed 

independently lie in the top four rows. I compare the developmental trajectory of water 

management within these four parts with changes in settlement and food-procurement 

strategies charted in the lower two rows.  

The right side of each row represents the pre-water management period. Across 

temporal, geographic, and cultural contexts this was a period of human prehistory 

characterized by range-foraging, hunting, transitory-camps, and a reliance on naturally 

available freshwater sources, namely springs, streams, rivers, pools, lakes, and wetlands. 

Paleolithic ranges varied from the scale of river basins, like the Cape Fear in the 

southeast US that measures 15,000 km2 to interregional migrations along which groups 
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capitalized on seasonally abundant food and water resources (Ward & Davis, 1999). In 

this period—before horticulture, agriculture, and the sedentary transition—the earliest 

form of water management emerged.   

 
The Earliest Water Management 
 

Two primary objectives in this section are to identify the earliest form of water 

management and determine if this incipient technology predated others cross-culturally 

and cross-regionally. Discerning the function of this inaugural technology offers insight 

into the factors motivating the first steps towards a future of hydrologic engineering and 

environmental manipulation.  

Water-well creation appears to be the oldest form of water management in the 

world (Figure 2.3: Streams and Surface Water Bodies) and interestingly one hydrologic 

technology we share with several other primates and even a pachyderm (Haynes, 2012, p. 

103). Hunt and McGrew (2002) observed wild chimpanzees in the Toro-Semliki Wildlife 

Reserve (Uganda) digging shallow holes into dry sandy riverbeds to access drinking 

water. Wells ranged in depth from 3–50 cm and the chimps retrieved the water by hand, 

by sipping, by utilizing wedge-shaped leafs as scoops, and with vegetal pith used to soak 

up water from the bottom of the hole (McGrew et al., 2007). Studies also document 

troops of both chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) and rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) 

creating and using shallow, paw-dug wells (Brain, 1988; Brain, 1990; Lehman et al., 

1993). In each case, water was scooped from the well or sipped directly. The macaque 

troop even organized access to wells based on group status and water quality; only the 
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most dominant members of the group drank from the well with the lowest concentration 

of total dissolved solids (TDS), effectively the best water (Lehman et al., 1993, p. 235-

237). The chimpanzees and baboons excavated sipping-wells into seasonally dry 

streambeds often immediately after flow had ceased and pools vanished, while the 

macaques dug into a thin lens of fresh-to-brackish groundwater resting above the saline 

layer that underlies Key Lois, Florida.  

Humans have been creating wells since at least 11,500 BCE (Haynes et al., 1999; 

Evans, 1951; Green, 1962). Unlined wells tapping phreatic aquifers, however, tend to 

easily erode and are, to borrow the words of J. Hutton (1788, p. 308), prone to vanish 

leaving “no vestige of a beginning.” Therefore, the antiquity of wells is quite likely much 

older than the 12th Millennium BCE, but the ephemeral nature of these features and their 

placement in geomorphically active fluvial environments make preservation and 

detection problematic. The 13,500 year-old well reported by G. Evans (1951) then by C. 

Haynes and colleagues (1999) at the Blackwater Draw Site (better known as the Clovis 

type site) is technologically modest and represents a simple but effective level of 

hydrologic engineering. The cylindrical well was 60–70 cm in diameter and extended 140 

cm into the ground. The well’s humble dimensions led G. Haynes (2012, p. 103) to 

postulate that now-extinct mammoths excavated the feature with their trunks probing for 

buried water, analogous to the behavior of modern African elephants in Zimbabwe. Other 

contemporaneous, unlined, hand-dug wells associated with Clovis materials have been 

documented elsewhere in the southwest U.S. (Ferring, 2001), including the 60 plus wells 

at the Mustang Springs site in the southern corner of the High Plains (Meltzer, 1991). 
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The dimensions of the Clovis period well at the Aubrey site in Texas are 

strikingly similar to the one at Blackwater Draw. The Aubrey well also measures 60–70 

cm in diameter and survives to extend roughly 70 cm into the ground (Ferring, 2001, p. 

129-130). The feature may have extended deeper at the time of its creation, with 

subsequent episodes of deflation or erosion having removed the upper layers of the well 

and ground surface. This would have occurred in the extremely dry climatic interval that 

commenced just after the well was abandoned (Holliday, 2000; Polyak et al., 2004). 

The 63 Clovis period wells at the Mustang Spring site had a mean diameter of 

70cm with minimal standard deviation (Meltzer, 1991, p. 246). Their average depth was 

87.5 cm, quite literally “arms-length”. Their shape is circular to ovoid with straight 

vertical walls; all the wells belong to the same geologic stratum indicating a single period 

of construction. 

Caran et al. (1996) also documented Clovis period wells in Central America. One 

well outside the village of San Marcos Necoxtla in Puebla, Mexico, dated to as early as 

7800 BCE. The San Marcos Necoxtla well is deeper than other documented pre-

agriculture wells, extending nearly 5 meters into the original ground surface. The 

feature’s broad 10-meter diameter, however, indicates that the well could have been 

created without the use of specialized tools or advance technological knowhow. Similar 

low-tech, broad-mouth, hand-dug wells were created by herdsmen in Northern Somalia in 

the late 1970’s CE and are commonplace on the rangelands of southern Ethiopia today 

(Staro, 2013). In both cases, these wells were utilized for personal consumption, but they 

were primarily created for livestock watering (Westley, 1977). It is plausible that the 
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Necoxtla well, along with other broad-mouthed wells dating to the Clovis period, may 

have been created for both personal satiation and as a lure for mega-fauna species.  

These earliest wells share several geomorphic and hydrologic characteristics 

important for understanding the method and impetus for their creation. The earliest 

anthropogenic wells all occurred in sandy fluvial or lacustrine sediments, beside 

intermittent surface water features, or, adjacent more perennial bodies subject to 

desiccation during drier climatic intervals. The well at the Blackwater Draw site, for 

example, was next to a large depression in the landscape that would annually pool with 

water from springs and overland flow. The pond and its immediate environs were a 

dwindling oasis as the High Plains slowly desiccated in the Early Holocene (Boldurian & 

Cotter, 1999, p. 115).  The watery nexus brought together humans and the surviving 

herds of Late Pleistocene mega-fauna; their interaction is recorded in the sedimentary 

layers of the archaeological site (Haynes, 2009). 

The 63 wells at the Mustang Spring site are also associated with the desiccation of 

what was once a perennial pool (Meltzer, 1991, p. 254). The wells were excavated into 

the bed of an evaporated pond, tapping the residual water trapped in the pore-space of the 

lacustrine sediment. The Late Paleolithic wells at the Aubrey site and the San Marcos 

Necoxtla site were excavated into streambeds that intermittently surged with surface 

water. This is evidenced by the fact that the Aubrey site and well came to be buried in 

alluvium post-occupation as the streambed aggraded (Ferring, 2001). The wide-mouthed 

well at San Marcos Necoxtla was excavated into alternating layers of unconsolidated 

sandy streambed alluvium and came to be buried in the thinly bedded sediment of a slow 
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moving water course, what was probably a small riparian wetland (Caran et al., 1996, p. 

22).  

These earliest wells all represent a reflexive response to diminishing water 

resources to increase access. Their expediency and simplicity parallel water management 

features created by other primate communities today. It’s apparent that the motivation 

behind water management’s initial manifestation was simply to chase a freshly vanished 

surface supply that had receded from view.  

I used only examples of well-technology predating the transition to agriculture 

from the Americas. This was not by intent. Well creation has been attributed to numerous 

past societies on multiple continents, many of which will be covered later in this article, 

but none of these examples were dated definitively before horticultural tinkering or the 

transition to an agriculturally based way of life.  

Another correlation between humans, primates, and hydrology is important to 

mention. In addition to excavating sipping wells, baboons in the Namib Desert excavate 

into cliff seeps to increase or gain access to freshwater (Brain, 1990, p.171). Human 

societies past and present have also excavated into spring channels and seep veins, 

usually to expand the diameter of the conduit that transmits water, which usually leads to 

an increase in discharge (flow volume per unit time). The more elaborate versions of 

spring-tunnel technology created in antiquity, but still used today are known as qanats 

(Arabic for lance or conduit). Qanat technology dates to at least 700–600 BCE and 

originates, at least in its more elaborate form, from what is now northwest Iran. B. 

Robinson noted the early 1st millennium BCE extension and regularization of fissures in 
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the Peirene Aquifer at the famous Greek site of Corinth, Greece (2011, p. 129). This first 

millennium modification of the spring channels is among the earliest water management 

features at Corinth, a site where humans and hydrology would become profoundly 

interlocked. We hypothesize that this type of simple modification to increase water 

access from low output seeps and springs was practiced at a very early date, likely long 

before human groups grew stationary in a landscape, before plant or animal 

domestication. This hypothesis is unsubstantiated as of yet and therefore not listed in the 

model as an incipient technology. The morphological and visual subtlety of a shallow, 

crudely excavated springs or seeps would be easily overlooked and subject to erasure by 

later iterations of the same water management strategy or by erosion.  

The human–hydrologic relationship during the cultural phases that precede 

horticulture, agriculture, and animal husbandry is characterized by passive acceptance of 

naturally available water sources, their flow characteristics, distribution, and water 

quality. Hunter-gatherer groups were tethered to river corridors, wetlands, lakes, and 

springs. Exceptions existed, but were manifest in the simplest forms of hydrologic 

engineering. Expedient wells were scraped into dry rivers and evaporated lakebeds and 

springs were probably burrowed into. The vast majority of people who lived during those 

periods—including the groups that created the Clovis wells—stuck close to waterways, 

water-bodies, dripping caves, and damp rock-shelters. It wasn’t until societies began to 

extend their stay in certain locations that they invested time, energy, and imagination into 

augmenting elements of the hydrosphere for a lasting advantage. 
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Water Management and the Agricultural Transition  
 

The earliest proactive forms of water management evolved alongside the 

transition to a sedentary way of life. The dynamic human–ecosystemic processes 

involved in the gradual narrowing of the human-range initiated a new familiarity and 

reliance on localized processes of the hydrosphere (Rindos, 1984). Some were favorable 

processes, many not. Rivers periodically flooded and channels avulsed. Flow in first- and 

second-order streams often diminished or ceased for periods of the year. Spring and seep 

discharge could wax or wane. Human groups wishing to linger in bountiful environments, 

cultivated or not, were obliged to locate, maintain, or otherwise establish a reliable source 

of freshwater. Water management technologies during the early stages of domestication 

and emerging sedentism reflect a desire to prolong tenure in specific environments. These 

technologies fall under two general use-themes, access and distribution, and were 

designed to meet basic water needs and/or protect fledgling agro-ecosystems (Figure 2.3).  

 

Plant and Water Domestication 

The link between emergent water management technologies and early forms of 

agriculture is both primary and immediate. The symbiosis that developed between plant 

and human communities provided the impetus for stationary living and the driving force 

behind a host of environmental modifications, including water management. In order to 

understand the evolutionary nature of water management technology we are forced to 

consider the processes that precipitated its creation and propelled its earliest stages of 
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innovation. To understand the shift to water management in the human-hydrologic 

relationship it is essential understand the parallel shift in the human-plant relationship.  

 Domestication was a gradual process by which plant–animal relationships 

coevolved to transform localized ecosystems in a manner favorable to human groups and 

select plant communities, primarily spermatophytes (Rindos et al., 1980). Herbivorous 

foraging behavior—frugivory and folivory—influenced the structure of plant 

communities within the hunter-gatherer range. The symbiotic relationship between 

certain plants and human groups increased the fitness of those species involved and 

brought about changes in physical traits in plants and behavioral traits in human groups 

(Rindos, 1984, p. 99). Chapman et al. (2013) observed a similar relationship between 

plant communities and colobus monkeys in the Kibale National Park, Uganda.  

Darwin understood the initial steps of plant domestication as unintentional, 

products of “unconscious selection” that eventually graduated into methodical selection 

(1868, p. 171, p. 210). Rindos distinguished three modes of domestication—incidental, 

specialized, agricultural—that bridge the gap between Darwin’s unconscious and 

methodical selection (1984, p. 138). Water management, in so far as it is linked to 

domestication, coalesced during Rindos’s agricultural phase, a stage when human 

activities were sufficient to affect domesticates throughout their life cycles, not only at 

dispersal (Rindos, 1984, p. 139).  
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Water’s Natural Availability in the Major Centers of Domestication 
 

Cased wells and ditched channels developed alongside emerging agricultural 

habitations, but the overall human–hydrologic relationship during domestication 

continued to be dominated by water’s natural distribution and quality. The vast majority 

of itinerant hunter–foragers and rudimentary cultivators remained close to perennially 

available water bodies and springs. Well-documented centers of domestication, including 

the fourteen sites in and surrounding Lev-Yadun, Gopher, and Abbo’s (2000, p. 1602-3) 

heavily cited “cradle of agriculture” are located adjacent major rivers, springs, wetlands, 

or lakes. Abu Hureyra is situated on a low promontory overlooking the mighty Euphrates 

River (Hillman et al., 2001). Çayönü, a site of early cereal and pig domestication was 

bordered by marshlands and ponds drained by the Boğazçay stream, a tributary of the 

upper Tigris River (Hongo & Meadow, 1998). Jericho is located spring-side and hosted 

the transition to sedentism and community life at a very early date, ca. 10,000 BCE 

(Anthony & Jacobs, 1994); the perennial spring of Ein es-Sulta near the archaeological 

site still provides drinking and irrigation water for the areas inhabitants (Kenyn, 1959). 

The stratified deposits within the Franchthi Cave in the Argolic Gulf of Greece yielded 

evidence for the transition from hunting red deer and wild ass to a broad-spectrum 

foraging strategy to a reliance on domesticates such as emmer, hulled two-row barley, 

and lentils (Jacobsen, 1969). A freshwater pool at the rear of the cave provided a reliable 

source of freshwater, if the multiple springs flowing in front of the cave did not suffice 

(Jacobsen, 1969, p. 344). 

Correlation between centers of plant domestication, early sedentism, and 
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perennial water sources is evident outside of southwest Asia and southeastern Europe. In 

East Asia, agriculture developed in the Yellow, Yangzi, and the Huai Rivers Basins 

(Bellwood, 2005, p. 111). In these watersheds a range of summer cereals were 

domesticated, including millet (Panicum miliaceum) and rice (Lu et al., 2009; Jiang & 

Liu, 2006). In New Guinea, domestication and agriculture developed in highland swamps 

by 5000-4490 BCE (6950 to 6440 calibrated years before the present) (Denham et al., 

2003). In the Americas, Pope et al., (2001, p. 1370-1373) discovered the earliest evidence 

of maize cultivation in Mexico at the site of San Andrés located at the deltaic junction of 

the Grijalva River and the Gulf of Mexico; the terrain is cut by small streams and pocked 

with wetlands and lagoons (Pope et al., 2001). Early agricultural centers along the semi-

arid western coastline of South America also developed along river corridors (Staller, 

2001; Cohen, 1975). In eastern North America domestication and incipient agriculture 

developed in the Ohio, Tennessee, and Mississippi River valleys by 2000 BCE (Smith, 

2006; Bellwood, 2005, p. 151). 

 

Ditched Fields in the Agricultural Transition 

Water well technology and simple ditches were implemented at several early 

agricultural centers. In each case, early forms of water management coincide with 

Rindos’s agricultural domestication phase. In this stage of domestication human-plant 

symbiosis had evolved to include seed saving, planting, weeding, burning, and now water 

management practices. Denham et al. (2003) document the gradual emergence of 

agriculture and water management in the Kuk swamp in the highlands of New Guinea. 
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They document three phases of the domestication process. The first begins around 7000 

BCE with incidental domestication of taro (Colocasia esculenta) and banana (Musa spp.). 

Water management in the form of rectilinear ditches only emerges during the final phase 

and dates between 2400-2030 BCE (2003, p. 191). A productive agro-ecosystem had 

already evolved by the time the land was ditched. These ditches are among the earliest 

water management features in the world and were designed to drain wetlands, effectively 

dewatering hydric soils. The timing of their installation (long after the interlocking of 

plant-human-environmental systems) in conjunction with the hydrology of the ditch 

system indicates that this early form of water management was an adaptive measure to 

protect the fledgling agro-ecosystem from hydric conditions. It was loss aversion, the fear 

of diminished yields or a damaged agro-ecology that motivated some of our earliest 

manipulations of the water cycle. Loss aversion is still a more powerful motivator for 

human action than potential gains wrapped in risk (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; 

Kahneman, 2011). It is plausible that even the earliest irrigation measures were designed 

to save harvests rather than enhance agricultural output past a median baseline.  

The earliest documented irrigation (water application) channels date to the sixth 

millennium BCE and were found near the prehistoric mound of Choga Mami in northeast 

Iraq (Oates, 1969, p. 124). Choga Mami is located on an alluvial fan draining the Zagros 

Mountains as the landscape drops onto the Mesopotamian plain (Oates & Oates, 1976). 

The initial irrigation system was modeled after the natural flow pattern of the fan 

morphology (Wilkenson, 2003, p. 73). Natural flow and/or flood surge was captured in 

channels branching perpendicular to the natural watercourse and distributed across upper 
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soils of the fan. Paleobotanical remains of six-row hulled barley (frequently associated 

with irrigation) provide indirect evidence for irrigated agriculture at the site (Wilkenson, 

2003, p. 73). By 5000 BCE wider lateral canals at Choga Mami stretched along the 

contours of the fan. 

 
Well Technology in the Agricultural Transition 
 

Hand-dug dipping wells were also created at some sites of early domestication as 

human tenure increased in specific landscapes. Wells provided convenient access to 

potable water and further facilitated the sedentary transition. Water raised from wells in 

vegetal or hide containers may have been utilized to irrigate individual trees or crops, but 

was most likely restricted to community satiation until the development of ceramic 

technologies, the winch/pulley, norias, and/or the well-pole (aka, well-sweep, shaduf, 

κήλων). It is unclear whether expedient sipping hole techniques evolved into deeper 

dipping wells because so few examples of preceramic wells exist. It is clear that the 

earliest wells accompanying the agro-pastoral sedentary transition were unlined, then 

stone and wood revetments were constructed or placed inside the well shaft. Well casing 

techniques gradually diversified as the technology was introduced and adapted to new 

hydrogeologic environments.  

The earliest documented wells associated with an agro-pastoral way of life are 

located along Cyprus’s south and west coast at the sites of Mylouthkia and 

Shillourokambos. At Mylouthkia, seven cylindrical wells were excavated through a 

calcium-carbonate rich matrix of soft Quaternary colluvium known locally as Havara 
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petra (Schirmer, 1998). Well depth’s range from 7-13 m with diameters between 0.90-

1.20 m (Peltenburg, 2012, p. 72). The earliest well at Mylouthkia (well 116) dates to ca. 

8400 BCE and the most recent well (well 2030) dates to around 6800 BCE (Peltenburg, 

2012, p. 72). Shillourokambos site contains twelve ancient wells ranging in depths 

between 4.5-6 m with an average aperture of 1m. The oldest well at Shillourokambos was 

created around 8300 BCE, slightly younger than the oldest well at Mylouthkia. The most 

recent of the twelve wells at Shillourokambos dates to ca. 7700 BCE. The wells at both 

sites share other common features besides dates of construction, diameters, and depths. 

All nineteen of the Neolithic period wells were created with antler picks, wooden 

instruments, and stone tools. Groundwater was retrieved from well bottoms by handled 

bowls shaped from chalk-stone that crops out in great quantities on Cyprus. 283 chalk 

bowl fragments representing over 120 vessels were found in a single well at Mylouthkia 

(well 133).  

The wells at Shillourokambos and Mylouthkia lack any type of stone or wooden 

revetment along their inner walls. Innovations in well casing technology had yet to 

materialize. Many of the wells exhibit a line of small cavities arranged vertically along 

one side of the shaft that functioned as hand and footholds for creation and maintenance 

of the well. The deepest well (well 2070) had 161 hand and footholds incised along its 13 

m cylindrical shaft. Floral, faunal, and artifactual materials recovered from sediment 

inside the wells indicate that inhabitants at both sites practiced a mixed subsistence 

strategy. A diet of einkorn wheat (Triticum monococcum), emmer wheat (Triticum 

dicoccum), hulled barley (Hordeum sativum), lentils (Lens sp.), large seeded legumes (e. 
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g. Lathyrus sp, Vicia sp.) was supplemented with fish, mollusks, sheep, goat, pig, 

Mesopotamian fallow deer, and eventually cattle (Murray, 2003). Mice were also present 

in the faunal assemblage, which probably explains the presence of domestic cat remains 

(Vigne et al., 2004). Humankind’s most loyal friend and unwonted dinner item, the dog, 

was also represented in the bones buried at the bottom of these ancient wells. 

Offshore from the Atlit promontory in northern Israel, Galili and Nir (1993) 

excavated a 5.5m deep well belonging to a small Pre-Pottery Neolithic village dating to 

6100 to 5500 BCE.  Walls of the upper section of the well were dressed in stacked rows 

of unhewn stone (Galili & Nir, 1993, p. 267). This is perhaps the earliest documented 

example of a stone-lined well-shaft. The depth of the well also indicates advancement in 

water lifting technology. The absence of ceramics in the village and from the sediment 

column that filled the well suggests that the vessels used to retrieve water were of 

perishable materials. The bottom layer of the well was rich in organic residue, including 

straw fragments possibly from a tightly woven or residue-lined basket. Another, slightly 

more recent well was documented at Hacılar, a Neolithic/early farming site (5500-5400 

BCE) in southwest Anatolia (Mellaart, 1961). The Hacilar well, like many other water 

management features, was reused and refurbished in several cultural phases. During one 

of these the walls of the well were encased in stone. A marble bowl was found in the 

sediment of the well shaft, possibly indicating yet another advancement in water 

collection technology (Mellaart, 1970, p. 40).  

Water well technology also accompanied early agriculturalists transitioning to 

sedentary life in the river valleys of central Europe. In Eastern Germany, W. Tegel and 
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colleagues report four wells dating between 5469 to 5098 BCE, each encased in wooden 

architecture. Two distinct designs were utilized to encase the wells from erosional 

infilling; they were either chest-like or tube-like, and in one case both. The tube-like 

lining consisted of hollowed trunk sections inserted vertically into the loose 

unconsolidated sediment, primarily loess, that comprises the area. The tube-like lining in 

the Eythra 2 well shows clear evidence for two phases of construction. The earlier phase 

consisted of a hollowed trunk of a maple tree set atop four crudely shaped oak boards. In 

the second phase of construction, hollowed sections of logs were stacked on top of the 

earlier structure extending the depth of the well casing upwards. Chest-like well linings 

were constructed with stacked timber planks notched on both ends through a combination 

of charring and stone tool use to create interlocking joints. Two of the three latticed, 

chest-like wells rested on a basal frame that utilized mortise and tenon joints for lateral 

strength. The well at Brodau, utilized both tube and chest-like designs. The initial 

columnar pit that tapped the watertable was encased in a rectangular wooden frame to 

keep the walls of the well from collapsing; then a hollowed tree trunk was inserted into 

the chest-like framework (Tegel et al., 2012, e51374).  

Water was retrieved from the wells with ceramic jars, pots, necked vessels, and 

bowls; whole vessels and fragments were found in the well shafts. The water-logged 

conditions in the lower reaches of the wells also preserved plant and animal material. 

Plant material included a mix of both typical cultivars and wild fruits. Emmer (Triticum 

monococcum) and einkorn wheat (Triticum dicoccum), peas (Pisum sativum), and lentils 

(Lens culinaris) were recovered from the wells, along with the remains of strawberries, 
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sloe/blackthorn, apples, raspberries, and hazelnuts. Residues of linseed (Linum 

usitatissimum) and poppy (Papaver somniferum) suggest their utilization for oil. W. 

Tegel et al. also recovered an abundance of black henbane (Hyoscyamus niger), a strong 

hallucinogen and potential medicine (2012, p. e51374). 

 The plant domestication process was a gradual symbiotic interdigitation of 

human, plant, and other ecosystem communities. The resulting agro-ecosystems were 

concentrated nodes of calories and nutrients within the broader range of human seasonal 

migrations. As the productivity of agro-ecosystems gradually increased, human groups 

extended their stay in these sections of the landscape. The earliest agro-ecosystems across 

the planet were located in close proximity to freshwater supplies, from Abu Hureyra 

(Syria) to San Andrés (Mexico). It was in these regions of perennial or seasonal 

freshwater abundance that human communities began renegotiation the human-

hydrologic relationship. Communities began to rearrange the physical elements of the 

landscape (i.e., ditching top soils, excavating sediment columns) in order to access and 

redistribute volumes of freshwater. Agricultural domestication, sedentary life, and water 

management were synergistic elements a new form of the human ecosystem that emerged 

following the end of the last Glacial Maximum.  

 Hydrologic technologies that accompanied the transition to agriculture were 

initially simple in form but gradually grew in sophistication. The Neolithic wells on 

Cyprus were essentially unlined holes bored into the ground with sticks and antlers and 

muscle. Innovations in well casing and water lifting technology gradually developed over 

the centuries, as evidenced by later stone-lined wells at Atlit Yam (Israel). The earliest 
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effort to redirect surface water flow was also technologically simple. Shallow ditches 

were scraped into surface of the agro-ecosystem that had gradually developed in the Kuk 

swamp over the preceding millennia. Wells and ditches are the earliest forms of water 

management associated with plant domestication and a more sedentary way of life. Wells 

helped communities prolonging their stay in agro-ecosystems meet basic water needs, 

especially during drier months when naturally available supplies were on the wane. Field 

ditches that developed in the agricultural transition regulated the volume of water in 

emergent agro-ecosystems, protecting soils and plant communities from inundation 

and/or dessication. 

 
 
Water Management and Sedentism  
  

The symbiotic relationship between plants and humans that developed during the 

domestication process remodeled components of the natural ecosystem and established 

pockets agroecology (Rindos, 1982, p. 88, p. 126-127). Human’s initial role in these 

ecosystems was an agent of opportunistic seed dispersal, an unspecialized forager similar 

to whitetail deer (Rooney, 2001). The role evolved into obligate seed dispersal as the 

relationship gradually shifted from parasitism to mutualism (very gradual if the 

relationship is viewed over the entirety of hominid evolution). Positive feedbacks in 

specialized foraging behavior and seed dispersal increased the success and range of 

specific plant species and selective pressure encouraged enhancement of certain 

physiological traits in plants (i.e., productivity, biomass, nutritional makeup, storability, 

etc). Positive feedbacks in plant productivity encouraged greater human reliance on 
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fewer, yet more productive plants. The human-plant relationship crossed a threshold 

when the survival of human groups at newly increased population densities became 

dependent on the survival of a narrow range of coevolving plant species (Rindos, 1982, p. 

159).  

Human impact within the ecosystem increased during the domestication process 

as tasks compounded in the maintenance of agroecology. Seed dispersal evolved from 

incidental dissemination to intentional transport and planting. A number of early 

domesticates were disturbance taxa, thus communities were obliged to create and 

maintain disturbed areas as ecosystems recovered and succession phased out comestible 

grasses, pulses, and tubers (Hermann & Heller, 1997). Groundcover maintenance 

involved burning and later the felling of trees. Subsurface conditions were also essential 

for plant survival. Soil conditions were modified with soil amendments such as charcoal 

(Pausas & Keeley, 2009) and by hydrologic alterations (i.e., drainage Kuk and Choga 

Mami irrigation). 

 The coevolution between plants and humans resulted in physiological changes in 

plants and behavioral traits in humans. An increasing list of ecosystem chores obliged 

communities to invest greater and greater amounts of time in specific environments. 

Domestication was not the only reason humans grew stationary in an environment—

resource concentrations like shellfish colonies settled pre-agricultural communities until 

stocks were depleted (Jew et al., 2013) and isolated cultures like the Chinchorro (Arriaza, 

1995) were effectively ecologically marooned on the desert’s edge—but the mutualism 

and ecosystem maintenance involved in domestication and agriculture fostered more 
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static and permanent settlement systems. Reduction in spatial range concomitant with 

agriculture reduced the spectrum of other resources communities encountered. Humans 

adapted to localized resource deficiencies by two primary means: 1) exchange/trade and 

2) environmental modification. Both factors profoundly influenced the developmental 

trajectory of water management.  

Freshwater resources, requisite for both human satiation and crop survival, were 

locally abundant in the aforementioned cradles of agriculture, especially in the initial 

phases of domestication. Sedentism and increased population densities, however, 

generated new pressures on freshwater availability and quality. Sedentary agriculturalists 

dependent on modified landscapes for their survival were less likely to migrate during 

episodes of river attenuation, cessation of spring flow, or other environmentally driven 

freshwater shortages. Increased population density meant more humans to quench with 

the water resources at hand; it also meant increased density of human waste, which could 

render water resources non-potable.  

Dependency on agricultural success for survival also meant that soil moisture 

management was of paramount importance. Early agricultural societies adapted to water 

resource deficiencies by way of environmental modifications; these are at least the 

adaptive responses that survive, they likely entreated the supernatural through prayer, a 

transcending and common response to drought (Burton, Kates, & White, 1968; 

Mortimore, 1989; Flood, 2012). Engineered water management features in early 

agricultural societies targeted the use-themes of access, distribution, storage, and quality. 
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In most cases these features mimicked/simulated natural components of fluvial, 

groundwater, geomorphic, and other hydrologic systems.  

 

Access 

Well technology grew in sophistication, number, and distribution as agriculture 

spread out of the centers of domestication. Unhewn stone well casings, like that at Atlit-

Yam, gradually evolved into wells carefully cased in ashlar masonry (Carmi et al., 1994). 

Well depth increased during the formative agricultural periods along with the water 

lifting apparatus. For example, the Bronze Age wells at Palaikastro, Crete, reached a 

depth of 9.3 meters and used cordage and ceramic jars to access the ground water supply. 

Although the device was never recovered in archaeological contexts dating to early 

agricultural periods, the shaduf or well-sweep is depicted in iconography dating to the 

Amarna period in Egypt, ca. 1750 BCE. The water-lifting device is shown in several 

scenes in a series of wall reliefs in the tomb of Nefer Hotep at Thebes (Butzer, 1976, p. 

44; Davies, 1933). The technology is also depicted on cylinder seals discovered in 

Mesopotamia dating to 2300 BCE (Violette, 2006; in Mays, 2010).  

Water well technology also developed in early agricultural communities in 

Mesoamerica. Twelve wells have been identified in and outside the early agricultural 

settlement (Preclassic) of Xtobo in northern Yucatan (Anderson, 2011).  
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Redistribution 

Canals and ditches for the redistribution of water into or out of agricultural soil 

horizons also grew in sophistication, complexity, and distribution. Canal development 

and design appears to have evolved out of or imitated elements of natural stream 

morphology. The earliest irrigation canals cut into the Tigris River mimicked and/or took 

advantage of natural levee breaches called crevasse splays (Waters, 1992, p. 134-135; in 

Wilkenson, 2003, p. 88). These features occur naturally and transport water, sediment, 

and nutrients to the floodplain when breached naturally or by human agency. Although 

direct evidence for manipulation by early agriculturalists is nonexistent, textual accounts 

of active management of crevasse splays along the Tigris comes from the third 

millennium BCE (Steinkeller, 2001, p. 80, p. 117; Wilkenson, 2003, p. 88). Cuneiform 

tablets from the third millennium BCE also document channel cleaning and Nissen 

(1988, p. 96) places the earliest undisputed artificial channels at this date. Keep in mind 

ecosystem engineering had moved beyond simple augmentations of vegetation structure 

by fire or felling by this point in time; enormous structures like the megalithic temples at 

Eanna and large platforms of the Ubaid period, the precursor of the ziggurat were already 

in existence by the time of the earliest definitive anthropogenic canals channeled water 

away from the main branch of the Tigris (Lloyd, 1978). Adams and Nissen (1972, p. 12) 

conclude that canal irrigation in Mesopotamia evolved out of earlier natural channels and 

developed piecemeal over centuries of small-scale modifications.  

Canal irrigation developed during the formative agricultural periods in Egypt. The 

interplay between centuries of fluvial dynamism and human impacts on the Nile valley 
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and river itself has erased or obscured traces of these earliest canals. Iconography, 

however, etched into the head of the so-called “Scorpion King Mace” depicts the creation 

of irrigation canals with the use of mattocks and baskets (Butzer, 1976, p. 20-21). The 

mace head dates to ca. 3100 BCE (Millet, 1990), a time of expanding agroecology, 

increasing population densities, and cultural coalescence within the Nile valley.  

Canal and water redistribution technology emerged in the Americas during the 

early agricultural periods. K. Zimmerer (1995) documents an extensive and integrated 

system of floodwater and canal irrigation in the Bolivian Andes dating to ca. 1500 BCE. 

Closer to the Pacific coast in the Tablachaca Valley of inland Peru, Grieder and 

colleagues (1988; 16-18) document riverine field systems fed by irrigation canals dating 

to ca. 2700 BCE. By the Initial Period (1200-300 BCE) irrigated agriculture is believed to 

have developed along numerous Peruvian watersheds (Schreiber & Rojas, 2003; Burger 

& Salazar-Burger, 1991; Moseley, 1974; Earle, 1972; Farrington, 1974), but direct 

evidence of canals remains elusive.  

In Central America agriculture gradually settled transient communities within the 

fertile valleys of Oaxaca, Tehuacan, Chiapas, the Papaloapan, the Grijalva, and the 

Usumacinta. By 1500 BCE an agricultural way of life was firmly established in the major 

watersheds of Mesoamerica and water management installations slowly developed 

shortly thereafter (Bellwood, 2005, p. 166). The earliest purported canal dates to 1200 

BCE discovered at the site of Teopantecuanitlan (Martinez Donjuan, 1986; in W. 

Doolittle, 1990, p. 20-22). Clear, uncontested evidence of canal irrigation emerged 

around 900 BCE at Santa Clara Coatitlan. Erratic surges in overland flow were collected 
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in a modified channel stretching along a footslope and directed towards fields located in 

deeper valley sediments. At least twenty-five small canals branched perpendicular off the 

feeder channel to irrigate several hectares of what was probably stands of maize and/or 

amaranth (Nichols, 1987, p. 610; Doolittle, 1990, p. 23). By 800 BCE true canal 

networks branching from an engineered main canal materialize at the site of Meseta 

Poblana (Doolittle, 1990, p. 27). Also emerging around this time in Mesoamerica were 

the earliest engineered structures designed to store water.  

 

Storage 

Dams, field terraces, cisterns, and spring-basins are all designed to arrest and 

prolong the time a quantity of water resides in a specific location within the hydrologic 

cycle. These four technologies are first documented worldwide after agroecology rooted 

in landscapes and human communities grew stationary and purposeful (and practiced) 

ecosystem engineers. Dams are currently created for a wide range of purposes, including 

flood control, fire/farm ponds, hydroelectric, mining, navigation, debris control, and 

especially recreation in the USA (Cech, 2010, p. 218). The earliest dams were created for 

a shorter list of reasons: flood control, soil water supply, drinking water supply, and 

irrigation with occasional and secondary benefits of aquatic resource extraction and 

sanitation.  

The earliest known dams tend to be substantial structures. The path of dam 

innovation is not as obvious as the progression in well technology from sipping holes to 

stone lined wells. The placement of dams within sections of fluvial systems that 
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concentrate and transfer enormous amounts of hydraulic energy explains some of the 

absence of smaller, especially older dam installations. The smaller dams created during 

early hydraulic tinkering were likely blown out and washed away.  

The oldest documented dam is located at the ancient site of Jawa, adjacent a dry 

wadi in the vacant wastes of the black desert along the Syrian-Jordanian border. The 

earliest dam dates to late fourth millennium BCE and was just one component in a water 

management system incorporating channels, revetted pools, natural lava tubes, diversion 

barrages, and sluice gates (Helms, 1977). The dam is crescent shaped and conforms to the 

downstream edge of a natural ovoid-shaped depression (Helms, 1991). It is constructed of 

basalt blocks from the immediate area and survives to a maximum height 5 m and 

stretches roughly 80 m adjacent the wadi.  

The earliest Jawa dam is a composite design. It consists of two walls running 

tightly parallel with hard-packed clay and ash filling the space between. Downstream of 

the double-walled dam are supporting revetments, low walls of stacked stone, to buttress 

the force of water both surging in to the depression or subsequently pooled in the 

reservoir. The earliest dam at Jawa did not span the entire course of the Wadi Rajil (the 

ephemerally surging stream) but arrested a fraction of the seasonal pulse captured and 

redirected by diversion barrages that extended into the main channel of the wadi. A 

simple sluice gate controlled the volume of water entering side-channel area that contain 

the natural and revetted depressions back-ended by the crescent dam. The natural 

depressions turned reservoirs would also pool from direct precipitation and runoff from 

the “micro-catchment” area branching perpendicular to the Wadi Rajil and stretching 
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west into the stony desert wilds (Helms, 1981, p. 162-183). The basalt bedrock retards 

infiltration and ensures bountiful, though rapid, overland flow events following 

precipitation inputs. Rainfall collected in the same catchment naturally filled a deep lava 

tube located at the junction of the small watershed and the Wadi Rajil. This lava tube at 

the base of a catchment formed an incidental reservoir of freshwater following rainfall 

events, a natural prototype for later cistern technologies. The water-filled lava tube 

provided a reliable source to Jawa’s earliest pioneering inhabitants; Natufian and 

Neolithic flint scatters in and around the watery tubes substantiate this claim (Helms, 

1991, p. 10). 

The second oldest known dam in the world is located in Egypt, twenty miles 

south of Cairo, and was constructed between 2950 to 2750 BCE (Smith, 1971, p. 1). The 

Sadd el-Kafara dam also consists of two parallel walls of rubble masonry with soil and 

gravel packed in between. The Sadd el-Kafara Dam is much larger than the water 

management structures at Jawa. The crest length measured 106.07 meters, the base length 

80.77 meters, and the dam was 11.27 meters high. This enormous structure was built 

straight across a wadi and its 83.51 meter thick wall was designed to halt and store 

seasonal surges. Smith (1971, p. 4) maintains that the dam was constructed for the dual 

purpose of water supply and flood control. Sadd el-Kafara prevented the seasonal 

inundation of a nearby alabaster mine opened in the Early Dynastic Period and the 

reservoir behind the dam provided a drinking water source for the miners. Sadd el-Kafara 

was specifically not constructed with irrigation in mind (1971, p. 4).  

The earliest known dam integrated into an irrigation system was constructed 
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sometime around 2000 BCE located in northeastern Oman outside the town of Bahlā 

(Weisgerber & Yule, 2003). The dam survives in poor condition and measures 1.3 meters 

thick and 0.5–1.5 meters high and roughly 350 meters long. Like Sadd el-Kafara, the al-

Aqir dam is a rubble-built structure that spans a wadi channel. The al-Aqir dam was 

designed to capture seasonal pulses of rainwater, stream flow, and sediment as it traveled 

down the watershed. The build-up of silt and moisture-rich sediment behind the dam was 

cultivated after surface water evaporated or infiltrated. This design is, in effect, a valley-

bottom version of an agricultural terrace. Similar sediment trap and moisture reservoir 

systems have been documented in prehistoric and historic periods in Pakistan, southeast 

Iran, and Oaxaca (Raikes, 1967, p. 155; Wilkinson, 2003, p. 74). Similar soil water 

management features still function outside the village of Huamelulpan in Oaxaca, Mexico 

(Leigh et al., 2013, p. 4108). Neither Sadd el-Kafara nor the al-Aqir dams were mortared 

or otherwise water-proofed, a technology that would develop later; thus water would 

have gradually infiltrated through both structures (Weisgerber & Yule, 2003, p. 38; 

Smith, 1971, p. 4). The earliest known dams ever created were large and leaky.  

The earliest dams in the Americas were similar to those associated with early 

agricultural societies in the Middle and Near East and along the Nile valley. Large in 

scale, they spanned ephemeral stream channels and captured annual pulses of water and 

sediment. The earliest dams discovered in Mesoamerica date between 1550-1450 BCE 

(3500-3400 cal BP) and are located in the Mixteca highlands, Mexico. Both features are 

cross-channel check dams (lama bordos), measure 5-6 meters in height, are un-mortared, 

and constructed out of unworked locally available stone (Leigh et al., 2013, p. 4108-
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4109). The features were major investments in engineered agroecology and represent a 

commitment to a sedentary and agricultural way of life.  

The next oldest dam generated a surface water reservoir that supplied a canal 

irrigation system (Doolittle, 1990, p. 20). Information concerning the Teopantecuanitlan 

dam remains scant, but it is believed the feature was erected around 1200 BCE, 

constructed of uncut blocks and faced with worked stone, stood 3 meters high and 

spanned 30 meters across an ephemeral stream channel. The canal that conducted water 

from the reservoir to the fields below is over 300 meters in length and measures 70-90 cm 

in depth and 90-140 cm in width (Doolittle, 1990, p. 21). The next oldest dam in 

Mesoamerica, the Purron Dam, survives as a massive construction though its earliest 

phase was closely related in scale to the purported Teopantecuanitlan dam, the lama 

bordos features, the Jawa dam, and even the al-Aqir feature. The first iteration of the 

Purron dam dates to ca.750 BCE and measured 175 meter long, 6 meters wide, and 2.8 

meters high (Lentz, 2000; Doolittle, 1990, p. 27). The dam feature is associated with the 

contemporaneous settlement Tr449 that consisted of 9-12 residences, occupied by an 

estimated 45-60 persons (Lentz, 2000). The initial Purron reservoir had a maximum water 

holding capacity of 37,000 m3 that some believe was used to irrigate a network of fields 

spread over the surrounding alluvial fan (MacNeish, 1964, p. 10; Lentz, 2000), although, 

as Doolittle points out, no evidence of an irrigation canal tapping the first phase of the 

reservoir exists (1990, p. 28).  

Early dam technology associated with the expansion of early agriculture certainly 

developed in regions outside the ones mentioned but are either poorly documented or 
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await discovery. Water storage by way of barrage technology first emerged in the form of 

cross-channel check-dams (sediment and moisture traps) that preceded the development 

of the contour terrace. This evolutionary sequence of cross-channel dam to terrace 

development was first outlined by W. Doolittle (1990, p. 94-97), but was hypothesized 

prior to that by Le Page (1958, p. 20) and others (Spencer & Hale, 1961, p. 27-29; 

Wright, 1962, p. 97-99). I suspect that the enormous Sadd el-Kafara reservoir dam is a 

later manifestation of a concatenation of smaller, more modest check-dam developments 

that took place in Egypt during the 3rd millennium or perhaps before; the remnants of this 

step-wise dam development sit under in the published structure, much like the successive 

constructions of the Purron dam (note: the primary study of Sadd el-Kafara occurred in 

the late 19th century, a time before major advances in both relative and absolute dating 

technology).  

Agricultural terraces and check-dams are structurally, functionally, and 

technologically very similar. They run perpendicular to slope and arrest the gravitational 

movement of soil and water with a vertical barrage of impervious material, usually 

stacked stones. As a rule of thumb, when a feature accumulates and retains more water 

than soil, it’s a check dam; more soil than water, it’s a terrace. With such a thin line 

dividing the two technologies, it should be no surprise that they share a common 

ancestral form. The oldest published terrace tenuously dates to ca. 3955-3630 BCE, spans 

a small valley floor in the Yemeni highlands, and is nearly identical to the previously 

mentioned check dams at al-Aqir (Oman) and in the Mixteca highlands (Mexico), only 

smaller (Wilkinson, 1999, p. 186). The valley floor terrace at Sedd Adhracah II survives 
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as a stack of roughly dressed stones standing 0.15 meters high with brown sandy silt loam 

collected behind it. The next oldest documented terrace dates to ca. 3200-2500 BCE 

(Early Bronze Age) and is located at the Sataf site in the Judaean Hills of Israel 

overlooking the Soreq Valley (Gibson et al., 1991, p. 36). The wall is a single course of 

large boulders and spans a drainage gully; again very similar to the early check-dam 

technology.  

Moving out of the Middle East and further into the Near East and southeastern 

Europe, terrace technology emerges or diffuses and gradually contours hillsides in 

Anatolian and Greece beginning by at least 2800 BCE (Krahtopoulou & Frederick, 

2008). Terraces associated Early Hittite, Cycladic, Minoan, and Mycenaean sites have 

typically been relegated to single sentence entries in excavation reports, if mentioned at 

all. For example, it was noted in a single sentence that an elaborate terrace system 

encircles the hill where the Hittite citadel-town Buyukkale is located, but neither design 

nor date of construction is mentioned (Macqueen, 1996, p. 91-92) (Mazzoni et al., 2010). 

Several ancient terrace systems have been systematically studied on Aegaean islands, 

Crete and Kythera. On Kythera, Krahtopoulou and Frederick (2008) document a 

polycyclic terrace construction; the first iteration beginning in the Early Bronze Age II 

period (ca. 2700–2200 B.C.E.), then expanding in the Late Bronze Age (ca. 1700-1200 

BCE), again in the Classical Greek period (ca. 700-323 BCE), with continued use into the 

Late Venetian period (1204-1669 CE). Terrace technology also arrives or develops on 

Crete during the Early Bronze Age (ca. 2700 BCE). Similar terrace features wrap the 

upper portion of the Early Bronze Age town at Mochlos (Soles & Davaris, 2013). There a 
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series of check dams/terraces at Mochlos arrested seasonal surges of seep flow draining 

the conglomerate aquifer layer that crowns the island site. Seep runoff not captured by 

the terrace sediment dam system was collected in a rectangular rock-lined basin dating to 

the early 3rd millennium, the oldest spring collection basin known on Crete (Soles, 2014, 

personal communication). On the nearby islet of Pseira, an extensive series of terraces 

gradually came to envelop the arable slopes surrounding the Minoan town beginning in 

ca. 2200 BCE; the earliest documented Minoan check-dams were a later addition to the 

Pseiran soil-water conservation complex (Betancourt, 2005). Terraces proliferated during 

the Late Bronze Age period and continued to be integral features in the Aegean 

agricultural system in later cultural periods and remain so today (Figure 2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4. Terrace System on the Cycladic Island of Sifnos (Flood, 2014). 

In other centers of early agriculture, terraces and check-dams share a joint 

emergence. In Mesoamerica, terraces were erected at Tlaxcala by 1200 BCE (Garcia 
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Cook, 1981, p. 245). At the same time, the extended check-dam/water and sediment trap 

at Teopantecuanitlan was created (Doolittle, 1990, p. 20). Terraced field design evolved 

alongside irrigation technology around ca. 2700 BCE at the previously mentioned site of 

La Galgada, in Peru (Grieder et al., 2014, p. 92).  

Several developmental patterns in terrace origins and technological evolution 

crosscut culture and geography. There is a certain lag-time between the emergence of 

agriculture and the formation of terrace technologies. This is perhaps due to the 

seemingly inevitable period of environmental trial-and-error following agricultural 

pioneers (Sauer, 1965, p. 148) or pioneering land-altering technology, such as the plow 

(Worster, 1982). This temporal relationship is less apparent or non-existent in 

environments further from nodes of domestication and original terrace technologies, 

which suggests that in some locations terrace design traveled with seeds, tools, and the 

principles of cultivation. Though not true in every case, cross-channel terraces and check-

dam technologies tended to arise in similar places at similar times. The expansion of 

terrace systems tended to develop by gradual accretion, not by punctuated landscape 

changes (this will be further documented at Caracol and on Bronze Age Crete in the 

following sections). Terrace were also persistently reused by multiple generations and by 

different cultures interacting with landscapes terraced in antiquity. Terrace construction 

therefore has a tendency to be polycyclic in regions with long enduring human presence 

(Krahtopoulou & Frederick, 2008).  

Engineered water storage devices for domestic use and consumption also 

materialized following the expansion of early agro-pastoral subsistence strategies. Clark 
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(1944, p. 4-5) suggests that spring-enclosures or spring-basins were among the earliest 

forms of water management and developed alongside early agriculture as an adaptation to 

new levels of sedentism. The earliest known spring-basin, however, dates to ca. 2900 

BCE and was found at Mochlos, Crete (Flood & Soles 2012). I contend that the lag 

between incipient agriculture and spring-basin technology is partially explained by an all-

important element of their construction: impervious lining of paste, paint, resin, concrete, 

lime veneer, mud, plasters, or wood. Most sealants are an amalgam of materials and are 

themselves the result of gradual technological development. It is not surprising that some 

of the earliest spring-basins in northern and central Europe were fashioned from short 

sections of hollowed tree trunks, a workable, water-holding, single material design (Clark 

1944, p. 4).  

The most primitive forms of cisterns emerge before the first large towns or cities 

coalesced on the planet. Lime plastered vessels dating to ca. 6400 BCE were built into 

house floors at the Neolithic sites of Ramad and Lebwe in Syria and Lebanon (Miller 

1980; 334). Similar plaster-lined pits were installed into the floors of dwellings at the 

Chalcolithic site of Abu Matar dating between 4400-3400 BCE (Perrot, 1957, p. 9; 

Perrot, 1955, p. 174). These features may well have functioned as repositories of 

perishable foodstuffs, but water storage is equally likely.  

Reservoir features previously mentioned at the ancient site of Jawa near the 

Jordanian-Syrian border also represent a form of early cistern technology. The fourth 

millennium reservoirs at Jawa were modified natural depressions variously referred to as 

“natural pools” and were supplied by rainfall, overland flow, by natural and built 
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channels. Surges in water were contained and managed by a crescent dam and sluices 

(Helms, 1977, p. 34; Whitehead et al., 2008, p. 528). Some scholars mistakenly refer to a 

lava tube/cave as a cistern (Mays et al., 2013), but the feature was naturally produced and 

held freshwater without human modification. It is assumed water collected naturally in 

this lava tube provided the permanent source of water for the first, small group of 

pioneers who settled the Jawa area (Betts, 1991, p. 11). The ancient Jawaites did, 

eventually, redirect ephemeral flow via channels and secondary conduits to the lava tube 

for storage (Helms, 1977, p. 157).  

Early agriculturalists cultivating fertile floodplains along the Indus River, initially 

satiated from the river alone, implemented well technology by the fourth millennium 

(Possehl, 2002, p. 104) followed by cisterns at least by the third millennium BCE. The 

urban form spurred by agricultural surplus, artisanal specialization, river and groundwater 

management had already taken shape by the time the earliest known rain-harvesting 

cistern was created in Indus Valley. Numerous wells provided water for the Harappan 

settlement of Dholavira, but seasonal surges in rainfall and streamflow were eventually 

collected and saved in an enormous cistern dating to the middle of the 3rd millennium 

BCE (Bisht, 1997; Chakravarty et al., 2006). Around the same time and further upstream 

the river system the enormous cistern, the Great Bath at Mohenjo Daro was created along 

with numerous smaller cisterns. Also in the middle third millennium, the inhabitants of 

the port town Lothal, constructed large cisterns to supplement preexisting supplies 

provided by wells and the nearby river (Possehl, 2002, p. 157). Leshnik and Junghans 

(1968) noted the same combination water management strategy implemented by the areas 
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modern inhabitants. Villagers were utilizing both well and cistern/basin technology in the 

late 1960’s; the cisterns collected water in the rainy season and became the sole source of 

drinking water as the dry-season progressed, streams attenuated, well levels dropped and 

the salinity of the groundwater reached non-potable levels (1968, p. 918).  

The earliest domestic cisterns in the Americas were similar to the features 

reported at Abu Matar, pits installed into the floors in or adjacent habitations. The earliest 

of these pits (named chultunes) emerged ca. 300 BCE (Maya Preclassic) and were simple 

in technology, limited in number, and restricted in regional distribution (Puleston, 1978; 

Dahlin & Litzinger, 1986). Chultune technology expanded in distribution as the overall 

population density increased across the Yucatan in the Classic Maya period (ca. 250-900 

CE). At the large Preclassic centers of El Mirador and Uaxactun only 26 and 22 chultunes 

have been documented respectively; at the equally prodigious site of Tikal, which 

experienced it’s greatest population and cultural florescence between ca. 250-830 BCE, 

over 200 chultunes were documented in the central precinct, while another 323 chultunes 

were documented in the agrarian periphery of the site (Dahlins & Litzinger, 1986, p. 725; 

Carr & Hazard, 1961).  

Incipient rain-harvesting technologies developed in locations where perennial 

sources were available—at least initially—and served to: a) increase the total volume of 

freshwater supply, b) provide more convenient access to freshwater, and c) stock water 

with a lower mineral and salt content (better quality). Cistern technology originated in 

regions that were relatively well-watered, but the rain-harvesting technology enabled a 

new settlement mobility, one that extended the geography of the humanized landscape.  
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The earliest documented spring collection basin belongs to a small but elaborate 

water management system fastened to the side of a tiny islet off the north coast of Crete. 

The spring basin dates to the Early Minoan I period (ca. 3100-2900 BCE), a time of early 

agricultural expansion and settlement nucleation in eastern and central Crete. The cistern 

is a rectangular pit (1x1.3m) excavated 2m into the earth at the terminus of a seep flow 

that issued from the small aquifer that crowns the island site. The cistern was maintained 

through the Early Minoan II, ca. 2900-2400 BCE (Flood & Soles 2015, p. 79). 

 

Quality 

Water quality certainly factored into hominid spatial behaviors in earlier, more 

transitory periods (Ashley et al., 2010). Increased investment in specific landscapes—

creation of agroecology and construction of more permanent shelter—made 

translocations to new water sources less economical. Thus societies developed and 

implemented adaptive technologies to mitigate natural or anthropogenic changes in water 

chemistry and quality. These technologies adhered to two basic forms: a) those designed 

to create new access to better quality sources, and b) those designed to improve existing 

supplies. Access to new supplies included wells tapping unspoiled groundwater, canals 

and conduits transmitting fresh spring-water, and cisterns saving rains purified in the 

vapor stage. Water quality mitigation technologies included drains and tanks to remove 

and store waste (Webster, 1962), canals to de-irrigate saline groundwater, settling basins, 

and filters of stone or other natural medium (i.e., sand, carbon, vegetal materials).  

 With increased settlement density comes increased density of human waste. 
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Direct or indirect anthropogenic impacts on water quality eventually inspired a range of 

new technologies to mitigate deteriorated or even dangerous water resources. Direct 

impacts include waste released from human beings themselves, from their livestock and 

other domesticated fauna, from seepage out of refuse and debris pits or piles (Luzzadder-

Beach, 2000). Indirect anthropogenic impacts on water quality include land-use changes 

that mobilize and increase sediments in fluvial systems, and those that compromise flora 

and fauna that naturally perform the ecosystem service of water filtration. The earliest 

wells, cisterns, spring-basins, and channelized springs were perhaps the earliest forms of 

water quality management, but quality concerns appear to be a secondary to water 

quantity. Domestic drains, filters, and settling basins are early water management features 

whose primary purpose was to improve water quality.  

 The earliest engineered/architectural filter system is documented at the Minoan 

site of Kato Zakros on the far eastern coast of Crete. Sedentism, agriculture, and an 

expansive trade in raw materials and specialized goods had long since been established 

by the time the sandstone filtration system at Kato Zakros was created. Kato Zakros is 

located 5 meters above sea-level on a small grabben slowly sinking into the rising waters 

of the Mediterranean. The freshwater lens flowing from the inland hills to the west mixes 

with seawater that has infiltrated the groundwater system. The water is brackish today (4 

ppt in 2011), which is too salty to drink or even irrigate with. It must have been slightly 

better in the past when the elevation of the grabben was higher, the freshwater lens 

deeper, and precipitation in the watershed generally higher. The filtration system within 

the “Hall of the Cistern” clearly demonstrates that water quality was a concern almost 
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two millennia ago when the feature was designed and constructed, ca. 1700 BCE (Platon 

1971, p. 118). The “Hall of the Cistern” is a well in the technical sense; cistern was a 

misnomer even the excavation director admits (Platon, 1971, p. 186). The well is 

cylindrical, broad and shallow (5.1m x 1.9m) with an eight-step staircase terminating on 

level floor constructed of multiple large masoned blocks. The chinks in the floor and 

some of the floor blocks were plastered; the walls were likely also sealed judging by the 

layers of plaster discovered on the floor of the feature. The ashlar block at the foot of the 

staircase was chiseled out of poros sandstone “through which the water gushed up and 

was automatically filtered.” (Platon, 1971, p. 188).  

In sum, the earliest water management technologies developed as adaptive 

responses to meet basic freshwater needs and prolong tenure in an environment. The 

earliest known water management features were created by hunter-gatherers that 

engineered simple hand-excavated wells in order to access groundwater. These simple 

sipping wells would have allowed groups or individuals to prolong their hunting and 

gathering activities in the resource rich environments around the Black Water Draw and 

the Mustang Springs site after seasonal supplies dwindled. The engineered water features 

may have also attracted game animals that hunters could dispatch of, similar to the 

ethnographic examples in Somalia and Ethiopia (Westly, 1977; Staro, 2013). Water 

management technology evolved alongside cultures in an increasingly sedentary way of 

life. Water management features designed to access greater and more reliable freshwater 

supplies were of course important to cultures who desired to remain in productive 

ecosystems, but hydrologic technologies designed to protect fledgling human ecosystems 
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also emerge at an early date. The ancient canals/ditches in the Kuk wetlands of New 

Guinea were created to protect the productive agro-ecosystem on which the community 

that had coevolved with it relied. Gradually water management was put to use to enhance 

agro-ecosystem productivity and not just protect it from flood and drought damage. This 

step in water management technology and application facilitated the expansion of the 

human ecosystem beyond what was naturally possible/productive. The case in point is the 

first great irrigation boom in production, population, and cultural complexity in 

Mesopotamia that manifested the planet’s first civilizations, with all the necessary 

accouterments of literacy, megalithic architecture, urban centers, and sophisticated art. 

Not all water management features that enhanced agro-ecosystem productivity produced 

such dramatic effects. Terraces incrementally transformed hillsides and slopes in an 

iterative and perhaps more stable process. Water management information and techniques 

developed in one place were often transmittable to another. A growing level of 

information concerning the water cycle and ways to manage it traveled with pioneering 

farmers in the initial expansions of agriculture originating in Southwest Asia, the 

Americas, and other cradles of cultivation. The spread of water management from places 

with advanced hydraulic engineering to locations without would appear revolutionary in 

the archaeological record, if the source and the technologies developmental history were 

unknown.  
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Water Management, Interregional, and Intercultural Exchange 
 
 Sedentary living, landesque capital (Håkansson & Widgren, 2014), and the 

development of a humanized ecosystem stimulated intersite, interregional, and 

intercultural exchange and travel. Items and materials needed or desired but not naturally 

available could be acquired from afar by direct acquisition (personally seeking and 

obtaining) or through exchange (direct or indirect). The widening network of contact 

resulted in the movement of materials, people, flora, fauna, and ideas from places of 

origin into new niches and ecosystems, both cultural and natural. Some of these avenues 

of exchange developed into complex mutualistic relationships, wherein multiple 

settlements benefited, others were commensal, and some parasitic. Positive feedbacks in 

cultural and economic systems incentivized the spatial expansion of interchange 

networks.  

 Tobler’s first law of Geography states that though everything is related to 

everything else, nearer things are more related than distant things (Tobler, 1970). 

Thereby, as early trade networks widened they transmitted an ever-greater heterogeneity 

of ideas, materials, and items. This meant that water management technology invented 

and gradually refined in one area could now be introduced in another area where no 

ancestral forms of the technology existed. When the spatial scale of analysis is limited to 

an individual site, or even a singular region the arrival of refined technologies from afar 

appear revolutionary, a great leap in hydraulic achievement. That the newly introduced 

technology is a cumulative synthesis of a series of minor innovations is nowhere apparent 

in pioneered landscape; the vestiges of its antecedent forms remain in the technology’s 
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place of origin. Addressing the nature of technology and technological change, G. Basalla 

(1988, p. 57) points out that people past and present are apt to forget “the debt owed to 

key antecedents.”  

 The broadening horizon that accompanied the agricultural transition in the various 

nodes of domestication linked cultures in one location with a milieu of ideas, 

technologies, material and cultural resources generated in other, sometimes vastly 

different regions. Both mature and incipient water management ideas traveled land and 

sea routes in periods of peaceful exchange and in times of conflict. The network 

effectively linked fledgling and mature water management technologies with potential 

niches (i.e., dams in suitable watersheds, wells in water-stressed settlements, cisterns in 

dry upland environments, etc.). The expanded network increased the distribution of 

hydraulic technologies across space, but the process also spured morphological 

differentiation in individual water management forms (e.g., 3Bα in column 1, Figure 2.5).  

Eerkens and Lipo (2005, p. 319) note that variation is common in the process of 

technological diffusion and adoption and occurs during: 1) transmission of the instruction 

set itself (e.g., how to build an arch dam); 2) during the execution of that instruction (e.g., 

while erecting the dam); and 3) the selection of construction elements from available raw 

materials (e.g., the use of rubble where cut stones are unavailable). The rapid expansion 

of water management in number and kind is analogous to adaptive radiations in 

evolutionary biology. Adaptive radiations typically occur when new niches open during 

pioneering and colonization events (i.e., arrival of the original finches to the Galapagos), 
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and sometimes following mass extinctions and landscape transformations (i.e., volcanic 

activity, anthropogenic deforestation and land clearance).  

 Understanding these processes is essential to this study because they reveal 

potential mechanisms for what appear to be punctuated events in innovation captured in 

the archaeological record. In prehistoric Mesoamerica for example, Doolittle (1990, p. 8) 

documents what amounts to a watershed moment in water management technology 

around 800 BCE. Prior to that time water management technology was extremely limited 

in number, distribution, and complexity. Only two irrigation systems documented in 

Doolittle’s study date between 1200 to 800 BCE, whereas the succeeding 400 year period 

witnessed at the development of at least twelve new irrigation networks. Between the 

years of 800 to 350 BCE, major landscape and cultural transformations were taking place 

in multiple regions across Mesoamerica. These included the florescence of the Olmec at 

La Venta and Tres Zapotes accompanied by the advent of the earliest form of writing in 

the Western Hemisphere, monumental architecture, far-flung trade networks (Cyphers, 

1996), and even urban drainage systems at sites like San Lorenzo and La Venta (Coe, 

2008, p. 69). The relatively rapid expansion of irrigation technologies documented by 

Doolittle corresponds to a period of expanding interregional interaction, specialized 

production, increasing populations, and more intensive agricultural practices.  

A similar watershed moment occured on the Greek island of Crete in the late 

Bronze Age. In the centuries preceding 1700 BCE, early agricultural settlements 

congregated near perennial water sources and water resources were only managed at a 

fraction of the sites. Following 1700 BCE the number and kind of water management 
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features in the central and eastern sections of the island skyrocket (Flood & Soles, 2015). 

Four sites produced evidence for water management before 1700 BCE; these were 

limited primarily to well or cistern technologies. Paralleling unprecedented population 

growth, specialized production, expanded agriculture, and extended trade networks 

(Cline, 1999) water management on Crete increased nearly six-fold (23 sites) and 

included a new diversity of forms like closed channel sewage pipes and masoned 

reservoir dams (Betancourt, 2012).  

The massive Fayum land-reclamation project initiated in the 3rd Century BCE is 

another example of a major hydraulic development that followed a period of expanded 

cultural and technological horizons. The project diverted water from the Nile River into 

the Fayum depression by way of canal and an effective regulator dam (Butzer, 2011). 

Water was circulated in and out of field systems by an outer ring of master canals. Greek 

veterans and Egyptians were transplanted onto the reclaimed lands and founded a string 

of new agricultural villages (Butzer, 2011). The project followed on the heels of 

Alexander the Great’s foray and “Hellenization” of Asia Minor, Egypt, the Middle East, 

Persia, and the lands and cultures along the Indus River. The famous Macedonian 

general’s conquest united economies from the Indus to Tiber and intermixed numerous 

social, religious, economic, and agricultural systems (Braudel, 1995). The Greek rulers of 

Egypt who launched the irrigation project, Ptolemy II (284-246 BCE) and Ptolemy III 

(246-221 BCE), were the son and grandson of Alexander’s general, Ptolemy I Soter, who 

traveled with Alexander through the irrigated lands of Mesopotamia, Persia, and India. 

Ptolemy II was known for his outward looking foreign policies (Marquaille, 2008) and 
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close cultural and economic ties with societies in the Indus Valley (Tarn, 1928). Ptolemy 

III, also remembered for his contact with the Near and Middle East (Bevan, 2014), 

traveled extensively throughout the canal-cut lands of Mesopotamia during the early 

years of his rule (Hölbl, 2001). The Fayum irrigation system resembled Mesopotamian 

systems in form and scale. The conceptual blueprints for the Fayum project were almost 

certainly brought to Egypt from afar, either through diffusion along a newly expanded 

network of idea and material exchange, or, by the traveled Greek potentates who initiated 

the land reclamation projects.  

The heuristic model below simplifies several processes at work: technological 

evolution from a nascent form, the translocational affect of exchange and niche 

expansion, and adaptive radiation or speciation of pioneering technology (3Bα and 2Bα).  

 

 
Figure 2.5: Model Showing the Influence of Inter-regional Exchange on Technological 
Evolution.  
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The model illustrates how technologies gradually evolve in geographically 

separate locations. Technology 1A emerges in location 1. Technology 2A emerges later 

in location 2, independent of developments from regions 1 or 3. For the sake of 

illustration, 1A is an earthen check-dam. The simple check-dam is effective and the 

design continues to be used over time within region 1 (time on the right, progresses 

upward). Early on the 1A earthen check-dam design is modified with the addition of 

crowning rubble wall, innovative step 1B. The rubble wall design (1B) was advantageous 

for a period of time, but hydrologic conditions changed and the design was no longer 

effective and the technology disappears, 1B becomes extinct. A new innovation, 1C (a 

sluice gate), is added to the existing earthen-dam design (1A). This modification is 

appropriate for numerous hydrologic situations and the 1C design continues to be utilized 

for a period of time in region 1. Shortly after the 1C modification, the 1A earthen dam is 

modified by another community in region 1, leading to dam design 1D. Let’s say the 1D 

innovation is a stone inner core for the dam. Then a broadening network of exchange 

links previously isolated regions 1, 2, and 3. Several of the water management designs 

that emerged and evolved in regions 2 and 3 are appropriate for hydrologic situations in 

Region 1, these are technologies 2C and 3B. Technology 2C, lets say it’s a plaster-lined 

cistern, is effective in region 1 without further modification. The 2C design does not 

change or innovate after its introduction. Technology 3B, however, is modified to better 

suit conditions in region 1 and evolves into technology 3Bα, a new form of the 

technology distinct from subsequent innovations to 3B in its place of origins.  
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Interregional exchange of information and materials diffused water management 

technologies that had evolved in one location into new potential niches. Past episodes of 

technological exchange are manifest in the archaeological record in what look to be 

abrupt periods of rapid innovation and technological breakthrough. Periods of punctuated 

technological speciation that resulted from diffusion mask the evolutionary pathway 

particular technologies developed along. Only when the scale of analysis is expanded to 

include the myriad of locations participating in an exchange network do the antecedent 

forms of the technology become apparent. This is illustrated in the case study of Bronze 

Age Crete in the section below.  

It is essential to consider the distorting effects of technological diffusion on 

innovative trajectories, otherwise entire evolutionary histories can be mistaken for a 

singular stroke of brilliance. The danger—a part from simply being ill-informed and 

wrong—is that a belief in punctuated innovative events can nurture a false sense of 

security and confidence in highly improbable technological breakthroughs. This reliance 

on the technologically specialized few (inventors, designers, etc.) takes the onus of the 

general community, which can be disastrous if the problem and solution to an 

environmental issue is incremental and all-inclusive in nature. Global warming and 

groundwater depletion are both examples of environmental issues that are driven by 

numerous individual inputs or outputs. There isn’t just one sector of human activity 

responsible for greenhouse gas release, rather it’s the cumulative result of billions of 

people driving automobiles, using fossil-fuel generated electricity, deforesting 

landscapes, purchasing industrially produced goods, and eating daily from an emission-
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rich agricultural system. Groundwater depletion is the result of numerous withdraws from 

a great variety of parties, not a singular culprit. These environmental challenges are 

exactly proportional to the sum of their causes. Collective human action is needed to 

mitigate and resolve these environmental issues.  

 

Individual Case Studies  
If the evolutionary model of water management detected in the overarching 

history of the human-hydrologic relationship is a legitimate representation of the 

progression of innovation, then it should be verifiable. The next section explores the 

developmental trajectory of water management in individual areas, moving from the 

meso-scale of region (Crete) to the micro-scale of site (Tikal, Caracol, and Corinth). The 

section takes chronological look at water management innovation and connects 

developments to cultural and environmental contexts and drivers of change.  

 
Bronze Age Crete 

Humans have been drinking the waters of Crete for at least 130,000 years 

(Strasser et al., 2012) and Hominins well before that (Runnels et al., 2014). Waves of 

seafaring pioneers, colonizing farmers, goatherds, opportunistic pirates, warriors, and 

savvy merchants have colonized the island in a sporadic series of occupations and 

abandonments. In accordance with the model, active forms of water management do not 

appear on the island until swaths of agroecosystems were well established and hamlets 

and villages were budding on the landscape. Prior to ca. 2900 BCE human communities 

were strictly based close to perennial water sources such as springs, streams, wetlands, 
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and watery caves. The pre-Bronze (Neolithic) farming community at Knossos was 

situated adjacent the perennially flowing Kairatos stream. The Neolithic site of Magasa 

(Pendlebury, 1969) in the arid eastern end of the island is located beside a rock-shelter 

and a spring that continues to flow to this day (witnessed by the author 8-12-15). The 

dripping stalactites inside the Gerani Cave site leave little question as to where the 

Neolithic occupants or visitors quenched their thirst (Tomkins, 2008). The introduction of 

copper, followed by its more popular alloy, bronze, to Crete around 3100 BCE heralds an 

unmistakable link with ore deposits in the Near East and the cultures who were mining 

and exporting these metals. Shortly after the arrival of bronze technology on Crete water 

management systems appear.  

 

Access and Storage 

The earliest form of water management developed or introduced to Crete was a 

spring collection basin constructed below a small seep at the Early Minoan site of 

Mochlos dating to ca. 2900 BCE (Soles, 2011). The earliest documented well was created 

about the same time near the site of Knossos, emplaced into the Kephala Hill (Hood, 

1966, p. 110-11). The well at Knossos increased freshwater access and provided a more 

convenient—and perhaps cleaner—source than the nearby Kairatos stream. Water stored 

in the spring-basin at Mochlos would have certainly increased the volume of freshwater 

available to site’s earliest year-round inhabitants, but the features placement downstream 

of several coterminous burials suggests a more ritual function than a practical one. The 
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deleterious impact of graveyards on drinking water supplies is immediately obvious and 

well documented (Trick et al., 2005; Fielder et al., 2015). 

The arrival of cistern technology on Crete coincided with the beginning of what 

would become a millennium of intense contact and exchange with the Near East and 

Egypt (Wiener, 2013, p. 35). The arrival of cistern technology to the island was much 

more transformative to the natural and cultural environments on Crete than has been 

recognized (Antoniou et al., 2014). Cisterns and other rain-harvesting technologies 

allowed societies to sever the tie binding their settlements to terrestrial sources and 

inhabit upland and arid regions relying solely on water collected from the atmosphere. 

This facilitated the expansion of perennial settlements and concomitant land-use practices 

into springless upland areas of the island. The earliest cistern on Crete exemplifies just 

this situation.  

The cylindrical cistern at the upland site of Chamaizi forms the hollow hub of the 

oval house around which rooms radiate. The cistern was constructed ca. 1900 BCE 

(Middle Minoan IA period) and was clearly designed to collect rainwater runoff 

cascading from the roof that encircled the tank (Xanthoudidies 1906; Davaras, 1972). The 

self-sufficient structure sits atop a waterless knob overlooking the fertile watersheds 

draining into the Sitia Bay to the east. This modest structure represents a reorientation of 

the human-hydrologic relationship on Crete.  

The next oldest cisterns on Crete are located at the upland site of Myrtos-Pyrgos 

overlooking the Myrtos river valley. The two monumental cisterns were installed around 

1800-1750 BCE and no earlier forms or prototypes have been discovered at the site 
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(Cadogan, 2010, p. 45). The smaller of the two cisterns had a capacity to hold 23,000 

liters (6075.96 gallons or 23 tonnes) of water when full. This volume alone is enough to 

supply 15 people with 4 liters of water a day for an entire year. Inconstant precipitation 

inputs and daily evaporation output complicate the water budget analysis for the cistern 

but the figure gives an impression of the influence this human engineered water supply 

system must have had on the community.  

The two earliest documented check-dams or cross-channel terraces date to the 

same period as the cisterns at Myrtos-Pyrgos. The check dams are located southwest of 

the modern village of Kamilari and were constructed between 1900-1750 BCE (Watrous 

et al., 1993, p. 204). The check-dams are ca. 75cm high and built with undressed stone. 

The walls run perpendicular to slope and span a drainage that transports water and 

sediment from the Asterousia mountain range to the fertile Mesara Plain to the north. 

This simple sediment and moisture trap is virtually identical to the earliest dam in Oman, 

the al-Aqir dam, and those in the Mixteca highlands (Mexico) mentioned previously. The 

check-dams at Kamilari were harbingers of the elongated terrace systems that would 

come to wrap the hillsides of Crete and many other Aegean islands in the succeeding 

centuries. 

Terrace walls developed or were introduced to Crete in the Middle Minoan period 

(ca.1900-1700 BCE). The earliest agricultural terraces were documented on the slopes 

above the Minoan harbor town of Pseira, situated on a small islet 2.6 km off the Cretan 

mainland (Hope-Simpson et al., 2004). The earliest terrace network on Pseira included 

several cross-channel terraces, but hillside step-terraces were the principle elements of 
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the system. The cross-channel walls may have been the technological progenitors for the 

later system, but further fieldwork is needed to substantiate this. Terrace building 

activities on the islet mirrored changes in climate (Flood & Soles, 2015) along with 

increases in population evidenced by the expansion of the town that came to contain 60+ 

houses (Betancourt, 2012, p. 4-15). Upwards of 70% of the islet was under terraced 

cultivation by ca. 1450 BCE, after which point the settlement along with the terraces 

were virtually abandoned; conflict had advanced across Crete like wildfire, resetting 

ecosystems and destroying cultural, personal, and technological memories in its wake 

(Betancourt, 2012, p. 54).  

The trajectory of the human-hydrologic relationship on Crete from ca. 130,000 

until 1750 BCE parallels the general evolutionary pathway outlined in the model and 

described in section three of this article (the global survey). For millennia humans stuck 

close to perennial springs and waterbodies on the island, then eventually began to 

engineer access and storage devices, primarily for drinking water supplies. The 

introduction or development of rainwater harvesting technologies facilitated settlement 

expansion into waterless segments of the Cretan landscape. The concurrent development 

of check-dams and terrace systems buttressed the proliferation of agroecosystems out of 

fertile valleys and plains and up the island’s many slopes. Then, around 1700 BCE, water 

management took a great leap forward. 

In the years between ca.1700 BCE and 1450 BCE, existing forms of water 

management rapidly multiplied and new types of hydraulic technologies appeared on the 

island. Stone-lined wells were installed at multiple settlements including Kato Zakros, 
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Palaikastro, Phaistos, and Knossos while terraces were introduced to new sites including 

Chalinomouri (Soles 2003, p. 103-104, p. 123-124), Choiromandres (Vokotopoulos, 

2014); Zakros (Chryssoulaki, 2010), Chrysokamino (Betancourt, 2006), Gournia 

(Watrous et al., 2000), Phaistos (Watrous et al., 2004), and Kommos (Hope Simpson et 

al., 1995). Fully developed hydraulic technologies with no antecedent forms show up in 

the archaeological record at this time, and their distribution centers on harbor towns and 

economic hubs. A wastewater system furnished with segmented closed ceramic pipes was 

installed in the urban core at Knossos during this time (Evans, 1964). U-shaped clay 

conduits removed wastewater below the floors at the Palace of Zakros on the far eastern 

coast (Platon, 1971, p. 222-223). Ceramic gutters were fastened to roof edges at Mochlos 

and other sites (Shaw, 2004). Water display was incorporated in ceremonial architecture 

in the form of plastered impluviums (Flood & Soles, 2015). A sophisticated groundwater 

filtration system was installed at Kato Zakros (Platon, 1971). Dams, both earthen and 

masoned, are constructed at numerous sites across the island (Gournia, Pseira, 

Choiromandres, Chalinomouri, Itanos). The two large dams at Pseira, M9 and M29, 

incorporate the same design elements as the Jawa dam (Helms, 1981) and the Sadd el 

Kafara dam (Smith, 1971). The Pseiran dams consist of a double wall design with clay 

and rubble packed hard in between.  
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Figure 2.6: Map of Crete showing the distribution of sites with water management 

technology 
 

The arrival of new and refined water management technologies to Crete coincides 

with several important internal and external circumstances, which collectively account 

for the punctuation in hydrologic technologies and their dispersal. Firstly, this was a 

period unprecedented population growth, settlement, and land-use expansion on Crete. 

The island would not host a population this large again for many centuries (until Roman 

times) (Rackham & Moody, 1996). The secondly, the climate was changing. The annual 

distribution of rainfall was polarizing into more pronounced wet- and dry-seasons. The 

antipodal distribution of rainfall that defines the Mediterranean climate had been slowly 

developing over the course of the Aegean Bronze Age (Grove, 2001; Rackham & 

Moody, 1996; Moody, 1997; Bottema, 1980; Hempel, 1990; Bolle, 2003; Harrison, 1993; 

Goodfriend, 1991), but the intensity of the dry-season drought appears to have increased 

during this period (Flood, 2012). Thirdly, the exchange network Minoans were 

participating in during this period was remarkably well developed and expansive. 

During this final interval of Minoan civilization, external contact and exchange 
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was spatially, culturally, and materially extensive (Cline & Harris-Cline, 1998). 

Manufactured goods from Mesopotamia, Egypt, Syria-Palestine, Cyprus, Anatolia, 

Mainland Greece, Rhodes, and the Cycladic islands have been discovered in Late Minoan 

contexts on Crete (Cline, 1999, p. 117). Egyptian imports outnumber all others, 

constituting 62% of foreign objects according to Cline (1999, p. 118). In fact, 63% of the 

149 objects of Egyptian or Near Eastern origin discovered throughout the Aegean dating 

to this period were found on Crete (Cline, 1999, p. 118-119). The bulk of these goods 

were ornamental objects—beads, scarabs, figurines, amulets—but with these physical 

imports came new, potentially influential environmental management ideas generated in 

faraway lands by disparate cultures. 

That the surge of water management technologies witnessed on Crete in the final 

florescence of Minoan civilization originated and evolved off-island seems probable, but 

will remain unsubstantiated until human progress and scientific inquiry can resume 

without fear of death in the Levant, the Middle East, North Africa, and Egypt. The 

pattern of hydraulic technologies discernable in the archaeological record, however, 

closely resembles the heuristic model. And this same pattern of gradual endemic 

evolution of technologies followed by a rapid increase in forms during moments of 

expansive cultural diffusion is evident at other sites, in other societies, in other regions of 

the world. The infusion of water management technologies obscures the evolutionary 

origins and developmental process that is central to this study. Identifying the influence 

of exogenic technologies and the process of their adoption and adaptation to new 

environments is constructive. 
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Caracol, Tikal, and El Zotz   

The pattern of technological evolution holds true at the scale of the individual site. 

The pattern is of course skewed or obscured if the hydrologic system was pioneered by a 

cultural group with prior knowledge of developed water management technologies. For 

example, Roman citizens that pioneered the mountainsides and upland valleys of Asia 

Minor in the Imperial Period had prior knowledge of water management techniques and 

designs, and these technologies were made manifest on a landscape far away from the 

vestiges of the antecedent technologies.  

 

Caracol 

The ancient Maya site of Caracol is located in the karst foothills of the Maya 

Mountains in southwestern Belize. The site is famous for its Classic period architecture, 

engraved monuments, and extensive terrace system (Chase et al., 2010). Terraces adhere 

to nearly every slope surrounding the epicenter of the site and artificially contoured 

hillsides extend far into the periphery and hinterlands (Chase et al., 2011, p. 395). The 

ubiquity of engineered terraces across the landscape is complimented by the numerous 

engineered reservoirs that pock the terrain. Field survey and targeted excavations 

revealed an average of five reservoirs per km2 (Chase and Chase, 1998, p. 70), and 

estimates based on airborne remote sensing (LiDAR) suggest upwards of 1400 reservoirs 

over the entire site, with 270 confirmed (A. Chase 2015, personal communication; ASZ 

Chase, 2012, p. 44).  
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The Caracol landscape has been so morphologically altered by past human 

activities that the natural water source for the initial human community remains obscured, 

possibly a spring buried under later developments or a natural sink modified beyond 

recognition by the site’s later inhabitants. What is clear is humans were in the Caracol 

area by at least 600 BCE, living in the site center by the second century BCE (Chase and 

Chase, 2006, p. 41), and these groups discovered or engineered a water source that 

enabled them to establish a foothold in the landscape. This foothold would later develop 

into an integrated urban-agroecosystem that supported a population numbering well over 

100,000 people by 650 CE; these individuals were distributed over 177 km2 (conservative 

estimate: Chase and Chase 1994 posit 150,000 & Chase et al., 2011 posit 115,000).  

The karstic nature of the foothills produces natural depressions through the 

dissolution of the carbonate bedrock. The aperture and depth of these solution features 

varies in diameter from small sinkholes to large bajos (Dunning et al., 2002). The large 

and irregularly shaped reservoir named the Epicentral Aguada is a likely candidate for the 

original water source for what would become the central precinct at Caracol. Crandall 

(2009, p. 34) calculates the feature could hold 131,100 liters throughout the dry season, 

and also believes in the aguada’s natural origins. Naturally occurring solution 

sinkholes—some of which may hold surface water for parts of the year—are observable 

in the southern section of the Caracol area (Chase et al., 2011, p. 395, Fig. 10). The 

nearest known spring is located 4km west of Caracol at Valentin camp (Crandall, 2009, 

p. 3); the area lies on a contested border between Belize and Guatemala and remains 

unexcavated (A. Chase, 2015; personal communication). The spring may have been a 
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node of early human settlement in the area.  

Storage was by and large the most important aspect of the human–hydrologic 

relationship at Caracol. Terrace technology arrested and stored soils and soil water, 

engineered and modified surface depressions stored rainfall and collected runoff, and 

numerous chultuns may have stored significant volumes of water during their initial use 

phases, before many were repurposed as burial chambers in the Late Preclassic and 

Classic period (Hunter-Tate, 1994). Although most of the water management features 

documented at Caracol date primarily to a single cultural interval (Classic Maya ca. 250-

900 CE), with the majority associated with the population apogee in the mid-7th century 

CE (Chase and Chase, 1994, p. 5; Chase et al., 2011, p. 395), the nature of technological 

expansion during the single period adheres to an incremental evolutionary pathway. 

Terraces at Caracol varied little in their typology and reservoir technology remained 

uniformly basic. Although hydrologic innovation remains gradual and incremental, it 

spurs punctuated changes in landscape, culture, and population density. The human-

hydrologic relationship at the site does, however, illustrate the productive capacity 

inherent in certain singular technologies. Caracol exemplifies the transformative power 

simple water and soil management innovations can have on economic development, 

ecosystem structure and function, and exponential population growth. Similar 

transformative technologies that have affected human ecosystems on a small and large 

scale include anthropogenic fire, stone projectile points, farming, the sickle, grinding 

stones, canal irrigation, the steam engine, antibiotics, genetically modified cultigens, and 

computers. At Caracol, feedbacks associated with population increase and economic 
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prosperity were certainly driving factors in the development and expansion of the site, but 

growth was ultimately dependent on agricultural output, which was only possible in that 

area through the use of terrace technology. Stores of drinking water were necessary to 

facilitate population expansion, but agriculture was the prime mover.  

The earliest terraces at Caracol expanded by accretion. New segments were added 

to preexisting walls and terraces were gradually established along contours at higher and 

higher elevations (Chase and Chase, 1998, p. 72). It is unclear whether terraces 

developed endemically at Caracol or if the technology was introduced from another 

place. The system exhibits both the hill contour terrace and its potential antecedent form: 

the cross-channel wall/check dam (Chase and Chase, 1998, p. 69). Murtha (2002, p. 168) 

identifies valley bottom terraces at Caracol, analogous to lama-bordos (check-dam) 

features mentioned previously as the earliest known soil and water storage technology in 

Central America (Leigh et al., 2013). The earliest cultural materials recovered from 

terrace excavations at Caracol date to the Early Classic Period, ca. 250-550 CE (Healy et 

al., 1983, p. 404). Late Classic artifacts (ca.550-900) were also found embedded in these 

early terraces, suggesting continuity in use. Healy’s excavations into five house mounds 

located above the terrace system compliment and further the continuity and accretional 

expansion hypothesis. Late Preclassic materials (400 BCE- 250 CE) were discovered in 

the lower level of a single mound, perhaps representing the earliest inhabitants of that 

section of the site, Caracol Hill “A”. Early Classic artifacts were found in two of the 

mounds, and Late Classic materials were found in all five of the structures, suggesting 

they were all functional sometime in the Late Classic (Healy et al., 1983, p. 408). The 
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ratio of Late Preclassic to Early Classic to Late Classic domestic architecture expressed 

in this one excavation area (1:2:5) may reflect a general or even conservative growth rate 

of the site and its population. Murtha (2002, p. 241-242) suggests a less conservative 

trend. The timing and magnitude of growth is at the very least indicative of the major 

expansion in the built environment that occurred from 650 to 700 CE (Chase et al., 2011, 

p. 395).  

Chase and Chase (1994, p. 5) report that at least 95%, if not 100%, of the 118 

residential groups excavated at Caracol were in use between 650-700 BCE. This 

dovetails with Healy and colleague’s (1983, p. 409) conclusion that the majority of the 

terraces were constructed or at least operating in the Late Classic. Subsequent terrace 

excavations conducted by Chase and Chase (1998, p. 71) and Murtha (2002, p. 250) also 

support a Late Classic date for the bulk of terrace construction and use. The 

archaeological data suggests the first terraces were erected sometime during Early Classic 

and continued to function into the Late Classic period. Terrace construction greatly 

expanded during the 6th and 7th centuries, coeval with other components of the built 

environment. Terrace expansion, regardless of pace, was primarily incremental. Murtha 

(2002, p. 173) views terrace development at Caracol as a process of intensification, one 

conceived at the household level and materialized over generations (Murtha, 2002, p. 

292). Length of terrace extensions did apparently grow with time and familiarity with the 

technology. A 200m long and 40m wide terrace section was discovered unfinished along 

the ridge southwest of the site’s South Acropolis (Chase & Chase, 1998, p. 70).  

The parallel trend evident in terrace development, population increase, aguada 
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modification/reservoir construction, and architectural expansion highlights a synergistic 

human-environment relationship analogous to that observed in other communities of 

allogenic ecosystem engineers, such as leaf cutter ants (Perfecto & Vandermeer, 1993), 

mound building termites (Wood & Sands, 1978; Lal, 1991), prairie dogs (Whicke & 

Detlin, 1988), pocket gophers (Moloney et al., 1992), bagworms caterpillars (Wessels & 

Wessel, 1991), and numerous others species (Jones et al., 1996). Allogenic ecosystem 

engineers alter the physical environment directly and/or indirectly and modulate the flow 

of resources to other species. Autogenic ecosystem engineers change the environment by 

way of their own physical structure (e.g., redwood forests, coral reefs). According to 

Jones et al. (1996, p. 379), humans are excellent examples of allogenic engineers, and 

even mimic the behavior of autogenic engineers through use of the built environment 

(e.g., greenhouses, dammed rivers, urban heat islands). Human niche construction at 

Caracol is significant because it demonstrates the fundamental role two engineering 

technologies played in the growth and sustainability of a once thoroughly humanized 

ecosystem.  

Terrace technology underpinned agricultural production at Caracol (Chase & 

Chase, 1998, p. 72), and reservoir construction satiated the growing masses. These two 

technologies were critical for human niche construction in the Caracol environment and 

the expansion of the human ecosystem across the landscape (Wilkenson, 2013; Odling-

Smee et al., 2003). Archaeological data from Caracol and its interpretation by numerous 

scholars (Chase & Chase 1998, 2001; Chase et al., 2011; Murtha, 2009) indicates that 

expansion of the human ecosystem was initially gradual and then grew rapidly in the 6th 
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and 7th centuries. The lag time between the earliest terraces and their exponential increase 

across the site is noted in other examples of niche construction (Odling-Smee et al., 

2003). The lag is due to the time it takes for resources to accumulate in the modified 

system (Odling-Smee et al., 2003, p. 160). Geometric population growth following the 

appearance of a new and influential technology, like terraces or reservoirs, approximates 

non-linear growth rates observed in non-human invasive engineers (Cuddington & 

Hastings, 2004; Shin-ichiro et al., 2009). New water management technology in an 

ecosystem is similar to the introduction of a new engineering species; both have the 

potential to augment the natural environment and generate new niches. In fact, the pattern 

of rapid population increase, range expansion, and concomitant human niche construction 

evident at Caracol in the 6th to 7th centuries is remarkably similar to population 

development observed in reintroduced beavers (Castor fiber) in Sweden (Hartman, 

1994). Similar irruptions (punctuated population increases) have also been observed in 

reintroduced America beaver (Castor canadensis) populations in the absence of apex 

predators (e.g., wolf, fox) (Wallach et al., 2015). Tikal or other social groups perhaps 

served a role similar to that of wolf in the human ecosystem at Caracol.  

The “boom” in development at Caracol (Chase & Chase, 2006)—perhaps 

immediately followed by stagnation or even steady state equilibrium—was eventually 

followed by a decline, which according to some was severe (Murtha, 2002, p. 250). This 

modality is also common in other pioneering/invasive ecosystem engineers (Cuddington 

& Hastings, 2004). Gurney and Lawton (1996, p. 280) suggest that invasive engineers 

have “an intrinsic propensity to cycle,” meaning boom and bust. At Caracol numerous 
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factors besides ecosystem health were at play in the site’s decline and eventual 

abandonment by 1050 CE (Chase & Chase, 1996). These include political unrest, 

drought, and importantly warfare (Chase & Chase, 2004, p. 365). In 895 CE, buildings in 

the core of the site were set ablaze and never fully repaired. The site wasn’t totally 

abandoned but the older political order was broken. Votive offerings continued to be 

brought and left in the ruined central precinct by local peasants still working the terrace 

plots or by wayward pilgrims in awe of the crumbling manifestations of collective human 

effort (Chase & Chase, 1996, p. 72).  

The role of water reservoirs, terraces, and soil fertility, however, should neither be 

overlooked nor underemphasized. Singular reliance on rain-fed surface water systems 

alone creates obvious vulnerabilities. Reductions in rainfall or changes in its periodicity 

translated directly drinking water shortages. Caracol’s core and terraced periphery is 

situated at an elevation of 500+ meters above sea-level and judging by base-level 

expressed as surface flow at 250 masl in the Macal River (20km away), groundwater 

access via well shafts was not a feasible option for the site’s thirsty inhabitants. Natural 

hazards, especially those related to hydrology, lie at the heart of the Late Classic 

depopulation and cultural changes at many sites in the elevated interior region (EIR) of 

the Maya world (Dunning et al., 2012). Extensive—primarily non-centralized—water 

management systems constructed and maintained over centuries came to support large 

populations during the Classic period. Once these systems fell into disrepair, large 

swathes of the once populous EIR were without a reliable water source. This presented a 

major obstacle for repopulating the Caracol area as well as other abandoned sites in the 
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EIR (Dunning et al., 2012; 3856). It also attests to the incremental evolution of the 

original water management features and their dispersal. In order for a large preindustrial 

population to reemerge, individual reservoir construction or refurbishment would need to 

occur at a pace greater than or equal to the population growth rate.  

Reductions in annual precipitation input in the Late Classic (Hodell et al., 2005) 

likely affected reservoir levels along with agricultural output at Caracol. The extensive 

terrace system, as efficient at storing and conserving soil water at it may have been, was 

ultimately precipitation driven. Even if the agricultural reservoirs were utilized for 

irrigation purposes (Crandall, 2009), their water level was ultimately dependent on 

rainfall as well. Without another input (e.g., groundwater collection, springfed irrigation), 

reduced rainfall resulted in reduced yields; punctuated drought may have resulted in crop 

failure. Hydrologic stress caused by the episodic droughts of the Late Classic were 

magnified by declining soil fertility in the terraces at Caracol (Murtha, 2009, p. 293). 

Declines in overall terrace productivity may have contributed to the evaporation of 

Caracol’s agricultural middle class around 800 CE (Chase & Chase, 1996, p. 72). Luxury 

items were no longer distributed throughout the residential quarters of the “garden city” 

and were found only in the palaces (Chase & Chase, 1996, p. 72). The system continued 

to function and new construction even took place for almost another century until the 

core of the site was set ablaze. Combinations of warfare, declining soil fertility, drought, 

stratified wealth, political malfeasance, plague, and ecological degradation are all 

plausible equafinalities that may have led to the depopulation of Caracol and the 

resurgence of the tropical forest ecosystem. Water management’s role may have been 
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major or miniscule in the site’s eventual decline, but it is certain that terrace and reservoir 

technology were critical in the site’s development and florescence.  

Water Management at Caracol presents an interesting case study for 

understanding the nature of technological evolution. The simple idea of constructing 

stone-walls perpendicular to slope dramatically changed the cultural and natural 

landscape in the Caracol, at least for a millennium. The stone-walls created level ground 

for domestic constructions and cultivation surfaces. The walls seized soil, water, 

nutrients, and other material compelled by gravity, which generated pockets of fertility on 

once marginal hillsides. Walls were used to slow erosion into bajos and other naturally 

wet places, but they were also used to generate pools of standing water. Although terrace 

technology was incredibly transformative at Caracol, this seminal technology changed 

very little in terms of technical complexity or construction technique.  

 

Tikal  

Well-documented and through excavations at the site of Tikal offers another site 

to test the evolutionary pathway for water management proposed in this study. Like 

Caracol the site is famous for its prodigious built environment, including temples, dams, 

and reservoirs (Scarborough & Gallopin, 1991). Also similar to Caracol, only a handful 

of hydrologic technologies were responsible for revolutionizing the Tikal ecosystem. 

Reservoir dams, terraces, and channels were the essential agents in human niche 

generation at Tikal.   

 Tikal is located 75km as the quetzal flies northwest of Caracol. The site is situated 
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in the elevated interior region (EIR) in the Peten Basin. The geology consists of 

Cretaceous and Tertiary carbonate rocks that generate karst geomorphology, including 

karst plateaus, caves, sizable bajos, and smaller solution sinkholes. The carbonate 

geology is fractured and faulted, generating springs and seeps dispersed along geologic 

boundaries and breaks. Drainage is primarily subterranean and surface streams are scarce. 

A long linear lowland corridor, Bajo Socotzal, runs south of Tikal and conducts 

groundwater towards the Rio Holmul system to the northeast. The Rio Holmul emerges 

as elongated ponds along a corridor of wetlands 13km northwest of Tikal. Ephemeral and 

more permanent ponds (aguadas) commonly occur along bajo edges in the Tikal area 

(Dunning et al., 2002).  

 The earliest cultural materials at Tikal indicate that the site was inhabited 

beginning in the Middle Preclassic (Rice, 2015). Humans may have altered the ecology 

through the use of fire as early as 1800 BCE (Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015, p. 36). 

Unlike Caracol, the natural water source at Tikal is known, and still issues water. Several 

springs emerge from the head of the arroyo along which several of the sites major dams 

and reservoirs were later located. The springs emerge from the heart of Tikal and are 

currently encircled by numerous temples and acropolises. For the initial settlers of site, 

the elevated springs my have set the Tikal ridge apart from the surrounding hilltops 

(Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015).  

 The earliest evidence for active water management at Tikal dates to the Late 

Preclassic and coincides with the first major earth engineering projects. Hilltops were 

leveled for platform construction and the first iteration of the enormous stone pyramid at 
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Mundo Peridido was erected at this time (Laporte, 2003). Channel sides were modified 

along the stream system fed by the central precinct springs and the site’s earliest 

reservoirs were created. Both forms of hydrologic modification (i.e., distribution and 

storage features) may have been the result of quarrying for building materials. The “low-

lying bench carved into limestone bedrock” (Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015, p. 38) 

discovered in the streambed fed by the central springs at Tikal is nearly identical to the 

stepped stone quarries noted by Soles (1983, p. 33) at the Bronze Age town of Mochlos 

in Minoan Crete and by Shiloh & Horowitz (1975) at Iron Age Megiddo in Israel. The 

two earliest water reservoirs at Tikal, the Perdido and Corriental, were depressions made 

by the removal of stones downslope from sites of major temple constructions. The 

synergistic link between temple constructions, quarries for building stone, and water 

management in the Maya world was first connected by Scarborough (1998). The initial 

Tikal reservoirs may have been an unexpected benefit that resulted from quarry pits for 

temple construction (Scarborough, 1998), but the original order of operations may have 

been reversed for all we know. Perhaps the early large reservoirs generated as a by-

product an abundance of stone that was stacked neatly in to pyramidal temples?  

 The reservoirs at Perdido and Corriental were initially constructed in the Late 

Preclassic during a period of reduced rainfall across the Peten (Webster el al., 2007). 

Their Early Classic period modifications also align well prevailing precipitation patterns 

and inputs derived from paleoclimate records (Webster et al., 2007). During the early 

Classic period the Perdido Reservoir received a plaster floor and a feeder stream was 

blocked with heavy masony stopping flow to the Corriental Reservoir (Scarborough & 
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Grazioso, 2015, p. 40). The damming of a tributary to the Corriental system is associated 

with increased annual rainfall during this period across the Peten (2015, p. 40). This 

human-hydrologic situation dovetails with Dunning et al. (2015, p. 122) who suggest an 

irrigation channel or canal linked the Perdido Reservoir to the Perdido Pocket Bajo 

downstream. The Perdido and Corriental Reservoirs arrested floodwaters surging towards 

an already hydrologically well-supplied bajo area below, while water stored in both 

reservoirs could be released into the bajo fields later as the dry season progressed for yet 

another crop. Water quality controls in the form of sandbox filters may have also 

emerged during this time at Tikal. A lens of non-local quartzite sand was deposited along 

the bottom of the Corriental, Temple, and Palace Reservoirs. The sediment not sourced 

from any upstream geology led Scarborough & Grazioso (2015, p. 30) to infer that 

deposits of sand were brought in and purposefully deposited in tributaries. The sand was 

likely encased in wooden superstructures (not destroyed) to effectively filter water of any 

coarse organic or inorganic material before entering the reservoirs proper. The filter 

features were eventually destroyed and the non-local sand they constained was eroded 

into the reservoirs and deposited as the lens across several of the reservoir’s floors.  

 Water management greatly expanded at Tikal during the Late Classic in scale and 

complexity (Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015, p. 41), but not in technological type. 

Reservoir technology expanded into new channels including the famous Temple-Palace-

Hidden Reservoir chain located immediately downstream of the founding springs in the 

central precinct. The largest single reservoir (Palace Reservoir) at Tikal and its associated 

dam (Palace Dam) were components of this massive water management construction 
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project (Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015, p. 41). Water display linked to political power 

and hydraulic control were clearly manifest during this time at Tikal (Scarborough & 

Grazioso, 2015, p. 41), though this phenomenon likely originated and was made manifest 

during earlier Maya periods. King Jasaw Chan K’awiil who ascended to power during the 

construction revival in Tikal’s central precinct in 682 CE placed his royal residence 

adjacent and overlooking the Palace reservoir breaking the tradition of facing the 

spectacular temples to the north. It is likely that his son, Yik’in Chan K’awiil, was 

responsible for most of the reservoir constructions in the central precinct at Tikal 

(Scarborough & Grazioso, 2015; 41). Yik’in Chan K’awiil also resided next to the Palace 

Reservoir, a position that would have been easily seen by those filling their containers 

daily at the water’s edge to meet their drinking water needs. 

 A multicomponent water management system was constructed in the watershed 

around Mundo Perdido in the Late Classic. Runoff was channelized in the upper sections 

of the system presumably to carry away seasonal surges from productive, though shallow 

and easily flooded upland terrace fields. A rock-cut depression, possibly a quarry, and 

silting tank collected and slowed the channelized flow before it was redirected through a 

weir, then released across the bajo fields below. Though none of these components were 

unknown to the site in earlier periods, this Late Classic water management system at 

Perdido does represent the first time all three components functioned as an interlocking 

hydrologic control unit.  

 The history of water management at Tikal conforms to the pattern discerned from 

the broader analysis of the global history of humans and hydrology. The initial 
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relationship was defined as passive reliance on groundwater naturally seeping from the 

springs at what would become the political and ritual nucleus of the site. The earliest 

attempts to actively manage the hydrologic cycle at Tikal were efforts to redirect its flow 

in modified channels and store volumes in reservoirs. Small innovations in storage 

technology (i.e., plaster and stone linings) did develop in the later periods. Filtration 

through the proposed sandbox filters represents an effort to manage water quality. During 

the apex of Tikal’s cultural influence, a clear symbolic link between religion, politics, and 

hydrology was made manifest by the constructions by Yik’in Chan K’awiil and his father 

(this is very similar to water symbolism in Minoan Crete, see Flood and Soles, 2015). 

The evolution in water management at Tikal progresses along the same familiar themes 

of access, redistribution, storage, quality, with political and ritual symbology intertwined 

throughout, but clearly pronounced at the societies’ cultural apex. Water systems do 

combined in new ways as time progresses. The Late Classic Perdido multicomponent 

drainage system is very similar to the drainage system observed at Choriomandres in Late 

Minoan Crete (Vokotopoulos, 2012).  

 

Corinth 

The site of Corinth, famous for its Classical Greek and Roman remains, is 

centered on a series of springs draining the steep hillsides of Acrocorinth that arise to the 

south. One of these springs, the Peirene (Πειρήνη), has been the focus of human 

settlement and cultural activities in the region from the Neolithic to the present (it’s even 

mentioned in the Bible). The aim of this discussion on the history of the Peirene Spring is 
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to explore the human-hydrologic relationship at a single source to determine if the same 

evolutionary patterns observed on the global (introductory sections), the regional (Crete), 

then the site scale (Caracol and Tikal), are observable at the scale of a single water 

source. Does the history of the Peirene Spring progress from access—redistribution—

storage—quality—symbolism or along a disparate evolutionary pathway? 

 The Corinth area has been inhabited since the Late Neolithic (Lavezzi, 1978), a 

period of cultural development characterized by small-scale agriculturalists founding 

some of the earliest hamlets and villages in Greece. At Corinth, Neolithic materials were 

found on the Temple Hill, along the Forum Hollow, and in the Peirene Valley. Neolithic 

pottery, obsidian, and flint artifacts were even discovered immediately adjacent the point 

of focused groundwater discharge, the Peirene springhead itself (Robinson, 2011, p. 127). 

The seemingly uninterrupted series of semi-permanent horticulturalists then more 

permanent agricultural villages appears to have taken a hiatus in the Corinth area in the 

Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2100 BCE). The Corinth area lacks Middle and Late Bronze Age 

materials coterminous with the florescence of Minoan culture on the islands to the south 

and east. The Middle and Late Bronze Age was a time of unrest and settlement nucleation 

around well-protected hilltop citadels, like those observable at Myceneae and Tiryns 

nearby Corinth.  

 The Corinth area was recolonized in the first half of the 8th century BCE . This 

settlement too appears to have focused on the Peirene Spring and the so-called Sacred 

Spring located only 65 meters to the east. This Iron Age community initiated what would 

become an incredible legacy of spring modifications and construction projects that would 
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culminate 900 years later in the intricately interlocked human-hydrologic system that 

visitors to the multistoried Peirene Fountain observe today. Neither the first nor the 

second step in water management, however, held any indication of the prodigious and 

celebrated architectural history the fountain was to have (Robinson, 2011).   

Burrowing into the spring vein at Peirene appears to be the earliest active form of 

water management at Corinth (Robinson, 2011, p. 129). In the early 1st Millennium BCE 

(the time of recolonization) efforts were made to expand, extend, and regularize the 

natural conduits that carried water through and out of the aquifer. Increasing the diameter 

and depth of the spring vein increases potential volume flow rate. This type of spring 

modification is still common in the modern periods in many regions of the Eastern 

Mediterranean, with the deeper and more elaborate systems known variously as qanats, 

karez, foggara, falaj, and galerias. Burrowing into springs to increase flow has also been 

observed in recent history in wild baboon communities in Uganda (Brain, 1990). This 

simple and expedient hydrologic modification is a logical first step in water management 

at Corinth, as well as other spring-centric sites of human and primate occupation.  

Channel walls along the stream fed by the Peirene Spring were the second 

modification to the hydrologic system at Corinth (Robinson, 2011, p. 127). The walls 

date to the first half of the 8th century BCE and were perhaps an engineering response to 

increased flow rates that resulted from modifying the spring conduit. Channel walls 

would more effectively conduct water away from built features or camps located in the 

front of the spring. It is not outside the realm of possibility that the channelized waters 

were directed to fields in the Peirene Valley to the north, an area that remains intensively 
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cultivated today.  

The spring veins appear to have been regularly modified in the early 7th century 

with a straight-line channel gradually extended to a horizontal length of 15.3 meters into 

the aquifer stone. Spring collection basins were added to the Peirene system in the late 6th 

Century BCE representing the earliest evidence of water storage at the site. Sometime in 

the late 6th to early 5th century BCE the spring was monumentalized with the creation of a 

stone springhouse façade (Robinson, 2011, p. 131). At the same time an apsidal shrine or 

temple was constructed just north of the new springhouse. The honoree of this springside 

temple remains unclear and may have been multiple entities (Robinson, 2011). What is 

for certain is this structure represents the earliest secure date for ritual activities around 

the Corinthian springs, an important and transcending form of water management.  

In the 4th Century BCE water storage capacity was increased by the creation of 

four elongated rectangular basins, two measuring roughly 21m x 2m and the other two 

slightly larger at 28m x 2m. The four reservoirs were located behind the stone spring 

façade and connected to the basins where visitors would have retrieved water. The four 

enormous reservoirs would allow water collected during nightly flows (or other times of 

diminished water demand) to be stored for daytime use or during other intervals high 

traffic at the spring (festivals, ceremonies, etc.).  

In the years that elapsed from the first half of the 8th century BCE to the second 

half of the fourth BCE, the Peirene spring and its waters were bored, controlled by 

channels, stored in stone basins and reservoirs, utilized in rituals and agriculture, satiated 

unknown hundreds of residents and visitors, and was encased in a large but relatively 
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unadorned springhouse façade. A period of architectural embellishment commenced in 

the second half of the 4th Century BCE, a period that happened to coincide with severe 

droughts in the region (Camp, 1982). The open space under the natural stone ceiling of 

the grotto was divided into six square antechambers by seven finely masoned anta walls 

(Robinson, 2011, p. 145). The chambers were intended to improve orderly access for the 

sites growing population and for festival crowds (Robinson, 2011;, p. 145). Coincident 

with the new chambers at Peirene, another water-centric site in Corinth, the Asclepion, 

was also monumentalized. The Asclepion was a healing sanctuary where visitors/patience 

drank from a specific water source and “incubated” (rested and slept) and were cured by 

the god Asclepious. The healing waters at the Corinth Ascelpion are believed by some 

(Wiseman in Robinson, 2011, p. 147) to have originated at the Peirene spring. Robinson 

notes that other sites in the region, Sicyon and Perichora, were also investing heavily in 

the embellishment of their waterworks demonstrating both the importance of water 

management in prestige architecture and wisdom gained in the recent droughts. Elite 

display of water control during and after periods of water stress is a practice that dates 

back to at least the Bronze Age in Greece (Flood, 2012).  

New water galleries were opened in the 4th century in what had become a 

dendritic network of tunnels and chambers into the aquifer. Along one of these buried 

trunks a series of ~30 wells were emplaced to access the flowing spring water below. The 

series of wells are located along the South Stoa at Corinth. This combination of two 

previously unrelated hydraulic technology (wells & spring galleries) represents a major 

step forward in water management and may very well be the earliest example of qanat 
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design in Europe. This amalgam of water management systems is also common at other 

sites and at other times across the planet, but usually in the later stages of human niche 

construction.  

Individual hydraulic components also evolve and innovate at this time. The 

earliest pressurized water conduits date to this period, and remain a rarity in pre-Roman 

contexts at Corinth. New decorative spouts were installed at the Peirene fountain and 

Ionic columns were added to the six draw basins (Robinson, 2011).  

In 146 BCE, Lucius Mummius razed the town of Corinth. The heavily humanized 

spring was left unbothered until the town’s refounding by Ceasar in 44 BCE. The 

Romans cleaned the damaged Greek springhouse, its water galleries, and constructed 

retaining walls above to keep materials from eroding into their water source. During the 

rule of Augustus the old Greek springhouse was covered over by a two-storied 

ornamental screen wall, the façade that greets visitors to the site today. The Romans also 

added a swimming pool-like basin with steps leading in and out of its shallow pool 

(Robinson, 2011, p. 188). A magnificent marble statue of Neptune and other civic-

minded architecture were fastened to and fell around the spring in the coming centuries, 

but substantial modifications of the hydrologic system appear to have ceased after the 

creation of the Hypaithros Krene (swimming pool/bath). Modifications to the spring 

mirrored developments at the site and the area seems to have stagnated in the Byzantine 

periods. A 10th Century CE Byzantine Church was constructed next to the spring, a 

common Christian-Hydrologic phenomenon in other parts of Byzantine and modern 

Greece. The site is now one of the most frequented archaeological sites in Greece, it’s 
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focal point again the Peirene spring.  

The history of the human-hydrologic relationship at Corinth interpreted by 

modifications of the Peirene spring reflects an incremental humanization of the water 

system, one that progressed from a desire to increase water access to spiritual and 

political symbolism. The initial Neolithic and Bronze Age communities encircled the 

source and passively accepted what the hydrologic cycle would squirt from the stone. The 

Iron Age community that recolonized the springs in the 8th Century BCE excavated into 

the source, digging more water from the rock [access]. That community also captured 

and controlled the spring flow in stone channels, steering its progress through the Peirene 

Valley, into fertile lands, and towards the Corinthian Gulf to the north [redistribution]. In 

the 6th Century BCE, basins were installed at the mouth of the spring to store water and 

refine its quality [storage]; the stillness of the basins allowed sediments to settle into the 

bottom of the tank [quality]. Large rectangular reservoirs were installed shortly thereafter 

to further increase water storage. The spring was probably venerated prior to the late 6th 

Century BCE, but it was then that the first shrine was erected next to its crystalline waters 

[symbolism]. The link between ritual spaces and the Peirene Spring would continue 

through time and across cultures, eventually manifesting in the 10th CE Century 

Byzantine Chapel. In the 4th Century the spring area was dressed in finely worked façade 

of poros stone and spring access was compartmentalized into six square chambers where 

water could be gathered from the existing 6th Century basins. The subterranean water 

galleries were extended and water management design began to integrate an amalgam of 

elements, such as wells and spring tunnels. Then, after one Roman leader razed the area, 
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another one came, cleaned the spring and put the site back together. The Romans 

continued where the previous community, the Greeks, left off, embellishing the space in 

front of the spring. The Romans added a large rectangular open-air bath/pool (Hypaithros 

Krene) to the system, which was the last major augmentation to the hydrology of the 

Peirene spring. American archaeologists and excavators would later clean the entire 

system, but added no new components to the water management system. Thus, the 

patterned progression of the human-hydrologic relationship at Peirene evolves much like 

that observed on the grandest time and spatial scales (described in the beginning of this 

section), from access—redistribution—storage—quality—symbolism.  

 

Discussion/Conclusion 

A patterned evolution in water management was revealed in the broad historical 

overview of the human-hydrologic relationship and then confirmed in the individual case 

studies. Water management evolved in lockstep with cultural developments. It progressed 

incrementally from incidental alterations of the hydrologic cycle to intentional 

interventions to meet basic community water needs. Water management techniques then 

evolved past simply accessing freshwater to protecting fledgling agro-ecosystems that 

had coevolved with human sustenance behaviors. Human alterations of the hydrologic 

system were then directed to enhance agro-ecosystem productivity. Irrigation canals ad 

agricultural terraces were hallmarks of this step in the evolutionary process. Water 

management technologies were then used to expand the agro-ecosystem into regions that 

were less naturally productive. Technologies such as wells and cisterns also allowed 
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human communities to expand far away from natural sources such as springs, streams, 

and standing water bodies. The power of stream flow was eventually tapped along river 

channels and falls. Technology included dams and sluice gates, waterwheels and water 

mills. Water management was also put to use for entertainment. Technologies range from 

the ancient Roman naumachia for the staging of miniature naval battles to the modern 

water park. Figure 2.7 illustrates the generalized evolution of water management 

technologies over time. The seven stages demonstrate the cumulative nature of 

technological and biological evolution.  

Figure 2.7: Model Showing Idealized Stadial Development in Water Management over 

Time.   

The accretional nature of water management innovation is central to this section 

of the dissertation. Water management has historically developed in iterative steps, with 
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new technologies building on the old. This does not mean that the process need develop 

slowly or gradually, innovation can and has happened rapidly. The point is the pace of 

evolution may change but the process does not, nature does not take leaps. Future water 

management innovations should focus on existing technologies and evolve from there. 

Combinations of existing hydraulic systems and new uses for ancient water managing 

techniques may also be a successful strategy.   

This paper has demonstrated that when water management technologies appears 

to take great leaps in the archaeological record, what is actually occurring is the diffusion 

of an evolved technology into a location where it was formerly unknown. The technology 

may “speciate” from that point forward into a form novel/unique to the new environment. 

But the point is that the evolutionary process behind a technologies development is often 

masked once it’s spatially detached from the landscape of origin that contains the 

material record of its development.  

Strong historical evidence is presented in this section of the dissertation supports 

the step-wise development of water management technologies. I emphasize the 

accretional process of innovation because it may help expedite future hydrologic 

innovations. The influential role of cultural cross-fertilization and sharing of 

technological information is also a main component driving adaptive technologies in 

water resource engineering. Cross-cultural information exchange concerning other 

culture’s successful and unsuccessful water strategies and technologies can yield 

mutually beneficial results. The combination of water management strategies/techniques 

is also a successful response to mounting water resource pressures. The “all of the above” 
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option versus a “silver bullet” solution to water infrastructure has proven remarkably 

successful in Israel and other water stressed regions (Siegel 2015). Traditional water 

management technologies should also be integrated into the combined strategy for 

freshwater security. Simple water management structures like terraces and cisterns are 

tried and true technologies that have functioned well for centuries. What’s more, extinct 

water management technologies recovered in archaeological excavations may also prove 

to be useful today and in the future. 
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Chapter 3: Groundwater Geochemistry and Oracular Phenomena 
in the Temples of Apollo at Claros, Didyma, and Delphi 

 
 
 
Introduction 
 

Iamblichus writing in the late 3rd Century CE states: “It is acknowledged by all 

men, that the oracle in Colophon [Claros] gives its answers through the medium of 

water’, and continues ‘[t]hat this water therefore is prophetic, is from hence manifest. But 

how it becomes so, this (according to proverb) is not for every man to know.” 

(Iamblichus, On the Mysteries. T. Taylor’s 1821 translation). Seventeen centuries is a 

long run for any secret, even a geologic one. Herein I present new discoveries from a 

multiyear geochemical study of the sacred springs at Claros, Didyma, and Delphi, the 

three most influential oracles in the ancient Greek and Roman world (Figure 3.1). 

Human–groundwater interaction played a paramount role in the divination process at all 

three sites. My geochemical analysis reveals remarkable elemental properties in 

groundwater coursing beneath Claros and Didyma, and corroborates recent scholarship 

connecting geologic processes to oracular procedures at Delphi. In all three watersheds, 

communities responded and adapted to unique physical and geochemical properties 

inherent to each landscape in peculiar, if not ingenious ways.  
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Figure 3.1: Major Oracles of Apollo. 

Metal-laden groundwater and other geochemical conditions at all three sites were 

influential in the formation of ritual institutions in antiquity, yet the history of the human-

hydrologic relationship began before and extended long after the pagan temples were left 

forlorn in the wake of monotheistic traditions. Viewed over the longue durée, the 

chronicle of human interactions with the immutable components of these landscapes 

highlight the enduring influence physical and geochemical properties can have on 

societies in certain environments. Time and again differing cultural groups pioneering 
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and interacting with these watersheds adapted their land-use, settlement, economic, and 

religious systems to the chemical realities of the underlying geology and hydrology.  

In the following pages, I present new geochemical findings from field and 

laboratory analysis of groundwater from Claros, Didyma, and Delphi and connect these 

data to: (a) the peculiar ritual phenomena at each site recorded by authors in antiquity; (b) 

the underlying geology that instills the observed aqueous geochemistry; and (c) the 

general settlement and water-use history in the landscapes containing these renowned 

sanctuaries. The combination of earth science methods with a geographic approach 

reveals a strong correlation between geochemical properties and cultural phenomenon 

recorded in antiquity, and even more noteworthy, the three case studies call attention to a 

human sensitivity to the unseen geochemical properties of the natural world, an 

environmental sensitivity that transcends both culture and time.   

 

Background 

Oracles and Groundwater Ritual 

Oracles were specialized place-based institutions where people visited in order to 

interact with the supernatural, perceived as divine, usually seeking guidance, affirmation, 

or revelation. An emphasis on place is what separated oracles from wandering prophets, 

sibyls, and soothsayers (Curnow, 2004, p. 1). The special significance of place and 

cultural connection to specific elements of the landscape was enacted in ritual 

performance, explained by mythology, and canonized in oral tradition and ancient texts. 

The mythical origins of Claros, Didyma, and Delphi differ considerably in dramatis 
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personae and plot, but direct interaction with natural landscape elements was essential to 

the divination procedure at each of the three temples, especially bathing in and/or 

drinking from specific springs.  

The springs at Claros and Didyma formed the material and spiritual nucleus of the 

temple complexes. In both locations, the sacred spring was encased within the temple 

walls, circulating water in the hidden heart of the structure. The springs were the raison 

d'être for both sanctuaries and provided the inspirational medium for oracular procedures. 

The presence of springs set each location apart from the surrounding countryside. Their 

physical presence anchored human activity to a specific place, while their chemical 

character influenced the nature of cultural activities therein.  

Groundwater at Claros and Didyma purportedly catalyzed the supernal 

experience. According to ancient texts, only after the oracle had ingested or soaked in the 

groundwater could divine insight be transmitted from a source of infallible authority, 

understood by the ancient Greeks and Romans to be Apollo, the god of truth, music, 

poetry, and healing (Hamilton, 2012). Apollo’s mythic association with spring water is 

not well articulated in surviving texts, but it clear that without groundwater from the 

sacred spring there was no divination at Claros or Didyma. Inscriptions found at Didyma 

indicate that oracular consultations ceased for a period when the spring dried. Divinatory 

ability only returned when groundwater once again poured from the earth (Fontenrose, 

1988, p. 56).  
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Water and Ritual at Claros 

The sacred spring at Claros is exactly how Pliny described it over nineteen 

centuries ago. He writes “in the vault or cave of Apollo Clarius, there is a gutter or trench 

standing full of water: they that drink of it shall prophesie and foretell strange things like 

Oracles, but they live the shorter time for it.” (Pliny, 79 AD, Natural History, Book II, 

Chptr CIII). The spring is located in the innermost room of the temple substructure, a 

windowless space accessed through a small passageway, definitively a vault. Pliny’s 

“trench” is a rectangular opening in the floor that exposes groundwater coursing beneath 

the temple (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2: Sacred Spring inside the Temple of Apollo at Claros. 
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 Tacitus, who consulted the Clarian oracle in 18 CE, provides only a general 

description of the spring itself but reveals important details concerning the operation of 

the oracle, the people involved, and the catalyzing effects of the groundwater. Tacitus 

positions the “secret spring” in a cave within the Temple of Apollo, consistent with 

Pliny’s description. According to Tacitus, young men from neighboring towns were 

appointed to serve a one-year term as the Clarian oracle. The young men were usually 

illiterate and ignorant of poetry, but after drinking from the temple spring they delivered 

divinations in perfectly metered verse (Tacitus, Annals II, p. 54-55). Groundwater at 

Claros could confer the gifts of divine insight and poetry, the only drawback is it 

abbreviated one’s life (Pliny, 79 AD, Natural History, Book II, Chptr CIII).   

 

Water and Ritual at Didyma 

The spring at Didyma has served as the focal point of human activity in the area 

since at least 800 BCE (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 7). A repetition of ritual structures—first of 

wood then of stone—was assembled adjacent or enclosing the emerging groundwater. 

The earlier temple iterations were dedicated to the Olympian god Apollo, but the site and 

spring were later dedicated to Christian then Muslim religious traditions (Fontenrose, 

1988). The multiple phases of Apollo’s Temple adhered to a singular architectural design, 

one that effectively walled off the spring from the outside world. By the second half of 

the 6th century BCE, the spring rose in a large rectangular open-air courtyard only 

accessible through a vaulted corridor in the monumental screen-wall along the structure’s 

east façade. In the 5th century BCE, the groundwater was routed through a spring 
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chamber located in the middle of the sacred enclosure (τέμενος) (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 

40).  

The divination procedure at Didyma was similar to that at Claros. The temple and 

the oracle were originally run by a brotherhood of priests who descended from a mythical 

paramour of Apollo, Branchus, gifted with divine insight (Johnston, 2009, p. 83). Persian 

forces destroyed the temple in 494 BCE and the oracle was abandoned for 160 years, 

until Alexander the Great’s campaign through Ionia and southern Anatolia (Fontenrose, 

1988, p. 85). The temple was rebuilt and the oracle reestablished between 334-331 BCE. 

The mouthpiece of Apollo became a priestess instead of a priest; the switch to a female 

oracle emulated the better-known oracle at Delphi. The job of priestess and other temple 

personnel rotated regularly among prominent Milesian families (Miletus was the town 

nearest the isolated sanctuary at Didyma) (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 85). The impermanence 

of temple personnel at Didyma is similar to the annual rotation of priests at Claros and 

much different than the lifelong obligations of priestesses at Delphi.  

Writings from Iamblichus provide the only insight into how the oracle operated at 

Didyma (Johnston, 2009, p. 85). Before consultations the priestess fasted for three days 

staying in the innermost part of the temple, the adyton. She bathed and purified herself 

repeatedly in the sacred spring during her stay. Immediately before consultation she 

touched the sacred water and/or inhaled its vapors in order to “receive the god” 

(Iamblichus, Mysteries, 3.11). Oracles were delivered from a special stool, described as 

an axle, similar to the famous tripod stool at Delphi (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 82). The 

priestess also held talismanic branch or staff given to her by Apollo (Iamblichus, 
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Mysteries, 3.11). The spring-centric layout of the temple and the catalyzing effects of the 

spring water described by Iamblichus make clear the essential role of groundwater ritual 

in the oracular activity at Didyma.  

 

Water and Ritual at Delphi 

There were two venerated springs at Delphi, the Castalia and the Kassotis, both 

located outside the temple confines. The Castalia spring emerges from the mountainside 

0.34 km from the entrance to the Temple of Apollo. The Kassotis spring, buried since 

361 CE, was located just twenty meters north of the main temple in the heart of the 

sacred precinct (Parke & Wormell, 1956). Both springs were central to the mantic ritual, 

and both were reported to be prophetic in antiquity. Alcaeus of Mytilene, a Greek lyric 

poet from the island of Lesbos writing in the late seventh and early sixth century BCE, 

stated that prophetic water issued from the Castalia Spring at Delphi (Strabo 

Geographia). Pausanius, who visited Delphi between 143-161 CE, believed water from 

the Kassotis spring “inspires the women in the shrine of the god” (Description of Greece, 

Book 10, XXIV.7). 

Interaction with both springs is one of the few aspects of the Delphi mantic ritual 

known with some certainty (Fontenrose, 1978; 224-225). The divining priestess prepared 

herself by bathing in and drinking the water from the Castalia spring before proceeding 

towards the Temple of Apollo (Iamblichus, Mysteries, 3.11; Lucien Bic acc. I; Oinomaos 

ap. Eus. PE 5.28, p. 224a). There she fumigated herself by burning laurel leaves and 

barley meal on an altar (Plutarch, Mor. 397a). She donned a crown of woven laurel stems 
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and held a laurel sprig (Iamblichus, Mysteries, 4.26-27; Lucan, Bellum Civile 5, 142-144; 

Aristophanes, Plutus, 213). The priestess sat upon a tripod stool and drank water from the 

Kassotis spring, which was piped or carried into the temple (Fontenrose, 1978, p. 224; 

Pouilloux & Roux, 1963, p. 79-101). Only then was she ready to serve as a medium 

between the mortal and the transcending. 

Water ritual’s importance in the divination process at Delphi is well attested, as it 

is in Didyma and Claros. Lines of evidence include mythic traditions and texts from 

geographers and historians who documented these institutions in antiquity. Other lines of 

evidence include the spatial arrangement of sanctuaries and temple design revealed in 

archaeological excavations. The centrality of springs in the layout of all three Apollonian 

oracles is telling water’s importance in cult functions. There is, however, a significant 

difference between the Greek and Anatolian sanctuaries in terms of spring location and 

temple placement. At Claros and Didyma the temple, the locus of divine inspiration, and 

the groundwater source were one in the same. At Delphi the temple and springs were 

separate. The Clarian and Didymian cults had, through their construction efforts, 

contained and restricted access to the spring at each site. This was perhaps done in an 

effort to commodify the exceptional groundwater (oracular consultation was a lucrative 

enterprise in antiquity), or possibly to quarantine the Claros and Didyma springs from 

unknowing, but thirsty passersby. It was known that the Clarian groundwater had fatal 

effects (Pliny, 79 CE, Natural History, Book II, Chptr CIII ). The fact that Apollo’s 

temple at Delphi was only springside and not encasing a sacred source may indicate a 

regional difference water’s place in the ritual arena, but it could also indicate something 
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else. The waterless inner sanctum of Apollo’s temple at Delphi is perhaps due to the fact 

that the structure was erected to contain and monumentalize another fluid dynamic 

geologic process, gaseous exhalation.  

 

Delphi, Faults, Hydrocarbon Gas, and Prophetic Vapors 

Diodorus Siculus (Diodorus of Sicily) writing in the 1st century BCE recorded an 

origin myth of Delphic oracle that described a chasm (chasma) that affected both people 

and livestock that ventured close to it. Nearing the chasm caused goats to jump around as 

through possessed and bleat in an unusual manner (Fontenrose, 1978, p. 200). The same 

force allowed some humans to foretell future events, but drove others into frenzy, which 

adjacent a chasm occasionally proved deadly. The inhabitants of the Delphi region 

deemed the chasm a hazard but its mantic qualities useful. A structure was erected over 

the prophet-inspiring void and a civil servant was assigned to periodically sit atop the 

chasm and have oracles told through her (Diodorus, Book 16; 26). According to 

Diodorus, what would become one of the most famous temples in ancient Greece and the 

Roman Empire originated as a sort of lazaretto. Diodorus never explicitly mentions gas, 

but alludes to it as the vector of inspiration (Scott, 2014, p. 20). Diodorus’s narrative 

assumes a power inherent in the place, one specifically related to the chasm, but it would 

be several centuries and another Greek historian who directly connected geologic gas 

exhalations to the Delphic oracle in text.  

The Greek historian Plutarch, who served as a priest in the waning days of 

Delphi’s cultural and spiritual influence recounts an origin myth of the Delphic Oracle 
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that parallels the earlier narrative put forth by Diodorus Siculus. Plutarch described a rock 

chasm out of which emerged streams “that dispose souls to inspiration and impressions of 

the future” and into which a goatherd, Coretas, fell (Plutarch, Obsolescence 433-c). 

According to legend, Coretas’ proclamations from within the chasm came to pass and the 

temple was constructed atop the clairvoyant void (Plutarch, Obsolescence 433-d). 

Plutarch connects the void and associated “prophet-inspiring” vapors (pnuema) to the 

oracular procedure, the pnuema serving as the vector linking human to divine (Plutarch, 

Obsolescence 433-e; 435-a).  

For roughly 12 centuries (8th century BC– 4th century CE) a series of prophetesses 

(pythia) served lifelong appointments as mediums between the natural and the 

supernatural; their divine experience purportedly catalyzed by a mysterious vapor arising 

from an equally mysterious chasm. The chasm is mysterious because archaeological 

excavations into center of the Temple at Delphi failed to reveal any chasm or rock cleft 

(Oppè, 1904). In recent years several teams of scientists—inspired by this myth along 

with several other accounts that reference the mechanics of the oracular ritual—

conducted fieldwork at Delphi and its environs in search of chasms, faults, and geogenic 

gases.  

Expositions by Piccardi (2000) and De Boer & Hale (2000) revived the discussion 

of possible geologic origins of the Delphic oracle and initiated a new level of scientific 

inquiry at the site. Piccardi (2000) hypothesized that the original oracular chasm was 

related to a temporary rupture in the earth’s crust that emitted carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

hydrogen-sulfide-rich (H2S) gases during seismic events. De Boer & Hale (2000) also 
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connected the oracular chasm to local tectonics, suggesting that the Temple of Apollo 

was constructed directly above the intersection of two faults, the E-W trending Delphi 

Fault and a hitherto unknown fault trending NNW-SSE (the so-called Kerna fault). De 

Boer et al. (2001) detected small concentrations of methane (CH4) and trace amounts of 

ethylene (C2H4) in groundwater issuing from a spring along the Kerna fault. Their team 

concluded that light hydrocarbon gases (CH4 & C2H4) were generated in the underlying 

strata of bituminous limestone and preferentially traveled to the surface along fissures 

associated with the intersecting faults. Because of ethylene’s neurotoxicity, they 

determined it as a likely candidate for Plutarch’s pneuma or prophetic vapor.  

Etiope et al. (2006) confirmed the basic hypothesis of hydrocarbon exhalation in 

the Temple of Apollo, but dismissed the possible occurrence of ethylene in the Delphi 

area. Based on their thorough study of gas flux from soil, gas in groundwater, and 

isotopic analysis of spring scales, Etiope’s team neither detected nor determined ethylene 

emissions geologically possible at Delphi. They suggested carbon dioxide (CO2), 

methane (CH4), and benzene (C6H6) as possible pneuma alternatives. Most recently 

Piccardi et al. (2008; 15-17) detected no sites of anomalous gas release in the Delphi area 

and dismissed the methane and benzene hypothesis, and also concluded that the Kerna 

fault proposed by De Boer & Hale (2000) never existed. Piccardi et al. (2008) suggested 

that the mythological gas-exhaling chasm was likely an ancient seismic rupture that 

opened episodically and only existed for a short period of time. Piccardi and his team 

(2008) position the original—however temporary—sacred chasm at the Temple of 
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Athena, downslope from the Temple of Apollo, the same location previously 

hypothesized by Piccardi (2000).  

Geologic research at Delphi has progressed from suggestions of geogenic gases 

(Farnell, 1907; Piccardi, 2000; De Boer & Hale, 2000), to detection of hydrocarbon gases 

at the site (De Boer et al., 2001; Etiope, 2006), to a refutation of any sites of anomalous 

gas release in the Delphi area (Piccardi et al., 2008). The inconclusive search for gas as 

the causal mechanism behind the oracular activity at Delphi is primarily driven by 

Plutarch’s mention of pneuma in connection with mantic ritual (Piccardi et al., 2008 

connects the rotten smell mentioned in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo to gas release, a 

tenuous connection, not everything that smells is a geogenic gas). In an effort to 

contribute a verse to this lively discussion and perhaps add some clarity, I revisited 

Delphi and expanded geologic and geochemical analyses to include trace mineral, metal, 

and metalloid concentrations dissolved in groundwater. I focused on the repeatedly 

expressed connection between groundwater interactions and divination, rather than the 

singular mention of gas. I expanded the geographic scope of analysis to include the 

second and third most revered oracles of Apollo, Claros and Didyma, both with clearly 

expressed connections between groundwater and divination ritual.  

 

Methods  

Field Analyses and Sample Collection 

Basic physiochemical parameters were established for each water sample at the 

site of collection. Parameters include water temperature, pH, oxidation-reduction 
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potential (ORP), and several complementary measurements that determine the character 

and concentration of materials dissolved or otherwise suspended in each water sample. 

Temperature, taken with a digital thermometer, is important for determining the residence 

time of groundwater in an aquifer and its depth of circulation. Groundwater is generally 

warmer the deeper into the earth’s crust it circulates (Mazor, 2004, p. 81). Deeper 

circulation pathways require longer residence times, thus water temperature can indicate 

whether or not an aliquot of water has had enough time to chemically equilibrate with a 

host rock(s) (Fetter 2000). Chemical equilibrium status between groundwater and host-

rock is of utmost importance in hydrogeologic analysis (Back & Hanshaw, 1970).  

 Measurements of pH and ORP were taken with a Hanna Instruments HI 98121 

meter. ORP and pH are important metrics in groundwater studies because they affect or 

are effected by nearly all major biological and chemical processes that take place in 

water. In natural groundwater systems pH is a measure of acid–base equilibrium achieved 

by the various minerals, metals, metalloids, gases, salts and other compounds present in 

an aquifer matrix. Carbonate species are the primary regulators of pH in natural waters 

(USEPA, 1989), with carbon dioxide (CO2) and carbonic acid (H2CO3) typically driving 

pH down (higher acidity), while bicarbonate (HCO3) and carbonate ions (CO3) increase 

pH (higher alkalinity). Chemical weathering of carbonate rock layers—like those that 

comprise all three study areas—tend to drive pH up by releasing more CO3 into 

groundwater. Groundwater from carbonate aquifers in Greece and Turkey typically 

exhibits a pH between 7.5 and 8.8 (Kaçaroğlu & Günay, 1997). Groundwater pH 

measurements in carbonate systems can be used (like temperature) as an analogue for 
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residence time and circulation depth (i.e., pH less than 7.5 indicate that an aliquot of 

water has not had enough time since falling as rain with an average pH of 5.8 to weather 

and mobilize enough CO3 to drive its pH up towards carbonate norms). pH is as also a 

key factor controlling the solubility and mobility of many inorganic compounds, 

including several trace elements central to this study (Nicholson, 2007, p. 150). 

Groundwater with a lower pH is, for example, capable of carrying a larger load of 

dissolved metals; metals tend to precipitate as solids at a higher pH (Schwartz & Zhang, 

2003, p. 411).   

 Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP), or redox, is the tendency of a chemical 

species to gain electrons and thereby be reduced. Redox reactions involve those elements 

that can gain or lose electrons (e.g., O, Fe, Mn, C, N, S). Redox is not a measure of a 

dissolved constituent in groundwater but a geochemical control operating on the 

dissolved elements and compounds in a solution (Ohio EPA, 2014). ORP tests are an 

important metric for determining the oxidation state of groundwater systems, which in 

turn influences the mobility of metal ions in solution (Schwartz & Zhang, 2003, p. 434). 

In oxic groundwater conditions—like the phreatic aquifer systems in this study—metal 

ion concentrations can be relatively high because solubility constraints have been 

removed through redox reactions. In reducing conditions many metal ion precipitate as 

solids, combining for example with reduced sulfates (SO2 
4) into metal sulfides, which are 

relatively insoluble (Schwartz & Zhang, 2003, p. 434). ORP is measured in millivolts 

(mV) with positive values indicating oxic conditions and negative values indicating 

reducing conditions.  
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 The concentration of material dissolved or otherwise suspended in groundwater 

samples was determined with a YSI EC300 electrical conductivity meter. Algorithms 

stored in the meter also calculate salinity (Sal) and total dissolved solids (TDS). Electrical 

Conductivity (EC) measures water’s capability to pass electrical flow, which is directly 

proportional to the concentration of dissolved ions. The more concentrated an ionic load 

in a solution, the higher its conductance. Conductive ions in natural waters are derived 

from dissolved salts, alkalis, chlorides, sulfides, carbonates and other inorganic 

compounds mobilized at the mineral-water interface (Miller et al., 1988). EC is reported 

in microsiemens per centimeter (µS/cm), with rainwater typically measuring less than 15 

µS/cm and Mediterranean seawater around 57,876 µS/cm.  

Salinity is measure of dissolved salt content in water reported in parts per 

thousand (ppt). Salts are electrically neutral ionic compounds that result from the 

combination of a positively charged ion (cation) with a negatively charged ion (anion). 

Numerous salts are present in natural systems besides the well-known sodium-chloride, 

or table salt (NaCl). Calcium-carbonate (CaCO3), the principle constituent of limestone, 

is also salt. The bulk of materials dissolved in natural waters are soluble metal cations 

(i.e., Ca, Cu, Mg, Na) and nonmetal anions (i.e., Cl, SO4, OH, CO3, PO4, NO3) that can 

combine or were previously combined as an electrically neutral salt. The threshold 

dividing fresh and brackish water is 5 ppt, and over 300 ppt is considered seawater 

(Wetzel, 2001).  

TDS is the sum of inorganic and organic ions smaller than 2 microns (0.0002 cm) 

present in an aliquot of water. Put simply, TDS is a measurement of how much stuff is 
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dissolved in a water sample. The US EPA set a TDS threshold of 500 mg/L for safe 

drinking water.  

 Groundwater samples were collected in sterilized polyethylene containers after 

being triple rinsed with water from the sampled source. Water was collected from two 

separate sources at Delphi, the Castalia and Kerna spring. The Kerna spring is located 

upslope in the same micro-watershed as the buried Kassotis spring. The Kerna spring 

drains the same geologic unit as the Kassotis spring and was sampled by previous 

researchers as the alternative to the Kassotis (De Boer et al., 2001; Etiope et al., 2006; 

Piccardi et al., 2008). Water was collected from the phreatic well located immediately 

east of the temple steps at Didyma. The shallow antique, well outside adyton at Didyma 

taps the exact same Neogene carbonate aquifer out of which the Didymian spring arose 

(Bingöl, 1985, western section). Water was collected from the sacred spring at Claros 

located in the inner vault of the Temple of Apollo, from the chamber described by Pliny 

in 79 CE (Figure 3.2). Samples were shipped to the Environmental Hydrology and Water 

Quality lab at the University of Texas at Austin and filtered through a 45-micron 

cellulose membrane (0.45µm). Each filtered sample was subsampled for cation analysis 

and diluted 10 times with 2% nitric acid (HNO3). Samples were placed in refrigerated 

storage between analyses.  

 

Laboratory Methods and Equipment  

Major ion concentrations were determined by spectrophotometry and titration in 

the Environmental Hydrology and Water Quality Lab housed in the University of Texas 
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at Austin. Trace elemental analyses were performed in two laboratories to ensure the 

validity of results. I used the University of Texas Jackson School of Geologic Science 

Quadrupole ICP-MS Lab and the George Mason University Center for Clean Water and 

Sustainable Technologies ICP-OES Lab.  

Fewer than a dozen ions and compounds constitute 99% of dissolved solids in 

natural groundwater systems (Lee & Fetter, 1994, p. 29). The abundance of each 

dissolved constituent is roughly commensurate with its natural abundance in the Earth’s 

crust and its solubility. Major inorganic constituents dissolved in natural groundwater 

systems include calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), 

sulfate (SO4
2-), chloride (Cl-), bicarbonate (HCO3

-), carbonate (CO3
2-), nitrate (NO3

-), iron 

(Fe), and silica (SiO2) (Schwartz & Zhang, 2003, p. 371). Groundwater systems heavily 

impacted by human activities typically exhibit disproportionately high concentrations of 

certain inorganic constituents, like those associated with domestic and livestock waste 

(NO3
-, SO4

2-) along with heavy metals and synthetic compounds related to industrial 

activities (Aravena & Robertson, 1998; Power & Schepers, 1989; Schwarzenbach et al., 

2006).  

Nitrate (NO3
-) and sulfate (SO4

2-) concentrations were determined with the use of 

a HACH DR5000 spectrophotometer. I use nitrate concentrations as a surrogate measure 

for human-impact on groundwater systems, following work outlined by Luzzadder-Beach 

(2000). Chloride (Cl-), bicarbonate (HCO3
-), and carbonate (CO3

2-) anion concentrations 

were determined through titrimetric analysis. Major cation concentrations were 

determined through both titrimetric analysis and ICP-MS.  
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Trace element concentrations (constituents with a relative abundance less than 0.1 

mg/L) were determined using an OptimaTM Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 

Emissions Spectrometer (ICP-OES) and results corroborated with an Agilent 7500ce 

ICP-Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) using standard analytical methods. Thirty-six major 

and trace elements were determined with ICP analysis. A single water sample from the 

sacred spring at Claros was analyzed for mercury (Hg) concentration using a Milestone’s 

DMA-80 Direct Mercury Analyzer.  

 
Results               
 

 

 

Delphi 
(Kerna) 

Delphi 
(Castalia) Didyma Claros 

EC (μS) 502 494.1 749 1592 
Sal (ppt) 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.8 
TDS (mg/L) 326 319.1 531 1127 
pH 7.64 7.84 8.6 7.6 
ORP (mV) +102 +145 +284* +317* 
Temp (°C) 16.7 16.2 18.3 18.9 

                 *Lab Measurement 
 
Table 3.1: Field Test Results 
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Figure 3.3: Major Ion Chemistry at Delphi, Didyma, and Claros. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Major Cation and Anion Chemistry at Delphi, Didyma, and Claros. 
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Delphi 

Field parameters and major ion chemistry at Delphi indicate a relatively shallow 

and short-lived interaction between groundwater and the Mesozoic limestone bedrock 

that comprises the area. The water is cool (<17°C) indicating a shallow circulation 

pathway and slightly basic with an average pH of 7.74, which suggests a short residence 

time in the aquifer (slower moving water in limestone systems typically exhibits a pH of 

8 or higher). The water is slightly oxidative, with an average ORP of +124 mV. Electrical 

conductivity, salinity, and TDS field measurements show the Delphic waters to be low in 

dissolved materials (Table 3.1).  

Calcium (Ca), bicarbonate (HCO3), and magnesium (Mg) constitute the largest 

percentage of dissolved constituents in groundwater at Delphi; these are precisely the 

minerals that comprise limestone (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). A small amount of 

dissolved silica (SiO2) is present, generated by the weathering of siliceous veins that 

stretch along the bedding plains of limestone in the area. Together sodium (Na) and 

chloride (Cl) constitute roughly ten percent (9.7% Kerna & 10.9% Castalia) of the 

dissolved mineral load in both springs. Chloride concentrations evidence an aerosol 

connection with saline waters in the Corinthian Gulf; the connection between sea-spray 

and chloride content in inland groundwater is a well-documented phenomenon in Greece 

and elsewhere around the Mediterranean coast (Daskalaki & Voudouris, 2008; 

Voudouris, Daskalaki, & Antonakos, 2005).  

Nitrate (NO3-–N) concentrations are low in both springs, indicating limited to no 

anthropogenic impact on the hydrogeologic system at Delphi. Low phosphorus (P) 
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concentrations further support this conclusion (elevated P concentrations in groundwater 

is common in agricultural areas, especially in zones where runoff is concentrated) (Sims 

et al. 1998; Carpenter et al. 1998). My geochemical results match the major ion 

concentrations reported in the Delphi area by Piccardi et al. (2008, p. 11) and Pizzino et 

al. (2004, p. 369).  

 

Didyma 

 Groundwater chemistry is more complex at Didyma than at Delphi due to several 

interrelated factors. The tilted Neogene carbonate block atop which the temple is situated 

exhibits a gradual slope (~0.014°). The low degree of slope decreases the flow rate and 

increases water’s residence time within each geologic layer. The slower moving water in 

the Didyma system is also sourced from a much larger watershed and is routed through a 

greater complexity of geologic layers (discussed in detail in section 5.2). Interactions at 

the solid-water interface in and across each layer instill distinct chemical attributes into 

groundwater at Didyma (Strumm, 1992). 

 Groundwater at Didyma is cool, 18.3°C, but warmer than water in the faster 

moving upland system at Delphi. The pH is 8.6, a level of basicity not uncommon in slow 

moving carbonate systems (Kouras et al., 2007; Back, 1963). The total dissolved load is 

531 mg/L, which is higher than the US EPA secondary safe drinking water standard 

(<500 mg/L), but comparable to concentrations observed in other slow moving 

groundwater systems in Western Turkey (Afşin, 1997). The water has an average ORP of 

+284 mV, oxic enough to mobilize and transport dissolved metals (Masscheleyn, 1991).  
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 Geochemical analysis reveals that calcium (Ca), potassium (K), and bicarbonate 

(HCO3) ions constitute the bulk of the mineral load (Figure 3.5, pie chart). High calcium 

and bicarbonate concentrations reflect the mineral structure of the carbonate aquifer that 

underlies Didyma. Potassium concentrations were likely generated by the dissolution of 

the potassium feldspar-rich aquitard below the carbonate aquifer. Sulfide ore deposits 

present within this aquitard is the probable source of the elevated sulfate concentrations 

at Didyma (67 mg/L). Potassium and sulfate concentrations at Didyma are equivalent 

with concentrations detected at Claros.  

Sodium (Na) and chloride (Cl) concentration are relatively high, constituting 

nearly 26% of the dissolved load. Chloride concentrations in Didymian groundwater 

evidence an aerosol or subterranean connection with nearby seawater. Nitrate 

concentrations are very low, only 0.886 mg/L, which suggests little or no human 

influence on the groundwater chemistry in the area. Phosphorus concentrations are also 

low (0.3 mg/L), which further evince a groundwater system untainted by soil 

amendments, septic leakage, or industry (Rajmohan & Elango, 2005; Gilliom & Patmont, 

1983). 

 

Claros 

 The geochemical character of groundwater at Claros is influenced by the 

lithological properties of geologic units that comprise the area, along with significant 

inputs from a lens of brackish water permeating the alluvial valley from the south. Field 

tests indicate that groundwater slowly coursing beneath the temple has had ample time to 
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dissolve and mobilize numerous minerals, metals, and metalloids in the upper reaches of 

the watershed.  

Groundwater at Claros is cool (18.9°C) and its pH near neutral (7.6). The 

electrical conductivity of the water is high (1592 μS/cm) and its salinity slightly brackish 

(0.8 ppt). The water is carrying a high concentration of dissolved material per unit 

volume. Water from the sacred spring at Claros has a TDS of 1127 mg/L, over twice as 

concentrated as US EPA safe drinking water threshold (secondary standard at 500 mg/L). 

The concentration of dissolved constituents in a single liter of groundwater from Claros is 

almost equal to combined sum of material dissolved in the other three springs featured in 

this study (combined TDS of the other 3 springs = 1176 mg/L). The ORP is oxidative, 

+317 mV, and capable of carrying a considerable load of dissolved metals.  

 Calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), and bicarbonate (HCO3) constitute over sixty 

percent of dissolved material in the Claros sample (Figure 3.4, pie chart). These 

concentrations indicate a carbonate aquifer comprised of both dolostone (CaMg(CO3)2) 

and limestone (CaCO3). Sulfate concentration is 66 mg/L, which is much higher than 

concentrations observed in Delphi, equivalent to that at Didyma, but far lower than levels 

observed in unmodified groundwater systems elsewhere in western Turkey and coastal 

Greece (concentrations range from 130-513 mg/L in the Korinthos area, Kelepertsis et 

al., 2001). The sulfate concentration at Claros is possibly sourced from dissolution of 

sulfide-rich ore deposits within the metamorphosed Precambrian aquifer and Paleozoic 

aquitard (discussed in later section). Parity in both sulfate and potassium concentrations 
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at Claros and Didyma corroborate the connection between observed water chemistry and 

the mineral structure of the Paleozoic aquitard that underpins both systems.   

 Chloride (Cl-) accounts for over twenty-five percent of the dissolved load in the 

Clarian groundwater. Proportionally, chlorides appear to exert a significant influence on 

the geochemistry at Claros; however, the standalone chloride concentration, 302.5 mg/L, 

is low compared to other coastal aquifers in the eastern Mediterranean (Petalas & 

Diamantis, 1999; p. 309). Chloride concentrations are directly related to the proximity of 

the site to the sea. The temple is only 6.1 meters above sea-level and the sea is also close 

in horizontal distance, just 1.71 km to the south at Ahmetbeyli.  

 Nitrate (NO3) and phosphorus (P) levels are low in Clarian groundwater, 1.329 

mg/L and 0.13 mg/L respectively. These concentrations indicate low to no anthropogenic 

impact on the groundwater system (WHO, 2011; 179-180). Thus, the observed 

geochemistry was generated by earth system processes and not by human ones.  

 

Trace Element Concentrations 

Trace elements are naturally occurring chemical species typically absent or only 

present at very low concentrations in natural systems (Kabata-Pendias, 2010). Their 

attenuated abundance is proportional to their limited presence in the Earth’s crust. An 

element is considered “trace” when its concentration in natural systems is less than 0.1% 

(1000 mg/kg) (Adriano, 2013; 3). Trace elements are essential to numerous ecosystem 

functions, environmental health, and industrial and agricultural development (Kabata-

Pendias & Mukherjee, 2007). Notwithstanding their overall importance to human and 
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natural ecosystems, several trace elements happen to be extremely toxic to humans and 

other organisms, even at relatively low concentrations (Edmunds & Smedley, 1996). 

These include heavy metals such as lead (Pb), thallium (Tl), and mercury (Hg) along with 

toxic metalloids such as arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb).  

Trace element concentrations are very low in groundwater at Delphi. The total 

mass of trace elements in water from the Kerna spring is 0.123 mg/L and in the Castalia 

0.118 mg/L (average 0.121 mg/L). Of the thirty-six elements covered in ICP analysis, 

only eleven trace elements were above the lower limit of detection (LOD). These eleven 

elements can be classified by their relative concentrations. Only three elements (Ni, Sr, 

Ba) are at concentrations greater than 0.001 mg/L (1 part per billion, ppb). The remaining 

eight elements are extremely “trace” and range from 0.00067 down to 0.00006 mg/L (Li, 

Ti, V, Cr, Cu, Rb, Cs, Co). Although the three most concentrated trace elements in the 

Kerna and Castalia system—Ni, Sr, Ba—are regulated by the US EPA and WHO, their 

concentrations in the Delphic waters are far below safe drinking water thresholds 

(DeZuane, 1997; WHO, 2004). The Delphic waters are virtually free of all potentially 

harmful/toxic metals and metalloids. Those present (Cs, Cr, Co) are at concentrations far 

below internationally recognized safe drinking water thresholds (WHO, 2004). From a 

geochemical perspective, groundwater at Delphi contains elemental constituents at 

concentrations beneficial to human health (Ca, Mg, HCO3) and lacks harmful 

concentrations of toxic or otherwise dangerous minerals, metals, or metalloids. 

Trace elements are much more abundant in groundwater at Claros and Didyma, 

and their attributes far less beneficent. Groundwater at Claros carries over nineteen times 
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(19.22x) the trace element load as springwater at Delphi (2.325 mg/L vs. 0.121 mg/L). 

Groundwater at Didyma contains ten times the mass concentration observed at Delphi 

(1.21 mg/L vs. 0.121 mg/L) and roughly half of what is present in water from Claros. Not 

only are trace elements in greater abundance in groundwater at Claros and Didyma, the 

types of elements present are particularly toxic and their concentrations injurious to 

human health. Groundwater in both locations contain levels of arsenic (As), lead (Pb), 

selenium (Se), antimony (Sb), thallium (Tl), and uranium (U) at least an order of 

magnitude greater than the WHO and US EPA safe drinking water limits (Figure yyy, 

column chart with thresholds). In addition, cadmium (Cd) and mercury (Hg) 

concentrations at Claros exceed safe drinking water thresholds. Prolonged ingestion of 

any one of these elements would result in severe health problems (WHO, 2004); their 

combination in groundwater at Claros and Didyma constitute an exceptional 

environmental hazard for communities in each respective location.  
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Figure 3.5: Trace Element Results. 
 
Together, As, Se, Sb, Tl, Pb, and U constitute 57% of the mass concentration of 

trace elements in groundwater at Didyma; B, Sr, and Sn make up another 25%. These 

nine elements represent only a small percentage of the trace element species present in 

groundwater at Didyma, but their concentrations dominate the toxicological profile and 

use-potential of the resource. The majority of trace elements present in groundwater at 

Didyma are either benign or at densities low enough to not effect human health. Twenty-

one trace elements are at concentrations below 0.05 mg/L (Li, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn, 

Rb, Mo, Cd, Cs, Ba, Pb, Bi, Th, Al, Fe, Cu, Zr, Ag, Be), with five of those below the 

LOD (Al, Fe, Cu, Zr, Ag). Eight elements (B, As, Se, Sr, Sn, Sb, Tl, U) are at 

concentrations above 0.05 mg/L, and six of these are at concentrations greater than 0.1 
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mg/L (B, As, Se, Sr, Sb, Tl). Barium (Ba), chromium (Cr), and copper (Cu) are regulated 

elements detected but below the maximum contaminant level (MCL). Lead (Pb), arsenic 

(As), selenium (Se), antimony (Sb), thallium (Tl), and uranium (U) are at concentrations 

above the MCL for safe drinking water. Cadmium (Cd) at Didyma measured 0.003 mg/L, 

which is the MCL published by the WHO (0.003 mg/L). The US EPA, however, 

maintains a Cd threshold of 0.005 mg/L (2004; 6). The elevated concentration of these 

specific heavy metals is directly linked to the hydrogeologic make up of the Didyma area. 

Each toxic element present in groundwater at Didyma is associated with sulfide ore 

deposits (Murao & Itoh, 1992; Sangster & Scott, 1976; 179), arsenical gold deposits 

(Percival & Radtke, 1994), and/or Pb-Zn deposits (Fleischer et al. 1974; Aykol et al., 

2003). Veins and larger lodes of these ores occur within the Precambrian aquitard that 

underpins both the Didyma and the Claros groundwater system. 
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Figure 3.6: Trace Element Results and Drinking Water Limits. 

Trace elemental chemistry of groundwater at Claros is similar to that at Didyma, 

but with greater concentrations. As, Se, Sb, Tl, Pb, and U also constitute 57% of the trace 

elemental mass at Claros (1.314 mg/L of 2.325 mg/L); however, the concentration of 

these six elements is nearly double that observed at Didyma, 1.314 mg/L compared to 

0.694 mg/L. Groundwater in both systems exhibit similar levels of Li, Al, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, 

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr, Ag, Cs, and Ba (Figure www, the column chart with trace element 

table). The four elements below the LOD at Claros (Al, Fe, Zr, Ag) are also below the 

LOD in groundwater at Didyma. The ten most concentrated trace elements at Claros (Sr 

> Tl > As > Sb > Se > Sn > U > B > Pb > Bi) are the ten most concentrated at Didyma, 

but in different order of abundance (Tl > As > Sb > B > Se > Sr > Sn ≥ U > Bi > Pb).   
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At Claros, nineteen elements are below 0.05 mg/L (Li, Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, 

Rb, Mo, Cd, Cs, Ba, Mn, Th, Al, Fe, Zr, Ag), with four of those elements (Al, Fe, Zr, Ag) 

either absent or below the LOD. Ten trace elements are at concentrations greater than 

0.05 mg/L (B, As, Se, Sr, Sn, Sb, Tl, Pb, Bi, U), and eight of those greater than 0.1 mg/L 

(As, Se, Sr, Sn, Sb, Tl, U).  

Thallium (Tl) concentrations at Claros (0.315 mg/L) are 157.5 times higher the 

US EPA and WHO safe drinking water limit (US EPA, 2002; Peter & Viraraghavan, 

2005). Arsenic (As) is 28.65 times its MCL. Antimony (Sb) is 13.7 times more 

concentrated than its MCL. Selenium is 5.8 times over its MCL. Uranium (U) is 4.3 times 

over its MCL and Cd is twice as concentrated as the WHO threshold. Lead (Pb) 

concentrations in the sacred spring at Claros are 0.074 mg/L (74 ppb). According to the 

WHO, US EPA, the US Safe Drinking Water Act (Section 1417) all water ingested by 

humans should be lead free; there is no safe level of Pb in drinking water. The US EPA 

action level for lead is 0.015 mg/L, meaning regulatory action is taken if household or 

municipal supplies reach or exceed that value. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

set its regulatory threshold at 0.01 mg/L (10 ppb). Lead concentrations at Claros are 

comparable to those observed at the 90th percentile water lead levels (WLL) in 

Washington D.C.’s lead-contaminated drinking water crisis in the early- and mid-2000’s 

(Edwards, Triantafyllidou, & Best, 2009). Lead levels at Claros are double the overall 

averages observed in Flint, Michigan, during that city’s recent lead-drinking water crisis 

(as reported by the Washington Post). The Clarian Pb concentrations are much lower, 

however, than the maximum concentration of 13.2 mg/L discovered in a Flint residence 
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by researchers and water quality analysts from Virginia Tech University (also lead by 

Marc Edwards, a key scholar in the DC lead-crisis). 

Groundwater at Delphi is relatively pure, imbued with a light load of mineral 

constituents from the limestone geology through which it travels. Groundwater from 

Didyma and Claros also reflect the chemistry of the geologic layers it interacts with, but 

it mobilizes and transports much more material on the whole, some of it toxic. In order to 

compare the level of toxicity between the three sites and to other environments, I used a 

modified version of the pollution index (PI) originally proposed by Nishida et al. (1982), 

and utilized by many environmental researchers since (Chon et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2001 

[danger index]; Sponza & Karaoǧlu, 2002; Gemici & Oyman, 2003; Gemici & Tarcan, 

2007). A pollution index—in this study a toxicity index (TI)—is used to evaluate the 

degree of toxicity in biotic or abiotic systems impacted by multiple metal or virulent 

constituents. TI is calculated by averaging the ratios of observed heavy metal 

concentrations to the tolerable levels, in this case the MCL (units in ppb).    
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 Values ≤ 1.0 indicate systems at or below the toxicity threshold; values > 1.0 

indicate toxic systems. The degree of toxicity is proportional to values greater than 1.0. 

This index allows for the comparison of toxicities between environmental systems (e.g., 

geology & water; soils & plants). For example, Kim et al. (2001) calculated the TI of 

tailings from the Dalsung mine (TI: 32.8), the Goobong mine (TI: 34.9), and the Sujum 
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mine (TI: 28.3) in South Korea. These values are comparable—and in this case very 

similar—to TI values of sediments collected from streams draining an abandoned 

mercury (Hg) mine in western Turkey (Gemici, 2008). TI values ranged from 31.5 in 

sediments nearest the Alas ̧ehir mine and gradually decreased downstream to 4.6 (Gemici, 

2008, p. 104).  

 Claros has a TI value of 27.8 and Didyma a TI value of 17.2 (calculated w/o Hg). 

Both springs at Delphi have a TI value of 0.0. The TI value of groundwater at Claros is 

comparable to TI values observed in stream sediments at a nearby mine in western 

Turkey (Gemici, 2008), and with TI values of mine tailings from sites located on the 

other side of Asia (Kim et al., 2001).  Toxicity index values at Didyma are about half of 

those observed at Claros and are comparable to those detected downstream from Hg 

mines in western Turkey (Gemici, 2008).  

 
 
Discussion 

Groundwater Geochemistry and Water Ritual 

 Groundwater at Claros and Didyma is of an exceptional quality due to its 

interaction with the surrounding geology. The exact volume a person would need to drink 

to establish contact with the supernatural and deliver prophecy will remain recondite 

information, possibly forever. Natural concentrations of heavy metals and toxic earth 

elements in groundwater at both sites, however, have the potential to generate changes in 

the mental and physical wellbeing of those who ingest it, especially over a long period of 

time (or on an empty stomach). In this section I briefly discuss the effects of consuming 
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As, Pb, Se, Sb, Tl, Cd, U, and Hg, emphasizing those effects that relate directly to ritual 

behaviors at Claros and Didyma.   

 Arsenic (As) occurs naturally in 245 mineral species widely distributed across the 

planet (WHO, 2011, p. 315). Arsenic is the 53rd most abundant element and comprises 

0.00015% of the Earth’s crust (Emsley, 2011, p. 52). Arsenic is found in greatest 

abundance as a component of sulfide minerals and ores such as arsenopyrite (FeAsS), 

enargite (Cu3AsS4), orpiment (As2S3), realgar (As4S4), arsenides, sulfides, sulfosalts, and 

arsenites (Arai, 2010). In water, As is mostly present in the form of arsenate (AsV) or in 

anoxic conditions as arsenite (AsIII). The WHO and the US EPA set a safe drinking water 

limit at 0.01 mg/L (WHO, 2004; US EPA).   

 Arsenic is a deadly element. It has been used to intentionally kill humans, rodents, 

weeds, pests, and termites (Emsley, 2011, p. 49). About 200 mg is the lethal dose for an 

adult, preceded by vomiting, colic, diarrhea, dehydration, coma, then death within 24-36 

hours after ingestion (Emsley, 2011, p. 49). Acute arsenic poisoning is rare in nature, but 

several cases exist (Wagner et al., 1979). Much more common are cases of chronic 

poisoning from long-term consumption of arsenic-rich groundwater (Bundschuh et al., 

2005). Arsenic sickness due to naturally high groundwater concentrations have been 

documented in numerous countries including Bangladesh (Nickson et al., 1998), India 

(Chakraborti  et al., 2003), Pakistan (Nickson et al., 2005), Thailand (Williams et al., 

1996), Vietnam (Berg et al., 2001), Turkey (Gunduz et al., 2010; Dogan & Dogan, 2007), 

China (Rodríguez-Lado et al., 2013), and the United States (Welch et al., 1988).  
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 Chronic arsenic poisoning affects both body and mind. Chakraborty and Saha 

(1987), Mandal et al. (1996), Dhar et al. (1997), Guha Mazumder et al. (1998), Tondel et 

al. (1999), and Rodríguez-Lado et al. (2013) made direct connections between elevated 

arsenic concentrations in drinking water and diffuse melanosis, spotted melanosis, 

leucomelanosis, mucus membrane melanosis, diffuse keratosis, spotted keratosis, 

hyperkeratosis, gangrene, squamous cell carcinoma, bone marrow suppression, hepatic 

toxicity, skin, kidney, lung, liver, and bladder cancer. Patients suffering from acute and 

chronic arsenic poisoning have complained of central nervous system problems that 

range from: headache, confusion, disorientation, mental sluggishness, unusual visual 

sensations (Franzblau & Lilis, 1989), delirium, convulsions (Heyman et al., 1956; 

Jenkins, 1966), encephalopathy (Bolla & Blecker, 1987), decreased concentration, 

agitation, paranoid ideation, and emotional lability, otherwise known as violent mood 

swings (Freeman & Couch, 1978). Although ambient As concentrations are lower at 

Claros and Didyma than most sites featured in the aforementioned studies, the effects of 

arsenic intoxication would have been heightened during oracle consultations because of 

prescribed ritual fasting.  

Lead (Pb) is the 36th most abundant element and makes up 0.0014% of the Earth’s 

crust. Lead occasionally occurs as a native metal, but is most often found in the form of 

sulfide ore, such as galena (PbS), anglesite (PbSO4), and boulangerite (Pb5Sb4S11) 

(Emsley, 2011; 285). Lead is also a common component in other ores such as cerussite 

(PbCO3), pyromorphite (Pb5 (PO4)3 Cl ), along with radiogenic lead associated with 

uraninite (UO2) (Holmes, 1937, p. 770). Lead has no biological role for any living 
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organism, but has the potential to be absorbed in the tissue of numerous plants and 

animals (Emsley, 2011, p. 281). In humans, Pb will accumulate in blood, soft tissue, 

organs, and more permanently in bones and teeth as lead phosphate (Dart et al., 2004). A 

single dose is unlikely to prove lethal; however, prolonged exposure can result in 

irreparable damage to vital organs and the central nervous system leading to a slow death 

(Emsley, 2011, p. 283). According to the WHO and the US EPA, lead in drinking water 

is dangerous at any concentration and both regulating bodies recommend drinking water 

resources to be lead-free. According to the US Safe Drinking Water Act, the US EPA can 

take action when concentrations reach or exceed 0.015 mg/L. The WHO set an action 

level at 0.01 mg/L.   

Lead is extremely dangerous to humans because of its effects on the central 

nervous system. Once absorbed in the blood stream, Pb deactivates the enzymes 

responsible for hemoglobin production. This causes the build up of the precursor 

molecule aminolevulinic acid (ALA) within the body, which leads to paralysis of the gut, 

excess fluid in the brain, reproductive maladies, and anemia (Emsley, 2011, p. 283). 

Fluid build-up in the brain caused by compromised blood vessels can result in headaches, 

depression, insomnia, hallucinations, blindness, and in severe cases coma (Emsley, 2011, 

p. 283). Dart, Hurlbut, and Boyer-Hassen (2004, p. 1426) note that central nervous 

system effects can develop following a brief intense exposure or gradually through a 

continuous interaction with lower Pb concentrations.  

Selenium is the 67th most abundant element and represents a mere 0.000005% of 

the planet’s crust (Emsley, 2011, p. 479). It is found in greatest abundance as a 
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component of sulfide ores and these geologic deposits determine the element’s natural 

distribution around the globe (Alexander, 2014, p. 1175). Selenium concentration in 

groundwater is usually low, in most systems below analytical detection limits (Plant et 

al., 2009, p. 49). In geologic settings where selenium is condensed, groundwater 

concentrations have measured as high as 2 mg/L (Deverel et al., 1994). In rare cases 

where springs emerge from ore bearing strata, concentrations as high as 7.8 mg/L have 

been detected (Cannon, 1964, p. 39). Sodium selenite (Na2SeO3) and selenates (SeO4
2−) 

are the soluble forms of selenium and mobility is generally dependent on the oxidation 

state of the aquifer. Elemental selenium and selenides (Se2−) are the material’s anoxic 

states. Selenium is a hormetic element, meaning at low doses it generates a positive 

biologic response, while at higher concentrations it is a damaging toxin. The WHO set a 

provisional guideline value at 0.04 mg/L and the US EPA set the maximum contaminant 

level at 0.05 mg/L. Concentrations at Claros and Didyma far exceed both thresholds.  

 Low doses of selenium are vital to human health. The element is used in enzymes 

that promote essential hormone production in the thyroid gland. Every cell in the human 

body contains a trace amount of selenium (Emsley, 2011, p. 477). Ingesting over 0.45 mg 

daily, however, will lead to adverse effects that include nail and hair loss, tooth decay, 

and changes in peripheral nerves (WHO, 2011, p. 414). The most obvious symptom of 

selenium overdose is extremely foul breath and unpleasant body odor caused by volatile 

methyl selenium molecules the body generates in an effort to rid itself of excess selenium 

[smells like garlic breath](Emsley, 2011, p. 476). Selenium overdose also produces 

neurological effects that range from headache and irritability (Fan & Kizer, 1990, p. 166), 
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to tremors, muscle spasms, restlessness confusion, and coma (Alexander, 2014, p. 

1191). Vinceti et al. (2001) found that elevated selenium levels lead to degeneration 

of motor neurons, which increased the risk of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, aka 

Lou Gehrig's disease) (Vinceti et al., 2001). An individual would surpass the daily 

maximum selenium intake by drinking half a liter of groundwater from Didyma or a 

quarter liter from the sacred spring at Claros.  

 Antimony (Sb) is the 63rd most abundant element and constitutes 0.00002% of the 

Earth’s crust. Like the other toxic elements covered thus far, antimony occurs in greatest 

profusion as a component of sulfide ores and minerals. Common antimony-rich ores and 

minerals include boulangerite, jamesonite, stibnite, tetrehedrite, semarmontite, 

stibiconite, and valentinite (Sb203)(Tylenda et al., 2014). Antimony’s association with 

sulfide is strong and enduring both geologically and culturally. The chemical symbol Sb 

comes from the Latin stibium, the Roman word for an antimony-sulfide ore (Emsley, 

2011, p. 35). A cosmetic case found in Egypt dating to 2500 BCE contained antimony-

sulfide used to redden lips and cheeks (McCallum, 1977). In rare cases, uncombined 

antimony develops naturally as granular masses or nodules in silver-bearing lodes 

(Emsley, 2011, p. 35). Antimony enters groundwater systems when minerals such as 

stibnite (Sb2S3) oxidize and release Sb ions after exposure to air, meteoric water, or 

oxygenated groundwater (Casiot, 2007). Ingesting, inhaling, or absorbing Sb can be 

extremely detrimental to human health. The WHO and the US EPA have set the guideline 

value and the MCL at 0.02 mg/L for drinking water.  
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Antimony has no biological role, and is deadly even at relatively low 

concentrations. Rugemalila (1980) reports that 2 mg of Sb administered intramuscularly 

to treat a parasitic disease resulted in the death of an adult and child patient. Emsley 

(2011, p. 36) notes that antimony was used as poison in several high-profile Victorian 

homicides and may have even contributed to the premature death of Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart. McCallum (2005) links chronic antimony exposure to antimony spots, heart 

disease, pneumoconiosis, and lung cancer (McCallum, 2005). Antimony overdose may 

also cause headache, dizziness, abdominal pain, constipation, colic, food aversion, 

albuminuria, and glycosuria (Oliver, 1916). A report issued by the US Agency for Toxic 

Substances and Disease Registry in 1991 found no correlation between neurological 

maladies and antimony following inhalation, oral, dermal, or parenteral exposure to 

elevated concentrations of the element (Roper, 1992, p. 42). 

Thallium is the 59th most abundant element and constitutes 0.00006% of the 

Earth’s crust. Thallium is widely dispersed and found in trace amounts within numerous 

sulfide and potassium minerals, like pollucite (Cs(Si2Al)O6.nH2O ), thallus-sulfide (Tl2S), 

and sylvite (KCl). All forms of thallium are soluble enough to pose health risks to living 

organisms (Peter & Viraraghavan, 2005). Unfortunately for public health, thallium’s 

presence and transport in and through surface and groundwater systems is generally 

understudied (Peter & Viraraghavan, 2005, p. 495). Thallium can exist in two oxidation 

states, Tl+1 or Tl+3. In its lower oxidation state (Tl+1) the element resembles potassium 

(K+1), a small similarity that causes big problems in plant and animal health. Thallium 

mimics potassium and can effectively displace it at all sites in the human body, the most 
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detrimental swaps occurring in the central nervous system (Emsley, 2011, p. 538). 

Thallium is more toxic to humans than As, Pb, Se, Sb, Cd, U, or Hg and has been 

responsible for numerous accidental, occupational, deliberate, and therapeutic poisonings 

(Peter & Viraraghavan, 2005, p. 493). The MCL for thallium is 0.002 mg/L (WHO; US 

EPA). Thallium is the most concentrated toxic trace element in groundwater at Claros 

and Didyma, exceeding safe drinking water thresholds by several orders of magnitude.  

 Thallium intoxication damages both physical and mental health. Symptoms range 

from diarrhea to death. Bank et al. (1972), treating five patients with acute thallium 

toxicity documented symptoms that varied from mild peripheral neuropathy to 

irreversible coma and fatality. Alopecia developed during later stages in four of the five 

(Bank et al., 1972). Zhang et al. (1998, p. 77) studying health affects associated with 

long-term thallium exposure in communities in southern China also noted alopecia in 

older individuals, along with increased incidence of blindness, abdominal pains, and 

premature death. Other symptoms include lethargy, numbness, tingling of hands and feet, 

slurred speech, insomnia, and blackouts (Emsley, 2011, p. 538). Thallium upsets the 

body’s ability to metabolize sugar resulting in symptoms analogous to diabetes. The 

element also disrupts the reproductive system, causing a decline in libido and impotency 

in men (Emsley, 2011, p. 538). Hair ceases to grow and existing hair falls out as a result 

of a thallium overdose (hair growth returns once Tl is removed from the body, a process 

that usually takes 1-3 months). Neurological symptoms of acute thallium intoxication 

include dysesthesia, ataxia, visual hallucinations, confusion, and disorientation to time, 

place, and person (Tsai et al., 2006, p. 292-294). These effects were documented in a 
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patient who ingested 2.4 grams of thallium dissolved in drinking water. A fatal dose of 

thallium is around 800 mg for an adult. The effected individual may show no signs for 

the first 24 hours, followed by gastrointestinal upset, joint and body pain, coma, and 

death within 72-96 hours (Emsley, 2011, p. 538).   

 Cadmium is the 56th most abundant element and represents 0.00001% of the 

Earth’s crust. Cadmium is naturally concentrated in several geologic bodies, including 

sulfide (CdS), lead, and zinc ores (Fishbein, 1981, p. 54), but occurs in highest 

concentrations in bituminous and carbonaceous shales (so-called black shales)(Mislin & 

Ravera, 1986; 8). Cadmium is also present in ores such as cadmoselite (CdSe), otavite 

(CdCO3), and sphalerite (ZnS) where it makes up as much as 3% of the rock (Emsley, 

2011; 92). Cadmium’s solubility and mobility in water is a function of pH, with more Cd 

present in more acidic waters (Ros & Slooff, 1987). This pH relationship is evident in the 

Claros and Didyma system. Cadmium is a toxic element and can cause irreversible 

damage to plants and animals (Krajnc et al., 1987; Benavides et al., 2005, p. 22). 

Cadmium is on the UN Environmental Program’s list of top 10 hazardous pollutants. The 

WHO set a guideline value at 0.003 mg/L and the US EPA set a maximum contaminant 

level at 0.005 mg/L (WHO, 2011, p. 327; US EPA).  

 Cadmium intoxication is usually a chronic phenomenon (Jones & Cherian, 1990), 

but acute exposures can prove deadly. Krajnc et al., (1987) estimated the lethal oral dose 

for a human adult is 350–3,500 mg of Cd, and a dose of 3 mg or lower will not produce 

acute effects. Cadmium is an accumulative poison that gains access to bodily systems 

through the element’s close similarity to zinc, an essential element for human health. The 
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gut can effectively determine the difference between zinc and cadmium and stimulates an 

enzyme to rid the body of cadmium. The enzyme transports Cd to the kidneys where it 

tends to accumulate, unable to break the bond between the metal and enzyme. As a result, 

a cadmium atom will remain in an individual for an average of 30 years (Emsley, 2011, 

p. 90). Cadmium damage to the kidney is irreversible. Järup et al. (1998) found that 

chronic cadmium exposure led to increased incidence of kidney dysfunction and 

osteoporosis. Ingested cadmium primarily affects the renal system and has little effect on 

the neurological system. Cadmium concentrations at Claros and Didyma represent a 

chronic exposure and a long-term health hazard. Its concentration is too low to produce 

acute effects, such as kidney failure. The element’s long biological half-life (10-35 

years), however, may have affected temple staff in the later parts of their life.  

 Uranium is the 48th most abundant element and makes up 0.0002% of the Earth’s 

crust. Uranium occurs in an assortment of mineral forms including uraninite (U3O8), 

brannerite (UTi2O6), coffinite (U(SiO4)1-x(OH)4x), autunite (Ca(UO2)2 (PO4)2·10-12H2O), 

and carnotite (K2(UO2)2(VO4)2·3H2O). Uranium is present in many sandstone, granite, 

lignite, black-shale, quartz-pebble conglomerate, and breccia deposits dispersed across 

the planet. Uranium enters natural groundwater systems through element exchange and 

mobilization at the water-rock interface along uranium-bearing strata. Leached uranium 

in groundwater is typically at low concentrations. The average uranium concentration 

was 0.00255 mg/L in a study of 978 sites across the US (US EPA, 1990, 1991). Naturally 

high uranium concentrations have been documented in several locations in the US and 

other countries where groundwater interacts with uranium-rich deposits. Aside from 
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health risks associated with uranium’s radioactive properties, the element is also a 

dangerous heavy metal, injurious to humans and other organisms. The US EPA set the 

MCL for uranium at 0.03 mg/L; the WHO set a provisional guideline at 0.03 mg/L (US 

EPA, 2000; WHO, 2011, p. 430).  

 Naturally occurring uranium is radioactive, although its specific activity is 

negligible in 99% of deposits worldwide. Adverse health effects associated with uranium 

exposure are primarily from its chemical toxicity, not with its radiation (Keith et al., 

2007, p. 1327). Carcinogenic effects associated with its radioactivity have not been 

observed in humans or animals after exposure to naturally occurring uranium (ATSDR, 

1999). Uranium poisoning primarily affects the kidneys, but also damages the liver, heart, 

ovaries, and testicles. Nriagu et al. (2012) documented kidney damage, high blood 

pressure, bone dysfunction, and reproductive impairments in uranium affected 

populations in Mongolia (Nriagu et al., 2012). Damage to the kidney occurs because 

insoluble uranium salts clog tubules within the organ, causing renal failure (Emsley, 

2011, p. 595). A single concentrated dose can prove lethal to humans (Wrenn et al., 

1987), preceded by vomiting and diarrhea (Emsley, 2011, p. 595). Neurological effects 

linked to uranium intoxication include headaches, dizziness, and ataxia (Goasguen et al., 

1982).  

 Mercury is the 68th most abundant element and constitutes 0.000005% of the 

planet’s crust. It is found in its greatest abundance as a sulfide ore, cinnabar (HgS). 

Elemental mercury is a volatile substance and is present in the air, soil, water, and 

organisms (Berlin et al., 2014). Mercury in groundwater systems is usually in the form of 
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soluble mercuric-chloride (HgCl2). Mercury has no known biological role and is 

considered a toxin to plants and animals. The WHO set a guideline value of 0.006 mg/L 

for mercury in drinking water; the US EPA maintains a MCL at 0.002 mg/L for inorganic 

mercury.  

 Mercury intoxication is detrimental to the body and mind. The fatal dose of 

methyl-mercury for adults is around 200 mg. Physical symptoms of mercury intoxication 

include severe headache, nausea, trembling hands, vomiting, stomach pains, diarrhea, 

excess saliva, loosened teeth, and a metallic taste in the mouth. Mercury can pass the 

blood/brain barrier, resulting in irreversible damage to the central nervous system and 

cognitive functioning (Emsley, 2011, p. 323). Symptoms include sensory impairment, 

lack of concentration, memory loss, depression, insomnia, listlessness, irritability, 

emotional lability, and paranoia (Emsley, 2011, p. 323). Hallucinations have been 

documented in several cases (Maghazaji, 1974; Chu et al., 1998; Priya & Geetha, 2011).  

 Groundwater at Claros and Didyma has the power to intoxicate and regular 

consumption would, as Pliny said, cause someone to “live the shorter time” (Pliny, 79 

CE). Ingestion of arsenic, thallium, lead, mercury, and selenium at concentrations 

observed at Claros and Didyma would result in neurological damage and changes in 

sensory perception. The psychotropic effects of metal-laden groundwater were probably 

unlike those associated with alcohol intoxication or other vegetable-based drugs utilized 

in ancient Greece and Rome (Cilliers & Retief, 2000). It is doubtful that the heavy metal 

intoxication was an enjoyable activity, especially at Claros where toxins are twice as 

concentrated.  
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 Information concerning the physical and psychological state of the divining priest 

or priestess at Claros, Didyma, and Delphi is scant. Plato links ritual prophesy associated 

with Apollo to a state of “divine mania” (θεία μανία) (Phaedrus, 244a-245c). Fontenrose 

(1978, p. 204) explains that the true meaning of the ancient Greek word “mania” is more 

closely aligned with transport, rapture, inspiration, and ecstasy rather than what the word 

has come to mean in modern English: mental illness marked by periods of great 

excitement, euphoria, delusions, and over-activity. The Greek word mania was translated 

into Latin as insania or vecordia, which only compounded interpretations of the Delphic 

oracle as characteristically frenzied.  

 There is only one reliable description of the oracle at Delphi becoming hysterical 

during a consultation. Plutarch—the most trusted source on Delphi—describes an 

occasion when the pythia, reluctant to enter the temple and assume the prophetic state, 

became totally hysterical, shouted unintelligibly before falling unconscious and dying a 

few days later (Moralia, 438b). Plutarch attributed the death to bad pneuma in the temple, 

which presumably meant higher concentrations of gas/vapor. He also states that under 

normal circumstances the Pythia feels calm and peaceful post-consultation (Moralia, 

759b). Though the case of hysteria and fatality was clearly unprecedented, this 

description of the possessed pythia became the stereotype beginning in antiquity. The 

Roman poet Lucan, who never visited Delphi, describes the ritual possession of the 

pythia in his book on the civil war between Julius Caesar and the Roman Senate, written 

between 61 and 65 CE. He describes the priestess raging madly about a cave (probably 

the temple adyton), her head shaking wildly to and fro, before a “mad frenzy flows 
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through her foaming lips, groans and loud panting cries; and then when the maiden was at 

last subdued a dismal wail and finally words sounded in the vast caves” (Civil War, 

5.190-193). Amandry (1950, p. 21, p. 237-238) and Fontenrose (1978, p. 210) suggest 

that Lucan modeled his description of the Delphic priestess on the Sibyl of Cumae 

described in the Aeneid (6). This stance seems to overlook earlier references to 

possession and mania described by Plutarch and Diodorus in the origin myths of Delphi. 

It also aligns with Iamblichus’s later description of the pythia giving “oracles to mankind 

through an attenuated and fiery spirit” (Mysteries, 3.11).  

 There is one mention of the oracle at Didyma in a state of frenzy (Fontenrose, 

1988, p. 56). Constantine, reported by Eusebios, describes the priestess who delivered an 

oracle from the temple at Didyma as “driven by frenzy”(Cameron & Hall, 1999). 

Constantine, like Lucan, never actually visited the oracle he references, but nonetheless 

chose to characterize her in a frenzied state. This suggests that the standard image of the 

divining priestess in Apollo’s temples conveyed messages while in that abnormal 

condition.   

 Iamblichus’s description of the mechanics of oracular consultation at Didyma 

offers only limited insight into the physical or mental condition of the priestess. She baths 

and fasts in the temple adyton for three days prior to consultation. Physically, she must 

have been both very clean and very hungry. He variously refers to her summoning and 

receiving Apollo through interactions with the sacred spring and being “filled with divine 

light.” In contrast to the equivocal state of the priestess, Iamblichus clearly emphasizes 

the importance of the spring in the process of transformation and as a source of insight. 
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The spring is the interface between the usual and exceptional, between the everyday and 

the transcending, between human and divine. He states: “in the very spirit that rises from 

the spring they reveal another god separate from that place, the author of the place and of 

the spring itself and of the whole mantic art” (Mysteries, 3.11).  

 Tacitus, Pliny, and Iamblichus relate information concerning the physical, mental 

and spiritual effects of consuming water from the sacred spring at Claros. According to 

Tacitus, the water gave illiterate men a momentary gift of divine foresight and poetry. 

The water so inspired these priests they could answer an inquirer without ever hearing the 

question. Pliny, in a chapter titled The Wonders of Waters, Fountains, and Rivers, relates 

the Clarian spring’s power to inspire prophesy, foretell future events, and cause life-

threatening ailments (Mysteries, 3.11). The geochemical findings from this study 

certainly corroborate Pliny’s latter claim. And although he discusses rivers that run 

backward, numerous special springs, and bottomless pools, Claros is the only prophetic 

water mentioned. In addition to the long-term health problems associated with drinking 

the Clarian water, Pliny mentions three other fountains and a river in Arcadia that were 

deadly to consume; death from the three fountains was reported to be both remediless and 

painless. He also discloses that a single source, the water from Lincestis “maketh men 

drunken no less than wine” and that a fountain on the island of Andros always issues 

water that tastes like wine (Mysteries, 3.11). These distinctions suggest a difference 

between drunken intoxication and heavy-metal intoxication.  

 According to Iamblichus, the unusual properties of groundwater at Claros were 

common knowledge in Asia Minor and the Levant during the late 3rd Century CE. The 
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power of Clarian groundwater to inspire prophecy was evidently acknowledged by 

everyone, but what made the water prophetic remained a mystery to most (Mysteries, 

3.11). The world had to wait for the construction of the periodic table, the rediscovery of 

the temple by archaeologists, and the invention of trace element analyzers.  

 
How Groundwater Becomes “Prophetic”  

 The pioneering studies in the field of groundwater geochemistry were focused on 

deciphering the invisible chemical attributes responsible for producing unique effects in 

humans. Most of these reports focused on the chemistry of healing springs and wells 

(Davis, 2007). Early scholars were intrigued by local legends and people’s propensity to 

congregate around and venerate certain water sources (Seaman 1809; Steel 1817; Steel 

1838). Valentine Seaman, upon hearing of the curative power of mineral waters from 

Sarasota Springs, New York, conducted a rudimentary chemical analysis of the water and 

also documented interesting cases human-hydrologic interactions in the area (1809). 

Seaman records that one individual traveled over three hundred miles to visit the spring 

in order to cure their lacrimal fistula (a stye in the tear-duct) (1817, p. 32). He remarks on 

the springs professed ability to cure most ailments, including those with opposing 

symptoms (i.e., depression vs. mania). W. Meade (1817, 25) notes that soldiers 

garrisoned near the spring became so attached to the mineral water they gave up 

perfunctory alcohol consumption. V. Seaman (1809) in the earliest scientific treatise on 

the mineral waters of Saratoga Springs explored the chemical character of dissolved 

material and connected these elements to their geologic source. He concluded that 
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minerals, metals, salts, and alkali “all exist ready formed in the bowels of the earth, and 

water after being loaded with the carbonic acid, cannot pass over them without taking up 

a part.” In that passage, Seaman articulates the essence of mass-balance and the geologic 

origins of groundwater chemistry. Mass-balance simply states that groundwater 

chemistry reflects the difference of what is put into solution minus what is taken out. The 

mineral structure of a hydrogeologic system regulates both inputs and outputs. Mass-

balance is still the guiding principle in the field of groundwater geochemistry (Chapelle, 

2003, p. 447).  

The geochemical character of groundwater is primarily a function of the geologic 

layers that comprise the watershed through which it flows. As groundwater passes 

through an aquifer and across an aquitard it becomes chemically cast in the mineral 

image of these geologic layers, preferentially obtaining more soluble minerals, metals, 

and metalloids. Groundwater geochemistry is thus as homogeneous or heterogeneous and 

as toxic or salubrious as the soluble geology that underpins a landscape. Therefore, the 

geologic deposits that engender the concentrations of toxic metals and metalloids 

observed in groundwater at Claros and Didyma should be observable in the region if they 

are indeed the true sources, as opposed to human input. Likewise, the geology of Delphi 

should reflect the homogenous carbonate character detected in waters from the site.  

Western Anatolia is replete with ore deposits and mines (Figure 3.7). Uranium, 

lead, iron, gold, antimony, manganese, quartzite, asbestos, sulfur, and other identified 

mines quarrying unknown ores (black triangles) have been documented in the region 
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around Didyma. In the region of Claros there are perlite, zinc, antimony, lead, asbestos, 

copper, mercury, gold, manganese, and graphite deposits, along with several active mines 

extracting unknown minerals or metals. A look at the specific geologic layers in 

conjunction with the ore deposits (Figure 3.8) clarifies the hydrogeologic and 

geochemical situations at Didyma and Claros.  

 
Figure 3.7: Metal Deposits in Western Turkey. 

 
The hydrogeologic setting of Didyma is comprised of two fractured carbonate 

layers both resting atop much older and less permeable metamorphic and migmatitic 

units. The faulted carbonate layers exhibit relatively high porosity and transmissivity and 

forms the aquifer in the Didyma groundwater system. The Precambrian metamorphic 

layer, underlain by a Paleozoic intrusive body, is far less permeable than the younger 

carbonate layers above, and thus forms the aquitard. The watershed supplying the sacred 
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spring at Didyma extends roughly 37 km northeast into ancient and heavily weathered 

magmatic hills formed sometime during the Precambrian period. It is in these igneous 

and metamorphic units east of the sanctuary where veins and lodes of sulfide, lead, and 

uranium ores are located. The watershed contributing geochemical inputs to groundwater 

at Didyma measures over 300 square kilometers and includes at least 23 major ore 

deposits. These include several active lead (Pb) and uranium (U) mines. Other ore and 

mineral deposits embedded within the Paleozoic magmatic body that forms the aquitard 

include iron (Fe), native sulfur (S), manganese (Mn), cinnabar (HgS), gold (Au), asbestos 

(Mg3Si2O5(OH)4), and antimony (Sb) (Figure 3.8). The ore-rich aquitard extends below 

the sanctuary and other lodes are likely present but buried under the carbonate aquifer 

rock. These deeply buried ore deposits may contribute significant trace metals to the 

groundwater system.  
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Figure 3.8: Metal Deposits and Geology at Didyma. 
 

Water falling as precipitation on the igneous and metamorphic hills east of the 

Didyma sanctuary dissolves and transports lithological elements along its westward 

journey towards the sacred spring. The Paleozoic migmatite unit is the dominant layer in 

the upper reaches of the watershed, with Precambrian metamorphic layers only present 

along the northern fringe of the unit. The migmatitic body is high in potassium feldspar 

and sulfide ores, which explains the elevated concentrations of potassium, sulfate, and 

trace metals in groundwater at Didyma (Karanth, 1987; 222). Soil, surface, and 

groundwater are compelled by gravity to the carbonate interface at the base of the 

migmatitic and metamorphic hills. Once there, water travels preferentially along natural 

fractures in the carbonate layer, exhibiting its greatest flow along major fault lines 

(Figure 3.10). One of these faults supplies the Didyma spring. Groundwater traveling 
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through the carbonate layers is continuously dissolving, transporting, and precipitating 

geologic elements. It is in this phase that groundwater picks up the large load of calcium, 

magnesium, and bicarbonate detected in chemical analysis. Although the watershed is 

large and contains active and derelict settlements, field systems, and mines, 

anthropogenic impact on groundwater geochemistry appears minimal. Nitrate (NO3-N), 

whose concentrations trend with human activity, is less than 1 mg/L, far below the US 

EPA drinking water limit of 10 mg/L (WHO). Phosphorus, also a chemical indicator of 

human input into groundwater systems, is well below 1 mg/L (0.3 mg/L).  

 

 
 
Figure 3.9: Hydrogeology at Didyma. 
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The hydrogeology of Claros is similar to that at Didyma. Both systems share the 

same aquitard units, a Precambrian metamorphic body resting atop a Paleozoic 

migmatitic unit. These two aquitard layers contain the bulk of metal and mineral 

resources in this region of western Anatolia. The Precambrian metamorphic layer 

comprises more of the aquitard at Claros than at Didyma. This layer has a higher 

incidence of cinnabar and antimony ore veins than the magmatic unit protruding from 

below. Lead, zinc, and cinnabar deposits are common in both aquitard units, and are also 

found within the Paleozoic-Triassic metamorphosed stratum that forms the aquifer in the 

Clarian system.  

The watershed contributing to the sacred spring at Claros is 4.7 square kilometers. 

The watershed consists of an uplifted metamorphosed carbonate unit whose layers have 

been heavily fractured and deeply weathered exposing the ore-wealthy aquitard in places. 

Layers of the aquifer unit are exposed along the cliffs, rock faces, and interfluves in the 

steep upper reaches of the watershed. Precipitation, overland flow, and groundwater 

travel across and through the aquifer series before joining the unconsolidated valley 

alluvium at the foot of the escarpment. Drainage is primarily subterranean/endorehic in 

the Claros watershed; evidence for active or even relict channels is sparse.  

The metamorphic aquifer at Claros consists of a sequence of layers formed over 

the late Paleozoic and into the Triassic; the layers exhibit varying degrees of 

metamorphosis with mostly greenschist facies. The upper layers are less metamorphic 

and exhibit greater potential for water storage and higher transmissivity. The older and 

more metamorphosed layers in this aquifer contain veins and larger lodes of gold, 
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titanium, lead, zinc, cinnabar, and antimony (Figure 3.8). These six economically 

valuable metals occur in sulfide ores, mixed with arsenic, selenium, and thallium. Several 

large mines are operating 12km northeast of Claros near the village of Yeniköy; these ore 

deposits are outside the watershed feeding the sacred spring but share the same Paleozoic 

geologic unit. A large cinnabar vein is located just north of Yeniköy outside the village of 

Tobali, also within the Paleozoic metamorphic stratum that forms the Clarian aquifer. 

Immediately east of Tobali, the village of Bayindir is encircled by lead, zinc, titanium, 

and gold deposits all occurring in the same rock that forms the aquifer in the Claros 

groundwater system. The largest veins of cinnabar and antimony in central western 

Turkey also occur within this metamorphic unit and are located in the weathered hills 

north of the town Nazilli.  

Ores veins are common in the lower section of the aquifer at Claros, and also 

occur in great profusion within the two aquitard units that underpin the system. The 

uppermost layer of the aquitard is the Precambrian metamorphosed stratum that exhibits 

both greenschist and amphibolite facies. Several deposits of cinnabar and lead ore have 

been mapped/recorded in this unit 40 km east of Claros. In the broader region, the unit 

contains veins of lead, zinc, gold, antimony, cinnabar, and manganese.  

Below the upper aquitard extends an intermediate intrusive body that consists of a 

mix of igneous and metamorphic rocks, a so-called migmatite. This layer is also rich in 

ore deposits, but may be too deeply buried to exert a significant chemical influence on the 

Claros groundwater. There are locations in the region, however, where the rock unit 

forming the Claros aquifer rest directly atop this migmatite layer. There are also 
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numerous locations where both aquitard types are exposed on the surface, making it 

possible that both aquitards contribute directly to a groundwater system.  

The geologic layers that surround and underpin Claros and Didyma contain toxic 

metals and metalloids and the local hydrology mobilizes and transports these elements to 

the sacred spring at each site. At Claros, both aquifer and aquitard units have the potential 

to contribute significant quantities of trace metals and metalloids to the spring, whereas 

trace elements at Didyma are primarily sourced from the aquitard, conducted through 

fractures in the carbonate aquifer to the surface.  

The lack of arsenic, selenium, and thallium deposits in this discussion is not due 

to their absence in the region, but rather to the convention of labeling ore deposits on 

geologic maps. Ore deposits are identified according to the principle economic metal the 

deposit contains. Only in very rare cases do any of the metals detected in the venerated 

groundwaters occur as pure geologic deposits, rather they typically occur blended 

together as a metal-rich metamorphic unit, more often than not melded together by 

sulfide anions. Most metals identified in this region of Turkey occur as some percentage 

of a sulfide ore. For example, the mercury deposit exploited by the Halicoy mine east of 

Claros extracted mercury from a sulfide ore rich in arsenic, boron, copper, lead, and zinc. 

This ore deposit occurs within the same Precambrian metamorphosed stratum that forms 

the aquitard in the Claros system. The mélange of metals and metalloids present in the 

Halicoy ore deposit is also reflected in groundwater from the area. Gemici (2004) reports 

that groundwater samples from wells around Halicoy had an average electrical 

conductivity of about 1856 µS/cm, comparable to the EC at Claros (1592 µS/cm). Sulfate 
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was the most concentrated major ion in groundwater samples and the top six most 

concentrated trace elements were arsenic, boron, copper, zinc, nickel, and lead (Gemici, 

Table 1, p. 484). Gemici did not test for thallium, selenium, antimony, or uranium, but 

some percentage of these elements was likely present in the water. Sources for the high 

concentrations of arsenic, selenium, and thallium observed in groundwater at Claros and 

Didyma are not unaccounted for; they are present within ores whose most economically 

important element is either gold, cinnabar, antimony, lead, uranium, or zinc.  

Low nitrate and phosphorus levels at Claros indicate minimal anthropogenic 

impacts on the groundwater system (Baba & Tayfur, 2004, p. 87). Settlement density in 

the Claros watershed is extremely low and cultivation is limited to salt tolerant orchard 

culture. Chloride content is relatively high and is a function of the sites proximity to the 

sea in horizontal and vertical distance. Chloride is entering the geology and hydrology via 

seawater intrusion and aerosols. 

Groundwater from the Castalia and Kerna springs at Delphi is relatively low in 

dissolved mineral content and trace elements are effectively absent. Delphic groundwater 

is dominated by calcium and magnesium cations and bicarbonate anions. These 

concentrations are perfectly inline with the geologic composition of the area. Four major 

rock units comprise the watersheds that contain the famous oracular site, three are 

limestone and one is flysch. Quaternary colluvial/alluvial material, landslide deposits, 

and archaeological debris also play a minor role in the hydrogeologic system (Piccardi, 

2008). The upper layer of limestone was generated in the Jurassic and its flat bedding 

plain extends as an elevated plateau north of the ridgeline high above the sanctuary. This 
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relatively level limestone surface is fractured and weathered and unconsolidated 

sediments fill many of the dissolution features and erosional channels. This exposed 

geologic unit is a major recharge area for the Kerna and the Kassotis springs. Water has 

exploited a major fracture in the Jurassic limestone, dissolving and eroding a narrow but 

precipitous gorge that funnels water to the Castalia spring.  

Below the Jurassic limestone block is another limestone layer of a Turonian-

Sanyonian age; this layer is reported to contain bituminous deposits. Stretching below the 

bituminous unit is another thinly bedded limestone layer of a Sanyonian-Paleogene age. 

The stack of limestone units sits atop a layer of Paleogene flysch. The flysch has the 

potential to form an aquitard in this hydrogeologic setting, but appears to outcrop too far 

below the springs to exert significant geochemical influence on the Kerna or Castalia 

springs. These springs, instead of breeching the surface in conjunction with an aquitard, 

erupt out of fractures in the limestone units (the flysch could have more to do with the 

springs, that would make more sense, but according to the geologic maps the springs 

emerge from the limestone layers above the flysch deposit). (According to Etiope’s map:) 

The Kerna and the Castalia springs jump from the mountainside at the boundary between 

limestone and flysch. The rapid and shallow circulation pathway taken by the Delphic 

waters left little time for the flysch layer to exert much chemical influence on the 

groundwater.  

Calcium, magnesium, and bicarbonate are the dominant ions comprising 

limestone. These constituents are soluble and readily end up dissolved in groundwater 

coursing through limestone deposits, often dominating the chemical signature. Silicious 
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veins and chert nodules regularly form in these Mesozoic limestone deposits and are the 

source for the silica present in the groundwater. The sulfate and possibly the sodium 

originated in the flysch aquitard. Nitrate and phosphorus are very low in the Delphic 

system indicating little to no human impact on the geochemistry of the groundwater 

systems supplying the Kerna and the Castalia springs.  

 
 
Groundwater Quality and Settlement History 

The geochemical realities of the three sites are also reflected in their respective 

settlement and land-use histories. Claros was only ever an isolated sanctuary in antiquity, 

and remained virtually abandoned into modern times. Didyma never developed into a 

sizable settlement, though multiple iterations of temples were dedicated in several 

religious traditions. Delphi in contrast witnessed a successive series of sanctuaries and 

villages beginning in the Bronze Age and continuing until 1892 CE when roughly one 

thousand building plots were purchased from three hundred residents, the structures 

destroyed and the archaeological site excavated down to what tourists see today (Scott, 

2014, p. 269).  

The Claros watershed presents potential pioneers with two interrelated water 

challenges. First is a lack of surface water and second is a naturally toxic groundwater 

supply. Archaeological investigations have yet to discover any material predating the 4th 

century BCE. This is also the date of the earliest known oracle response attributed to the 

site and when sources indicate that the sanctuary became politically aligned with 

Colophon, an ancient town now in ruins south of Değirmendere Fev. The sanctuary 
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remained in operation until the close of the fourth century CE when the Edict of Honorius 

and Arcadius mandated the closure of all pagan temples and forbade ritual sacrifices 

(Fontenrose, 1988, p. 25). Archaeological and historical records indicate the Claros 

watershed then successively returned to a wild state, the collapsed temple buried under a 

progression of sediments.  

In 1904, with the guidance of local shepherds, Theodore Maeridy arrived in the 

Claros watershed in search of the famed historical temple. The watershed was devoid of 

all obvious human affects save a lone column drum protruding from the alluvial sediment 

(Vandenberg, 2007). Maeridy, teamed with Charles Picard, conducted limited 

excavations until the outbreak of WWI. Subsequent excavations (Louis Roberts 1950-

1961, La Geniere 1988-1997, Nuron Sahin 2001-present) have unearthed two temples, 

several storerooms, katagogion (an inn), a propylon, and monumental sculptures of 

Apollo, Artemis, and Leto. No evidence for a hamlet or village has been discovered 

within the Claros watershed dating to any period (de La Genière, 1998).  

At present, six farmhouses are dispersed within the Claros watershed, along with 

several field houses and storage sheds. Drinking water is supplied by the Gümüldür 

municipality, sourced from the Menderes-Ataköy Göleti reservoir located on the 

Cretaceous flysch that comprises west side of the Ametbeyli-Colophon valley (Silay & 

Tomar, 2014). The west side of the valley—with its differing geology—is where all of 

the modern towns and villages are located.  

The ancient town of Notion, mysteriously abandoned in the first century CE 

Century, is the only remnant of a settlement on the east side of the valley. The ruins of 
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Notion are located on the Paleozoic-Triassic metamorphic unit with greenschist facies, 

the same geologic unit that comprises the aquifer in the Claros system. Builders and 

planners invested heavily in the site but the town only lasted from 200 BCE to 100 CE. 

Ratte and Rojas (2016) called the site a “failed urban experiment” but the factors 

contributing to its disintegration have yet to be determined (p. 7). The area around Notion 

is spring-less, explaining the number of large cisterns revealed in archaeological surveys 

and excavations. Researchers have yet to discover any wells at the site (Ratte & Rojas, 

2016), likely due to the groundwater’s toxic properties within that geologic unit.  

Cultivation in the Claros watershed consists of several stands of pomegranate and 

tangerine orchards with wheat, barley, and oats growing voluntarily under their canopy. 

The volunteer grain species are relicts from early modern subsistence agriculture when 

dry farmed grains were sown most everywhere (Watrous et al., 2004). The roots of grain 

crops remain shallow and unaffected by the toxic groundwater. Pomegranate and 

mandarin orange trees happen to be among the most salt tolerant orchard species, the 

pomegranate only ranking behind the indefatigable date palm (Ayers & Westcot, 1985, p. 

27). The root systems of mandarin orange trees are effective at restricting chloride and 

sodium absorption (Maas, 1993, p. 201). Pomegranates have been shown to be effective 

at limiting trace element concentrations in their fruits in ecosystems where heavy metal 

concentrations are high (Delibacak et al., 2002). 

Nicander, a Greek naturalist from the Colophon area, and much later Aelian, 

another Greek natural historian, provide the only descriptions of the floral and faunal 

assemblage at Claros in antiquity. Writing in the 2nd Century BCE, Nicander places the 
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temple in a thick stand of ash trees with a grassy understory. He emphasizes the area’s 

lack of spiders, snakes, and scorpions and alludes to role special properties inherent in the 

landscape play in keeping these species away (he seems to suggest Apollo put the ash 

trees there and that somehow purged the area of noxious creatures). Ecosystems devoid 

of apex predators and tertiary consumers are typically devoid of primary and secondary 

consumers. This was perhaps related to the homogeneity in floral species or the lack of 

potable freshwater. Results from this geochemical analysis suggest that satiation may 

have been a factor prohibiting the establishment of a faunal community in the Claros 

area. Shallow rooted grasses would have been unaffected by the harmful groundwater 

coursing below. Ash trees are tolerant of poor groundwater quality, and have even been 

documented growing in mine spoils (Morin, 1980). Ash trees are also an allelopathic 

species, altering soil conditions to preclude the growth of other species (Rink & Van 

Sambeek, 1987). The groundwater chemistry and the plant’s allelopathic properties make 

the single species stand of ash trees described by Nicander possible, if not probable. 

Aelian, writing in the late 2nd and early 3rd Centuries CE, echoes Nicander’s observation. 

Aelian states: “the land there [Claros] is untrodden by poisonous creatures and is also 

highly obnoxious to them.”  

An origin myth of Didyma suggests the area was blanketed in a laurel thicket. 

While only a myth, the abundance of laurel (Laurus nobilis) correlates with the floral 

potentials as they relates to natural groundwater quality in the area. The hydraulic 

architecture of laurel allows the plant to tolerate both drought and poor groundwater 

quality (Aktas et al., 2007, p. 16). Several scholars have also shown laurel (Laurus 
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nobilis) to be allelopathic, altering soil chemistry to favor their own seedlings at the 

expense of others (Hassiotis & Dina, 2011; Sangun et al., 2007). Allelopathic species 

alter environmental conditions to prohibit the growth of other species, resulting in the 

clustering of their own.  

Nothing discovered in excavations at Didyma thus far gives any indication that 

human activity predates 800 BCE (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 7). The 8th century foundation of 

the sanctuary is contemporaneous with the establishment of the Ionian settlement at 

Miletus, which was to become the political and financial backer of the Didyma sanctuary 

for centuries to come. Evidenced by three recorded oracular responses and a single line in 

Herodotus’s history (1.46.1), oracular activity had commenced by the 6th century BCE. 

Herodotus lists Didyma alongside the most important Greek oracles of the time, a list that 

includes Delphi and Dodona, but does not mention Claros. In 494 BCE, Didyma was 

sacked by the Persians who literally stole the doors off the temple (Fontenrose; 1988, p. 

12). The area was left abandoned for at least 160 years. After the temple’s rededication 

financed by Alexander the Great, the oracle developed into one of the most influential 

divination centers in the Hellenistic and Early Imperial period. After the temple’s 

permanent closure following the Edict of Honorius and Arcadius in 399 AD the temple 

was left forlorn until Christians converted the dilapidated temple into a basilica 

(Fonterose, 1988, p. 25-26). In the late 10th Century as violence and uncertainty filled the 

region with the slow disintegration of Byzantine hegemony, the basilica became a 

ramshackle fort, aptly named Kastron (Greek for castle or fort). By the 14th Century the 

Seljuk Turks gained control of the area, followed shortly by the Ottoman Turks. The 
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main settlement in the region continued to be Miletus (a day’s walk north), but during 

Ottoman rule a coastal settlement named Akkoi developed along the shoreline near 

Didyma (Fontenrose, 1988, p. 26). This settlement was roughly 3 km away from the 

temple and probably exerted as much influence as ancient Notion on Claros. When the 

German archaeologist Wiegand arrived in the Didyma area in 1904 looking for the 

oracular shrine and the location of Apollo’s mythic romance with beautiful and immortal 

Leto he encountered a small group of locals living in a water-stressed cluster of 

buildings. Wiegand reports 12 domiciles, 10 cowsheds, 3 coffee houses, a cobbler’s shop, 

several bakeries, 2 small general stores, a dilapidated mosque, and a windmill 

(Vandenburg, 2007). In 1905, twenty structures were purchased and demolished in order 

to excavate what was once the third largest temple Greek culture had ever created. 

Excavation journals report that no potable water existed in the area and had to be ferried 

in from a distant spring in the early morning hours by donkey. The substantial 

development witnessed by visitors to the area today began as a small seaside collection of 

houses called Yeni Hisar. Exploitation of the beach, sea, and the site has directed 

development from the lapping waves of the Mediterranean inland towards the sanctuary. 

The collection of tourist shops and houses are provided for by municipal supply, not the 

local groundwater.      

Delphi exhibits a settlement history completely different from quarantined Claros 

and stunted Didyma. Humans have inhabited the Delphi area since the Neolithic period, 

4300-3000 BCE (Scott, 2014, p. 43). It developed into a village by the Middle to Late 

Helladic 1550-1060 BCE. The Mycenaean settlement focused on the small strip of land 
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in between the Kassotis and Castalia springs, the future site of Apollo’s sacred precinct. 

The site’s Archiac, Classical, Hellenistic, and Imperial developmental histories are 

legendary, and each building expansion supported by the same two springs (Scott, 2014). 

Its history after the 4th century CE remains vague. Scott (2014, p. 245) relays that houses, 

ceramic workshops, ovens, and at least two cisterns were built on and into the athletic 

compound. The focal point of habitation once again became the wedge of land between 

the two springs, the former site of Apollo’s temple and the location of the Mycenaean 

settlement. Proximity to water may not have been the only, or even the prime factor 

driving the decision to build in the temple precinct; the collapsed architecture of earlier 

periods provided an abundant and expedient source of building material. By the 5th and 6th 

Century the ruins of the sanctuary were absorbed in a seemingly prosperous Roman 

settlement (Scott, 2014, p. 246). By the Byzantine period, at least three Christian basilicas 

were standing in the area, one occupying the sacred precinct north of Apollo’s archaic 

temple. The village’s good fortune began to dry up in the second half of the sixth century 

CE. Many structures were abandoned and settlement contracted into the core of the old 

sanctuary. Delphi appears to have been abandoned in the 7th century CE, a time of great 

unrest in Greece and Slavic invasion (Scott, 2014, p. 149). In 1436 CE, an Italian 

merchant Cyriac of Ancona arrived in the Delphi area and documented an impoverished 

and ramshackle settlement. The inhabitants had no memory or overt cultural connection 

to the sites former greatness and opulence. The settlement even went by a different name, 

Kastri, a rather generic name for upland, isolated villages and hamlets. William Gell’s 

drawing of Kastri is the earliest surviving image of the site in the early modern period 
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(Figure 3.10). A photograph (Figure 3.11) taken before excavations began shows the 

location and extent of Kastri.  

 

Figure 3.10: William Gells Drawing of Kastri (from Scott, 2014). 

 

 
 
Figure 3.11: Photograph of Kastri before Excavations at Delphi (from Scott, 2014). 

 

The springs at Delphi have been the polestar for human activity in the area for 

well over six thousand years. Groundwater from these sources sustained thousands of 
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individuals over the course of history and slaked the thirst of an even larger number of 

pilgrims. My geochemical analysis shows the springwater to be potable and its mineral 

character salubrious. If the springs consistently or even periodically contained noxious 

concentrations of hydrocarbon gases, which others have suggested, how could that 

ecosystem sustain a nearly unbroken chain of human inhabitants? Conversely, if there 

was nothing exceptional about the Delphi area, save the amazing view, why the strange 

origin stories and mythic tradition? What initiated and anchored the peculiar ritual 

institution of divination in that landscape?  

 
 

Conclusion 

At the temples of Apollo at Delphi, Didyma, and Claros water ritual—purification 

in and the ingestion of specific groundwater—served as the natural mechanism 

facilitating a supernatural experience to those who bathed and/or imbibed. At Claros and 

Didyma the concentration of toxic metals dissolved in groundwater from the surrounding 

geology correlate with the diminished lifespan of divining priests and priestesses 

documented by authors in antiquity (Pliny, Iamblichus, Tacitus). Claros and Didyma are 

rare examples of geology and hydrology, earth and water, directly influencing culture and 

ritual. All three sites exemplify the institutionalized groundwater phenomenon and the 

interlocking the human-environmental system.  
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Chapter Four: Groundwater Geochemistry and Persistent Places of 
Water Ritual on Crete, Greece 

 
 

Introduction 

The Cretan landscape is replete with places of recurring human settlement. These 

include the many extant cities, towns, and villages with medieval or earlier beginnings, 

along with the numerous multi-period archaeological sites no longer inhabited. In some 

cases settlement has continued uninterrupted for centuries while others experienced 

cycles of abandonment and reoccupation. Archaeologist S. Schangler refers to these 

nodes of enduring human activity as persistent places and defines them as locations that 

are “used repeatedly during the long-term occupation of a region” (Schangler, 1996, p. 

92). This paper broadens the scope of the persistent place concept to include locations of 

reoccurring ritual activity, specifically those associated with groundwater sources and 

water ritual. In the following pages I compare two of Crete’s most persistent places of 

water ritual and take a close look at the geochemical properties of groundwater from each 

of these ancient sites. I utilize a combination of aqueous geochemical analyses in an 

effort to link persistent cult phenomenon with geologically derived elemental properties 

that persist in groundwater sources over great expanses of time. This research essentially 

determines if there is anything unique about the groundwater from sites with recurring 

water ritual activity on Crete. Why did water ritual persist over centuries at some water 

sources and not others? Is there something unique about groundwater at these places? 

The cave sanctuary at Psychro and the spring-centric site of Kato Syme were selected 
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because of the paramount role groundwater played in ritual activities at both locations. 

The alpine refuge site of Karphi is also included for reasons discussed in the results 

section.  

 

The Concept of the Persistent Place in the Cretan Landscape 

On an island colonized by our hominid ancestors by 128,000 B.C.E. (Strasser et 

al. 2010), it hardly comes as a surprise to find places that hosted continuous settlement 

for mere centuries, or, locations repeatedly favored by the various cultural groups who 

occupied Crete over the millennia (Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 1–5). The island is as 

close to a laboratory as an archaeologist can hope for testing hypotheses concerning 

human–environment interactions over the longue durée (Terrel, 1997, p. 420; Braudel, 

2011, p. 8). It is from this empirical approach to settlement systems that Schangler 

identified variables that influence the persistent use of a place (Schangler, 1992, p. 94). 

They include natural landscape features that are somehow distinct from surrounding 

areas. On a larger scale these include open marshlands, riparian bottomlands, large 

swaths of timber, and extensive deposits of workable stone or clay; on a smaller scale 

these include springs, streams, and unique topographic features, such knolls, knobs, and 

tombolos. Schangler also emphasizes the importance of pre-established cultural features 

such as derelict houses, harbors, and canals in the resettling of a place. In her view, the 

vestiges of previous settlements serve as points of resource extraction for opportunistic 

colonizers, essentially nodes to gather spolia and pilfer cached materials. J. S. Soles, 

however, illuminates another dimension in the interaction of prehistoric societies with 
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cultural materials that predate their social memory (1997, p. 405). Soles identifies 

Knossos as the “cosmological center” of the Minoan world in order to explain the site’s 

cultural dominance across the island in the New Palace period (ca.1700–1450 BCE). The 

persistent place concept underpins Soles’ argument. Knossos was the cultural and ritual 

nexus of Minoan affairs because Minoans identified the site as their place of cultural 

origin, an ancestral home, the center of their cosmos. And indeed, among the earliest 

permanent settlements on the island were discovered just below the central court (Evans 

1928, p. 1–21). It is extremely probable Knossians encountered those or other Neolithic 

remains during the multiple building phases that occurred over the course of the Aegean 

Bronze Age, and that those blocks were not robbed for spolia but utilized for myth 

building.  

Interest in persistent places of ritual phenomenon on Crete has focused primarily 

on religious continuity from Bronze Age traditions into the Iron Age (Whitley 2009, p. 

279), with geographic emphasis placed on peak sanctuaries (Myres 1903, 358; Nowicki 

2007, p. 1–31) and caves (Taramelli, 1901, p. 437–439; Marinatos, 1941, p. 129; 

Rutkowski, 1986, p. 87; Watrous, 1996, p. 57–63). The specific placement of peak 

sanctuaries in the landscape has been explained in several ways. The earliest and most 

ubiquitous explanations emphasize the awe experienced in such elevated environments 

(Marinatos, 1993, p. 155). Air pressure, wind speed, temperature, and intensity of UV-

rays are physically different in the highlands versus lowlands, but so are realities in 

human perception. Atmospheric conditions being equal, one can see much farther at 

higher elevations and otologic functioning is often impaired. Pious pilgrims would also 
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be physically closer to deities of the heavens, the rains, the wind, and the sun (Rutkowski, 

1986, p. 87). 

Others have explained the placement of peak sanctuaries in terms of viewshed, or 

line of sight (Peatfield, 1983, p. 273–279). This includes the ability to see the sanctuary 

from lowland centers like a central court, as well as the towns, villages, palaces, and 

landmarks visible from the peak shrine itself. Some scholars have even linked the 

placement of peak sanctuaries with unique landscape features such as chasms and 

freshwater springs. S. Soetens (2009, p. 268) developed a chart of special landform 

features associated peak sanctuaries. The variables include the presence of a chasm or 

rock cleft, a cliff, visibility from a central court, buildings or waystations along the path 

to the sanctuary, and number of springs within a two hour walking distance (not 

necessarily on the path). He populated his chart with 21 peak sanctuaries. Unfortunately 

none of the variables are found at all 21 sites, not even the presence of a cliff. The density 

of springs per unit area does, however, come the closest to statistical significance, though 

great disparities exist. For example the well-know peak sanctuary at Juktas has 77 springs 

within a two hours walk and the site of Kophinas has 54, yet the famous sanctuary of 

Petsophas has only 6.  

Explanations why caves were persistently selected for ritual activities followed a 

similar thought trajectory. They too are awe-inspiring places (Watrous, 1996, p. 20). 

They have a liminal quality that inspires a sense of dislocation (Tomkins, 2009, p. 137). 

Yet Nilsson noted early on that these explanations do not hold; there isn’t a pattern 

between a cave’s stunning physical qualities and its later use as a place of ritual. In fact 
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some of the island’s largest and most dramatic caves lack ritual material from any period, 

while some rock shelters hold prodigious shrines (Nilsson, 1950, p. 57; Watrous 1996, p. 

73). Of the hundreds of caves that pock the surface of Crete, only a tiny fraction were 

selected for ritual purposes and even fewer used persistently. Why? Of the thousands of 

springs that pour from the island, why were only a handful selected by the Bronze and 

Iron Age inhabitants of Crete for veneration and ritual use? I suggest that in certain 

situations—especially at sites where water’s role in ritual was preeminent—the physical 

and chemical characteristics of a groundwater source affected both the ritual and 

influenced its persistent use as a ritual versus habitation center.  

 

Water Ritual at the Cave Sanctuary at Psychro and by the Syme Spring 

The cave at Psychro is hollowed into the south rim of the Dictaean Mountains that 

encircle the fertile Lasithi highland plain. The mouth of the cave is at 985 meters above 

the lapping waves of the Mediterranean Sea. The cave consists of a watery lower and a 

dry upper chamber, which opens onto a large artificial terrace erected by the Minoans 

(Watrous 1996, 71). The upper chamber is 25 meter wide and 20 meters deep. A 

cylindrical solution cavity draped in stalagmites, stalactites, columns, and flowstone 

descends at roughly a 45-degree angle and terminates at an amorphous pool of 

groundwater (Watrous 1996, pl. 3). 

The cave and its auxiliary features have been excavated several times, beginning 

with D. Hogarth in the spring of 1899. Excavations revealed human activity dating back 

to the Late Neolithic (ca. 4000 B.C.E.), though this material appears to be domestic rather 
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than ritualistic (Watrous, 1996, p. 47). Caves offer pioneers expedient shelter and often 

contain freshwater, two basic humans needs conveniently in one place. Ritual activity 

began in the Psychro cave in the Middle Minoan I period (ca. 2100 B.C.E.) as evidenced 

by the appearance of votive offerings in both the upper chamber and lower pool. 

Offerings include decorated cups, jugs, a bowl, ceramic male and female figurines, 

miniature bronze double axes, bronze daggers, and bronze tweezers (1996, p. 47–48). 

Ritual activity greatly increased in the MM III period and continued through the LM I 

(ca. 1700–1450 B.C.E.). An altar was constructed in the upper chamber upon which 

oxen, pig, goat, and deer were likely sacrificed and the 50 meter long stone terrace was 

fastened to the lip of the cave at this time. The lower chamber contained 18 of the 28 

votive double axes and most of the miniature bronze daggers and swords, many of them 

affixed to speleothems. The pool itself contained bronze male and female figurines, rings, 

and bronze clothing pins, along with at least nine semiprecious gem seal stones (Watrous 

1996, p. 51). V. Watrous suggests that water from the pool may have been used in 

libation rituals in the upper chamber, and worshippers may have “cleansed (purified) 

themselves in the pool” (1996, p. 52). The number of bronze pins used to fasten clothing 

recovered within the pool supports this bathing/purification position.  

Major demographic and cultural shifts took place on Crete beginning in the LM II 

period (ca. 1450 BCE), but water ritual continued at the Psychro cave. Vases, kylikes, 

jugs, and rhyta all indicate the importance of drinking or libations in ceremonies at the 

site, and bronze objects along with seals continue to be immolated into the pool (Watrous 

1996, p. 52). This pattern of votive offering into cave’s groundwater continued unabated 
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from the Minoan-Mycenaean transition (ca. 1450 B.C.E.) all the way through the Greek 

Dark Ages (ca. 1150–480 B.C.E.). Activity within the cave abated during the Classical 

and Hellenistic periods (480–69 B.C.E.) only to resume during the Roman period on the 

island (ca. 69 B.C.E.–380 C.E.). A Venetian coin and a silver Christian cross found at the 

site attest to the caves persistent use and even ritual function into the late Medieval period 

(1996, p. 55).  

The multi-period site of Kato Syme epitomizes water ritual activity on Crete. 

Beside a pristine spring multiple iterations of temples were erected atop and alongside 

one another in a ritual tradition that began in the Bronze Age (ca. 2000 BCE) and 

continued for over a thousand years well into the sixth/seventh century CE (Lebessi, 

2009, p. 521). According to N. Marinatos (1993, p. 122) religious ceremonies are still 

held at the site in modern times. 

The spring that is the lifeblood of the site erupts from the ground at 1137 meters 

above sea-level where limestone meets a lens of less permeable Oligocene flysch. Its 

water cascades southward and satiates the modern village of Kato Symi. Ritual activity, 

however, has always focused on the source, where water leaves the rock. Excavation of 

the site began in 1972 under the direction of A. Lebessi (1976, p. 2–13), who believes the 

site was selected in large part because of the “life-giving water of the spring” (2009, p. 

522). 

Building and water ritual activity commenced at Kato Syme in the Protopalatial 

period, coincident with ritual activity at Psychro (Watrous, 1996, p. 69). Two iterations of 

construction date to this period: the earliest was rather modest, its successor elaborate 
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with at least 22 rooms. The contents of the rooms include a Linear A tablet, MM II 

carinated and conical cups, chalices, a kantharos, stone cups, seal stones, and ceramic 

figurines of men and animals (Lebessi, 1987, p. 269; Watrous, 1996, p. 66). The site was 

further elaborated at the beginning of the Neopalatial period. As at Psychro, a large open-

air platform was constructed in the LM I period. Artifacts include conical cups, Vapheio 

cups, rounded cups, chalices, chalices affixed with tiny cups (kernoi), pithoi, basins, 

trays, a male and a female ceramic figurine, eight bronze male figurines, numerous 

miniature bronze daggers, stone seals, and a miniature double axe. Lebessi connects the 

prevalence of drinking vessels—assorted cups, chalices, and kernoi—with libation and 

purification rituals (Kanta, 1980, p. 485; Watrous, 1996, p. 66). 

In the Greek-Roman phase the site became a Sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite 

(Lebessi, 2009, p. 524). Ritual at the site becomes easier to interpret with widespread 

writings concerning the worship of these two deities, yet at the same time subject to 

overshooting the information with broad spatial projections. Lebessi does well to connect 

textual information from afar with materials found at the site. She draws a clear 

connection between the ritual material recovered at Syme and rites of passage, including 

puberty rites for boys and girls along with marriage (Lebessi, 2010, p. 199–200). 

Numerous chalices, cups, vases, and a kantharos indicate that libation remained an 

important element. The spring itself may have been used in transformation rites either for 

basic purification or to figuratively wash way the former, younger version of oneself.  
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Water Collection, Field Tests, and Lab Analyses 

Groundwater samples were collected during 2012 and 2013 summer field seasons. 

Samples were collected at Kato Syme both years, while groundwater from Karphi and 

Psychro cave were collected only in 2012. Samples were stored in sterile polyethylene 

containers, stabilized with nitric acid, and kept in a temperature-controlled laboratory.  

Basic water quality parameters were established at the point of collection. The 

field test includes measurements of electrical conductivity (EC), salinity, total dissolved 

solids (TDS), pH, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), and water temperature. The first 

three parameters measure the concentration of minerals, metals, and salt compounds 

within a solution. pH measures the concentration of free hydrogen ions, commonly 

understood as a measure of acidity or basicity. ORP measures the tendency of water to 

gain or lose electrons, which lends insight into the states of different chemical species 

dissolved in the water (for my purposes cations and trace metals).  

Samples were tested for major ion concentrations at the Environmental Hydrology 

and Water Quality Lab at the University of Texas at Austin. A combination of wet 

chemistry and colorimetric methods were employed to determine concentrations of the 

eight principle ions that constitute 97% of dissolved solids in natural groundwater (Ca2+, 

Na+, Mg2+, K+, HCO3
-, SO4

2-, NO3, and Cl-) (Fetter 2002, 29; Schwart and Zhang 2003, 

506). Trace element (<1000 ppm) concentrations were determined in the Jackson School 

of Geologic Science’s Quadrupole ICP-MS Lab at UT Austin.  
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Water Chemistry Results from Kato Syme and Psychro Cave 

Field tests at Kato Syme revealed an average dissolved load (TDS) of 151.8 

mg/L. It is the second purest groundwater source I have tested in three summers of 

research on Crete with over 200 samples analyzed. The water is slightly basic, 8.52 pH, 

which is common in carbonate systems (Kashman and Jaradat 2014, 752). Water 

temperature at the source in mid-July averages 10.8°C; Syme is also one of the coldest 

sources in the eastern half of the island.  

Laboratory analysis revealed that ion concentration at Kato Syme is extremely 

low (Figure 4.x). Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg), and Bicarbonate (HCO3) ions 

constitute 75% of the dissolved load. These three ions are the principle minerals that 

compose limestone, which in the case of Kato Syme comprises the aquifer. Dissolved 

salts in the water are extremely low with a combined sodium (Na), chloride (Cl), and 

sulfate (SO4) concentration at 16% of the entire dissolved load. The calcium carbonate to 

salt ratio serves to sweeten the taste of water at Syme.  
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Figure 4.1: Field Tests and Major Ion Chemistry at Syme and Psychro.  

Trace elements in the Kato Syme groundwater are also extremely low (Figure 4.2; 

note that these results are reported as ppb or μg/L due to their trace concentrations). They 

are reported alongside results from the Vitsilovrisis spring at Karphi to compare with 

another Cretan alpine spring situated over 1000 meters above sea level sourcing a 

limestone aquifer. The slightly higher zinc (Zn), aluminum (Al), chromium (Cr), 

vanadium (V), and lead (Pb) concentrations at Kato Syme derive from the flysch aquitard 

that brings water to the surface next to the site. Barium (Ba) concentration is reported in 

the inset column chart (Figure 4.2). A concentration of 47.51 ppb is far below the health 

standard (2000 ppb) set by the World Health Organization, but is nonetheless 

geochemically interesting. Groundwater from a spring on the Omalos plateau 4.9 km 

away has a barium concentration of 66.15 ppb. The barium concentration in this region is 
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most likely from dissolution of witherite (BaCO3) minerals contained in the Oligocene 

flysch. Overall, groundwater from Kato Syme is exceptionally pure in terms of solute 

load as well as being breathtakingly cold.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Trace Elements at Kato Syme and Karphi. 

 

Water from the pool within the Psychro cave is also very low in salinity and total 

dissolved solids (Figure 4.1). Most note worthy is the temperature of the water at 9.1°C; 

the coldest water I have tested on Crete. Calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), and bicarbonate 

(HCO3) constitute over 85% of the dissolved load and salts make up just over 12% 

(Figure 4.2). Rubidium concentration stands out in Figure 4, but is commonly found as a 
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trace element in potassium minerals such as feldspar; though it appears as rather 

concentrated on the spider-diagram at 3.63ppb, it is not. What is interesting are the high 

levels of aluminum (Al), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), and zinc (Zn) displayed in the inset 

chart (Figure 4.3). When the sample was collected, the floor of the Psychro pool was 

specked in shimmering coins, primarily euros. These coins, along with most other 

modern coinage, are alloys of precisely those four elements. The offering of coins into 

wells, ponds, and pools is also an enduring ritual with a deep history (Varner 2009, 82).  

 

Figure 4.3: Trace Element Results from Psychro Pool.  

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Water quality from the Psychro pool and from the Syme spring are excellent from 

a geochemical/physical perspective. The water at these sites lack high concentrations of 
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trace metals and minerals typically associated with healing or miraculous properties (e.g., 

arsenic, lithium, selenium, sulfur, and iron), which from the onset I hoped to find. What 

is exceptional about the water from these two places is that they lack dissolved ions and 

are free of potentially hazardous trace elements; both are among the purest and coldest 

sources on Crete. What better place to conduct purification and transformation rituals? 

It’s quite probable that pilgrims from lower elevations and distant regions encountered 

the purest, coldest, and cleanest water they ever tasted or bathed in during the course of 

their lives at the Syme spring and the Psychro pool. It is perhaps just this reason that 

these groundwater systems boast such a persistency in ritual phenomena, while others do 

not. That said, Karphi—a site of ancient ritual (Day 2009, 137–151)—has purer water 

than both Syme and Psychro but was less persistently utilized as a place of ritual 

importance. Thus, water quality has likely played an important role in ritual activities and 

the repeated use of certain sources, but other physical and cultural factors were certainly 

involved. 
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Chapter Five: The Interlocking of Human and Natural Systems 
on the Mochlos Plain: Settlement, Hydrology, and Landscape 

Coevolution from the Paleolithic to the End of the Minoan Period 
 
 

“When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the 
universe.” 

 
John Muir, My First Summer in the Sierra (1911) 

 
Introduction 

The Mochlos Plain—a tilted graben on the northeast coast of Crete slowly 

subsiding into the Mediterranean Sea—has hosted iterations of settlements since at least 

the fourth millennium BCE; evidence for hominids roaming through the area extends 

back to the Paleolithic (Runnels et al., 2014). The complex legacy of human presence is 

matched by its complex geomorphology, geology, hydrology, and ecology. For the last 

five thousand years the malleable components of the landscape (i.e., soils, flora/fauna, 

fluvial & freshwater systems, mineral deposits) have coevolved with sequential human 

occupations. The Mochlos Plain is an example par excellence of a coupled human and 

natural system.  

In section of the dissertation I explore the role of hydrology in the process of 

human ecosystem creation and culture-environmental coevolution. What impact has the 

uneven distribution of water resources across the Mochlos Plain had on the areas 

inhabitants? Did past societies establish their settlements in the largest watersheds with 

the greatest water quantity potential? What was the influence of watershed size on human 

settlement decisions? The complex geology engenders a water quality gradient that spans 
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east to west across the Mochlos Plain. Field tests and chemical analysis revealed 

groundwater sources in the western watersheds are saturated in calcium-sulfate 

originating from the enormous gypsum deposit crowning the upper sections of those 

watersheds. Water quality generally improves eastward across the plain. What impact did 

the naturally caustic water in the western section of the plain have on settlement patterns, 

land, and water use?  Did early agriculturalist gravitate towards the eastern sections of the 

plain, or was groundwater chemistry simply unnoticed by inhabitants in the past? What 

role did water management technology play in the coupling of the human and natural 

systems at Mochlos in the past?  

I explore and discuss the human hydrologic relationship in the Mochlos area by 

first contextualizing hydrology within the broader set of variables that constitute the 

human ecosystem. Geomorphology, geology, soils, weather, climate, and the vegetation 

history have played integral roles in shaping the landscape. Warfare, epidemics, human 

migrations, geopolitical transformations, and other large-scale cultural processes have 

manifest as localized changes in the Mochlos area. I then discuss the settlement history of 

the Mochlos Plain within this larger framework of environmental and cultural factors, 

paying particular attention to cultural behaviors that are clearly linked to the distribution 

of freshwater resources. I conclude by discussing the coupled human-natural ecosystem 

in terms of: 1) components of the natural landscape that have coevolved with human 

activity (soils and terracing, hydrology and water management); 2) components of the 

cultural landscape influenced by natural resource availability and distribution (building 

materials, tools, pastoral vs. agricultural land-use strategies); and 3) the immutable 
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elements of the landscape (structural geology and geochemistry) that underpin and shape 

life and earth system processes in the Mochlos region. Data come from archaeological 

reports, historical documents, pedestrian survey, field tests and collection, and laboratory 

geochemical analysis of rock and water. This paper illustrates the processual interlocking 

of cultural activities with ecosystem processes and highlights the important role of 

geology and geochemistry in human-environment interactions.  

 

Theoretical Framework and Previous Research 

Physical and biological conditions inherent to an ecological niche can profoundly 

affect the behaviors and even appearance of species adapting to life in that environment. 

Examples of environmental influence range from polymorphism of the peppered moth 

(Biston betularia f.) to less subtle examples of eyeless cave creatures inhabiting the 

lightless bowels of Earth’s crust (economical adaptation). For humans and other species 

with a propensity towards ecosystem engineering, characteristics of the natural 

environment are far less deterministic.  

Humans have a deep history of modifying elements of niches they occupy and 

exploit. Historically these environmental modifications were incidental, but became 

intentional as human cognition, potential cultivars, flocks, and landscapes coevolved. 

Today environmental modification is practically habitual. Before the development of 

intentional agriculture, human groups incidentally molded ecosystems through their 

foraging and hunting behaviors (Rindos, 1984, p. 139). Frugivory, folivory, coupled with 

selective predation (hunting) had the combined effect of restructuring floral and faunal 
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communities, which in turn influenced other elements of the ecosystem, including abiotic 

components (i.e., pedology, hydrology, geomorphology). Selective pressure placed upon 

plants ensured that certain morphological traits would be a selective advantage, and 

impacts of hunting were manifest at multiple trophic levels (Schmitz, 2008; Jackson et 

al., 2001). The evolution of domesticates through selective pressures generated hearty 

cultivars and multi-use animals that bundled the necessary elements of fruitful ecosystem 

engineering into transportable packages. Seeds, spores, and tubers could be planted to 

intentionally restructure floral communities for maximum calorific gain. Kept chickens, 

pigs, pigeons, guinea pigs, and other small-domesticated fauna were reliable substitutes 

for protein typically harvested by hunting small game. Sheep, goats, and cows provided 

flesh protein formerly supplied by less reliable hunting of larger game, and came with the 

added value of consumable milk. Animal milk was transformed into cheese, yogurt, and 

curd that provided a storable, less perishable source of fat, protein, and antibodies.  

The spread of agroecology out of multiple centers of domestication was perhaps 

the most widespread and rapid episode of land-change the planet had witnessed since the 

Younger Dryas (ca. 12,900 - 11,700 BP). Engineered pastoral- and agro-ecosystems 

intentionally increased human carrying-capacity in landscapes compared to what was 

naturally available to foragers and hunters (Harris & Kennedy, 1999; Winterhalder et al., 

1988). Culturally enhanced landscape productivity spurred and supported the net increase 

in human population that has taken place worldwide over the last 10,000 years (Erb et al., 

2009). Against the backdrop of increasing overall human population, a cumulative series 

of technological innovations periodically produced rapid increases in agro-ecosystem 
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productivity; these punctuated episodes of successful technological 

adaptation/application resulted in relatively rapid regional and even global human 

population expansions (Boserup et al., 1983). Examples of technologically driven pulses 

in human population include: 1) the effects of incipient irrigation on food production both 

in the ancient past (Helbaek, 1960; von Bothmer, 2003; McNeil, 2009, p. 30) and still in 

more modern periods (Boserup, 2005, p. 32); 2) the influence of grain reaping technology 

in the past (i.e., obsidian sickle, metal scythe)(Goodale et al. 2010; Fuller et al., 2010) 

and in more modern periods (i.e., mechanized reapers and harvesters)(Basalla, 1988; 

Street, 1955); and the introduction of genetically modified foods (i.e., the hybrids that 

arose from the Green Revolution) (Borlaug 2000; Erhlich et al. 1993). 

The proliferation of human beings in number and geography is supported, 

paralleled, and mostly explained by the expansion of humanized ecosystems (Ellis, 

2011). Impacts from human ecosystems in recent decades have become so widespread 

and pronounced across the entirety of the planet, a new geologic epoch has been 

proposed, the Anthropocene (Crutzen, 2006). This geologic period is aptly named after 

the single species that has become—through collective action—a major driver of many of 

the planet’s terrestrial, freshwater, marine, and atmospheric systems. The Anthropocene 

is an important concept that provides a framework to discuss the evolving role of human 

agency and human impact in natural and cultural systems. Butzer (2015) argues that the 

Anthropocene be considered a flexible, time-transgressive concept to identify and 

investigate centers of early or unusual human disturbance. He recommends effective 

collaborations between archaeology and the geo/bio-sciences that emphasize 
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environmental and sociocultural resilience, adaptation, and the complex interplay of 

feedbacks with systemic micro-evolution (Butzer, 2015, p. 1541). 

 Human ecosystems differ from biological ecosystems in degree and—in some 

cases—in kind (Butzer, 1982, p. 32). Urban and domestic complexes are distinct 

ecosystems with no true analogues in nature. Colonies built by social insects, moluscs, 

and mammals are only loosely similar. Differences in degree can be explained by the 

disproportionately large impact human agency can have over natural structures at the 

habitat, biome, and ecosystem level, versus the other way around.  

Indeed, human ecology is different from biological ecology. Ecology is concerned 

with the reciprocal relationship among organisms and their biological and physical 

environments (Steiner, 2002, p. 2). Human ecology is concerned with the interlocking of 

sociocultural systems with ecosystems, a relationship that can be reciprocal but is more 

often not (Butzer, 1990, p. 94; Chorely & Kennedy, 1971, p. 4). Asymmetry in the 

human-environment relationship is in part due to the inordinate role that information, 

technology, and social organization play in human ecosystems (Butzer, 1982, p. 32). 

Human cognition readily facilitates matching of resources with objectives. A disposition 

towards social organization in conjunction with an ever-evolving aggregate of 

technological abilities and tools enable societies to transform environmental conditions in 

order to meet their objectives. Humans also have the capacity to think about these 

purposive undertakings without actually executing them (Butzer, 1982, p. 32). Thus, the 

ability to think, plan, along with technological and organizational aptitude enable humans 

to rearrange natural phenomenon in purposeful and often large-scale ways to meet 
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desired outcomes. Anticipating system feedbacks and externalities have not, however, 

traditionally been our species strong suit. It is true that numerous species actively and/or 

incidentally alter components of natural systems and augment elements of the niche they 

occupy (for a long list of ecosystem engineers see Jones et al., 1994), but it is the scale 

and complexity of purposive environmental undertakings that is unique to human 

societies and the niches they create.   

The ecosystem as an analytical framework for understanding human-

environmental relationships provides many insights but also has several explicit 

limitations. An ecosystem focus provides insight into the number and nature of systemic 

interactions among cultural, biological, and physical factors and processes (Butzer, 1982, 

p. 7; Butzer, 1990, p. 94). When alloyed with deep temporal datasets, the ecosystem 

approach is effective at identifying and yielding information about long-term 

environmental changes, system thresholds, symbiotic relationships, and successful 

adaptive strategies. The ecosystem approach allows researchers to focus on system 

attributes and pose a different set of questions—usually at a larger scale of analysis—

than those normally addressed in lower analytical units and at smaller scales (Moran, 

1990, p. 7). The overarching limitations inherent to the ecosystem approach are related to 

problems of boundary definition, which in turn lead to difficulties in quantifying entire 

ecosystems (Moran, 1990, p. 6). When everything is connected it becomes difficult to 

draw a line around anything, or even a single group of things. Odum (1953) was the first 

to suggest that the spatial unit of analysis in ecosystem studies should be defined by the 

needs of the investigator. Issues specific to anthropology and archaeology include: 1) a 
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tendency to reify ecosystems and affix survival and adaptive properties of singular 

organisms to them (i.e., viewing ecosystems as super-organic entities); 2) an 

overemphasis on system stability and predisposition towards energetic efficiency; and 3) 

a neglect to consider the role of individuals (Moran, 1990, p. 16).  

Diachronic studies utilizing the human ecosystem approach have tended to view it 

as a dynamic perspective rather than a concrete unit of analysis (Butzer, 1990, p. 93). 

Using the human ecosystem as a heuristic device facilitates and promotes identification 

of a series of interrelationships and their changes through time (Hastorf, 1990; 134). 

Prime examples of the ecosystem approach successfully used as a heuristic device 

include Hastorf’s holistic study of the Andean Sausa culture (1988; 1990, p. 131-157), 

Butzer and Butzer’s series of publications on the Espadán area of eastern Spain (Butzer, 

1990; Butzer et al., 1985; Butzer et al., 1986), and Moran’s comprehensive reports on 

human-environmental dynamics in the Amazon Basin (Moran, 1974; 1990; 1993). 

Enlightening human ecological scholarship around the Mediterranean basin include 

Blondel’s exposition on the dynamic coexistence of human and natural living systems, 

Beach and Luzzadder-Beach’s investigations of landscape evolution around the multi-

period site of Kinet Huyuk in Southern Turkey, and Butzer’s integrative and 

interdisciplinary synthesis of environmental and human land-use history (Butzer, 2005). 

Butzer (2005, p. 1775) uses a heuristic model of non-linear change to frame the 

diachronic shifts in settlement and ecology around the Mediterranean Basin, and 

identifies a cyclic alternation of agricultural intensification followed by disintensification, 

cycles of population growth and nucleation followed by dispersal and decline. Butzer 
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emphasizes the importance of equifinalities, resilience, continuity and change, along with 

the influential role that “real people, living communities and pride of place” have on 

historical ecology (2005, p. 1798). 

This study uses the human ecosystem as an analytical framework and further 

examines the cyclic pattern in human ecosystem dynamics in the Mediterranean proposed 

by Butzer (1996; 2005, p. 1775). Following Odum (1953), I define the “boundaries” of 

the Mochlos ecosystem in terms natural geomorphic features such as cliffs, faults, and the 

Sea’s edge/coastal margin, while fully acknowledging that the system is “open” and 

influences, inputs, and outputs extend far beyond the edges of the Mochlos Plain. 

Ecosystem boundaries are defined by my research goals. The research goals are to 

identify the process and elements involved in the interlocking of sociocultural systems 

and ecosystems in a landscape with a deep and well documented history of human 

habitation. Historical depth enables diachronic analysis and the identification of 

transcending patterns in human-environment interactions. The Mochlos Plain—with an 

area of 49 km2 and a settlement history extending at least 5000 years—meets these 

requirements.  

Human ecosystem studies have effectively included and quantified numerous 

variables that fall into three broad categories: human, biotic non-human, and abiotic. 

Influential anthropogenic variables in ecosystems range from water management 

technologies to intangible variables like the ancestral spirits that bound the Sausa to 

specific microenvironments, compelling them to intensify agricultural production in those 

locations (Hastorf, 1990, p. 150). Human ecological studies have tended to include as 
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many non-human biotic variables as data availability permits. Critical resources, such as 

game and pest species, are typically emphasized (Machlis, Force, & Burch Jr, 1997). This 

study is limited to snapshots of cultivars, wild game, and other floral and faunal data 

recovered in excavations on the islet of Mochlos and at several Bronze Age 

archaeological sites along the coast (Soles, 2003; Vogeikoff-Brogan, 2015). Abiotic 

influences are typically considered in human ecology studies but are seldom given full 

attention, especially in terms of geochemistry. This study emphasizes geochemistry and 

explores its potential, enduring, even transcending influence on human ecosystems. 

Geochemical data comes from groundwater and rock samples collected from the plain. 

This data is used in conjunction with geologic maps of the region and published 

paleoenvironmental reconstructions from Crete and several other sites in the Eastern 

Mediterranean.  

To be clear, humans are part and parcel of natural systems. As an Earth entity, 

humans are and should always be considered “natural.” The dichotomy between human 

and natural/environment in this study is not intended to create two mutually exclusive 

entities or discrete spheres, rather it’s intended to highlight the idiosyncratic ways 

humans intentionally and accidentally interact with ecosystems. The unique ways humans 

interact with the environment are either directly or indirectly related to the pivotal role of 

human cognition.  
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The Mochlos Plain and the Mediterranean Environment 

  

Figure 5.1: The Mochlos Plain. 

Geology of the Mochlos Plain 

The Mochlos Plain is located on the windswept north coast of the Greek island of 

Crete, which forms the keystone in the Hellenic Island Arc and divides the island pocked 

Aegean Sea from the broader Mediterranean basin. The island is primarily a product of 

the African Plate burrowing under the Eurasian Tectonic Plate. The interaction along the 

plate boundaries has resulted in sections of ancient Tethys seafloor being uplifted high 

above the lapping Mediterranean waves. The African Plate is being actively subducted, a 

process that occurs in fits and starts, but averages roughly 20 mm a year, though 

movement is far from uniform across the entire fault zone (Reilinger et al., 1997). The 

active subduction zone produces numerous earthquakes and tremors along the plate 

boundary. The majority of the seismic activity that affects Crete has foci and epicenters 

along the southern fringe of the island or offshore in the deep Hellenic Trench that 

parallels the southern coast. Seismic activity on the north coast of Crete is concentrated in 
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the northeastern part of the island and ceases west of the Ierapetra Isthmus and Mirabello 

Bay (Rackham & Moody, 1997, p. 14; Wyss & Baer, 1981; Galanopoulos, 1967).  

Structurally the Mochlos Plain is a normal faulted limestone block, a graben, 

subsiding into the planet’s crust. The northern fringe of the graben is gradually being 

submerged under the azure waves of the Cretan Sea through a combination of eustatic 

sea-level rise and geologic subsidence (Lambeck & Purcell, 2005). The graben is bound 

to the east by an uplifted sequence of crystalline limestone layers, now folded, that once 

formed the floor of the Tethys Sea in the late Permian Period. The Mochlos Plain is 

bound to the west by the Ierapetra graben, an enormous N-S faulted limestone block that 

nearly separates the eastern third of the island from the precipitous west. Subsidence of 

the Ierapetra graben creates two prodigious geomorphic features that define the 

physiography of Crete, the Bay of Mirabello and the so-called Ierapetra Isthmus. 

Mirabello Bay is the fifth largest bay in the entire Mediterranean and the largest in the 

Greek islands. The Ierapetra Isthmus is a physiological rift filled with colluvial and 

alluvial sediment that creates a slender fertile plain, which is both the shortest and flattest 

north-south traverse on the island. The fecundity, levelness, and cultivability of the area 

have made it a persistent place of human activity (Haggis, 1996; Gallimore, 2011). 

A series of sedimentary and metamorphic layers are deposited atop the limestone 

autochthon that underpins the Mochlos Plain and forms the basement rock of Crete 

(IGME Map, Mochlos Section). These sedimentary and metamorphic sequences 

influence pedogenic processes, regional hydrology, and the geochemical character of 

groundwater across the plain. A Permian-Triassic phyllite series coats most of the lower 
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reaches of the plain. This layer is chemically and physically heterogeneous. In some 

locations the phyllite layer is more metamorphosed, less permeable, and better suited as a 

building material. In several locations where porous sedimentary rocks are stacked over 

phyllite deposits, the metamorphosed layers act as an aquitard and produce several 

spring- and seep-systems along their geologic boundary. The Bronze Age inhabitants of 

the area used the phyllite rock as roofing material and paving stones for interior and 

exterior spaces (Soles, 2003). In some places the thinly bedded fine-grained deposits are 

less metamorphosed and form slates of purple and green. These colorful slates are more 

common on the western end of the plain and were used as ceramic temper during the 

Bronze and Iron Age.  

A sedimentary series consisting of sandstones, marls, and conglomerates is the 

second most extensive geologic sequence blanketing the limestone bedrock of the 

Mochlos Plain. These sedimentary layers were deposited during the Miocene Period and 

are primarily found along the lower reaches and coastal fringe of the region’s watersheds. 

Two expansive Miocene deposits, however, coat elevated sections in the westernmost 

watersheds on the plain. These large inland sandstone, marl, and conglomerate deposits 

were formed during a major marine transgression that turned the western part of the 

Mochlos Plain into a shallow offshore depositional bay. A similar episode of marine 

transgression deposited the sandstones and marls that now support the productive 

vineyards around the Sitia and Heraklion/Archanes region (Nemec & Postma, 1993). 

These porous, waterholding, and friable marls and sandstones are important to 

many human and non-human ecosystems across the Mochlos Plain, and in East Crete in 
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general. On the eastern half of the plain, these permeable sandstone and conglomerate 

deposits store vital reserves of groundwater that feed several seep systems and produce 

small wetlands like those in the Chalinomouri and Loutro watersheds (Figure 5.2).  

 

Figure 5.2: Seep and small spring-fed wetland at Chalinomouri. 

An outcrop of the Miocene sequence stores and slowly discharges freshwater at 

the Vaia Spring, named after the variety of palm that grows near the modern village of 

Mochlos. The Vaia Spring one of the few naturally available freshwater sources along the 

western coastal margin of the Mochlos area. A sequence of Miocene conglomerates, 

marls, and sandstones also caps the islet where the earliest human habitation in the 

Mochlos region was located roughly 5000 years ago. The water-bearing sandstone and 

conglomerate layer provided a freshwater source for fledgling Early Minoan settlement 

who stored the precious resource in one of the earliest cisterns created in Greece (Flood 

& Soles, 2015). This boundary seep-system was likely the freshwater source for the three 

millennia the islet was inhabited, slaking the thirst of Minoans, Mycenaeans, Hellenistic 

Greeks, and Romans. The porous sedimentary crown was deeper, more expansive, and 

capable of greater freshwater storage before several millennia of weathering and erosion. 

Much of the material that buried and preserved the famous archaeological site originated 
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as part of the water-bearing sedimentary layer that crowns the islet. Today the seep only 

flows following large precipitation inputs during the winter rainy season. A lens of 

travertine along the geologic boundary is the only evidence of past flow besides the 

ancient water management features designed to collect and store its water. Similar 

travertine deposits were documented by the author inside the shallow cave on the eastern 

flank of the islet. The small cave exists at the boundary of Miocene cap and the limestone 

bedrock and is itself a dissolution feature created through freshwater and rock 

interactions.  

 

Figure 5.3: Travertine Lens at Geologic Boundary on Mochlos. 

The more homogenous and consolidated sandstone deposits have been utilized as 

building stone since the Late Bronze Age (Flood & Soles, 2015). Cut blocks from this 

geologic deposit near the Minoan town of Mochlos are among the earliest evidence of 
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ashlar masonry in Greece, and were even exported to other sites in the Mirabello region 

for the construction of ceremonial and other important buildings during the Late Bronze 

Age, ca. 3500 years ago (Soles, 1983). The dense, soft marl outcrops were choice 

locations for Mycenaean rock-cut tombs, like those at the Mochlos (Liminaria), 

Aspropilia, and Plakalona cemeteries (Soles, 2008). Quarrying these marl deposits also 

yields an excellent building stone called kouskouras, prized in the past as well as the 

modern period (Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 17). 

An extensive evaporite deposit of gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O)and anhydrite (CaSO4) is 

located in the upper reaches of the westernmost watersheds of the plain. This layer is 

being actively mined and is one of the largest sources of calcium-sulfate in the eastern 

Mediterranean. Calcium-sulfate is the base material used to create sheetrock and dry-wall 

joints, common building materials in the Mediterranean and elsewhere. The thick gypsum 

deposit is interbedded within the Permian-Triassic layers, typically in the lower horizons 

where phyllites dominate the sequence (Chlouveraki & Lugli, 2009). Weathering of the 

soluble gypsum deposit introduces elevated concentrations of calcium and sulfate into 

groundwater systems creating a water quality hazard in two of the westernmost 

watersheds. A smaller, satellite deposit of gypsum is located meters north of the modern 

village of Sfaka, where its dissolution appears elevate sulfate concentrations in 

groundwater downstream in the system (discussed in detail in later sections). These older 

Permian evaporate deposits are not to be confused with the better-known layers 

associated with the remarkable dessication of the Mediterranean Sea during the 

Messinian Salinity Crisis (Govers, 2009). During that prolonged drying event ca. 5 
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million years ago, tectonic activity at the Straits of Gibraltar effectively shut off flow 

from the less-saline Atlantic Ocean and led to the evaporation of much of the 

Mediterranean Sea. At the apex of this event, Crete was part of an enormous mountain 

chain of “almost Himalayan proportions” encircled by salt flats and brine lakes (Rackham 

& Moody, 1996, p. 14). The Messinian Salinity Crisis was an environmental change 

event that dwarfs even the grandest projected anthropogenically-linked climate changes 

for the Mediterranean (Parry, 2007; Giorgi & Lionello, 2008). 

Igneous intrusions of diabase form several hills and knolls in the eastern half of 

the plain. These intrusive bodies are less permeable than the surrounding geologic units 

and contribute hydrologically to several seep systems. These dense igneous rocks were 

utilized in the manufacture of several types of stone tools, including grinders, abraders, 

and hammerstones. Diabase boulders have also been used as building materials since the 

Bronze Age, a practice that continues to this day.  

The geologic layers of the Mochlos Plain are cut by a series of nine south-to-north 

running watersheds. Most of these watersheds are choked with colluvial and alluvial 

materials. The youngest alluvial layers were eroded and deposited by freshets during the 

previous wet-season, while the oldest of these unconsolidated deposits date to the 

Pleistocene Epoch (ca. 2.5mya from 11,700 years ago). The truncated vestiges of once 

extensive fluviatil fans survive as terraces in the lower reaches of several watersheds. 

These poorly sorted, high energy features were created by torrential surges that rushed 

down the major drainages during the dramatic climate shifts witnessed during the 

Pleistocene (ca. 2.5 mya from 11,700 years ago). Their deltaic-edges once extended to 
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termini far off the modern shoreline, but marine transgression and land subsidence has 

eroded all but their tails. A blanket of this Pleistocene fluviatil material also filled the 

gently sloping Lastros-Sfaka valley located upstream in the largest watershed on the 

plain. The valley is currently a patchwork of olive and other fruit orchards mixed in with 

small plots of grain, pulse, and vegetable cultivation. The deep but rocky valley 

sediments support the agricultural villages of Lastros and Sfaka. Finer alluvial sediments 

coat the paths of ephemeral stream channels and are cultivated in the flat lower reaches of 

several watersheds. Talus aprons and colluvial fans are draped across the steep limestone 

slopes at higher elevations, mostly in the precipitous southwest section of the Plain. 

 

Hydrology of the Mochlos Plain  

The hydrology of the Mochlos Plain is more complex and water plentiful than the 

seasonally dry and sediment-choked streambeds might otherwise suggest to a thirsty 

visitor. Great quantities of groundwater are in storage or movement through the geologic 

units of the area. These include Miocene and more recent sedimentary layers mentioned 

in previous paragraphs, along with the fractured and porous limestone basement rock of 

Crete. The soluble nature of limestone has produced numerous solution sinkholes, caves, 

and underground conduits along which groundwater travels through the Cretan 

landscape. This large subterranean freshwater reserve feeds the 53+ seeps and springs 

that issue in and around the Mochlos region. It also fills the bottomland sediments with 

freshwater accessible to plants via their roots and humans via phreatic wells.  
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In the Mochlos region, the number of springs contained within a watershed is 

roughly proportional to drainage area. The most extensive watershed on the plain, the 

Mavroseli/Loutro, contains at least 20 active springs/seeps within its 13.87 square 

kilometer drainage area. The Chalinomouri watershed has an area of 4.1 square 

kilometers and currently contains at least 13 springs/seeps. Springs are more numerous in 

the foothills and along the foot-slopes of the Orno Mountains that rise to the south, 

whereas seeps are more commonly encountered in the lower reaches of watersheds near 

the coastal margin.  

Springs, seeps, and other groundwater systems of the Mochlos area are supplied 

by both rainfall and snowmelt. A south-to-north precipitation gradient extends across the 

Mochlos area, primarily driven by differences in elevation. The jagged peaks of the Orno 

Mountains that define the southern edge of the Mochlos area receive between 800 to 

1100 mm of precipitation annually, whereas, the lower reaches of the system can expect 

around 500-800 mm per annum (Rackham & Moody, 1996; Naoum & Tsanis, 2003). The 

smaller watersheds along the plain do not extend far enough inland or rise to an elevation 

high enough to receive significant snowmelt inputs. Lack of snowmelt inputs coupled 

with smaller aerial extent means that less water is generally moving through these lower 

elevation watersheds. Only the three largest watersheds—Linares, Tourloti-Sfaka, 

Loutro/Mavroseli—extend to the Orno Mountain Ridgeline and receive significant 

hydrologic inputs from spring snowmelt. Annual snow accumulation and precipitation is 

highly variable on Crete (Gonzalez-Rouco et al., 2001; Vrochidou & Tsanis, 2012). 
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Volumetric disparity between the watersheds across the plain is stark. 

Surprisingly, these discrete volumetric potentials seem to have only had a limited and 

inconsistent impact on human settlement decisions over the last 5000 years. The 

Loutro/Mavroseli watershed has an area of 13.87 square kilometers and receives a 

spatially averaged precipitation input of 800 mm per year (averaged precip from 

highland, foothill, coastal fringe: 1100+800+500/3 = 800). This translates to an annual 

freshwater input of 11.097 million cubic meters (8,996.79 acre-foot), before factoring in 

evapotranspiration (ET) outputs. Koutroulis and colleagues (2013, p. 150) recorded 

~1400 mm of annual ET output within a Cretan watershed of similar dimensions and 

precipitation inputs. The Liminaria watershed in the western section of the plain has an 

area of 1.45 square kilometers and receives 650 mm of rainfall per annum 

(800+500/2=650). The average annual freshwater input into the Liminaria system is 

0.9425 million cubic meters (764.09 acre-foot). These volumes are abstractions of the 

actual quantity of water that enters and exits the Mochlos system, but they illustrate the 

influential role basin extent and geomorphology has on hydrologic potential in the 

composite watersheds that drain the area.  

Spring and seep flow is seasonally variable at the majority of lowland springs on 

Crete (Kritsotakis & Tsanis, 2009). This holds true for springs across the Mochlos Plain. 

Continuous flow measurements were unavailable for springs and seeps in the area, but 

annual summer measurements and observations of the springs indicate both seasonal 

pulses and annual differences in flow. For example, the spring that anchored the late 

twentieth-century hamlet that grew into the modern village of Mersini ceased flowing in 
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June of 2012 after flowing uninterrupted since 1979. Flow resumed at the Mersini spring 

in February of 2013. Panagopoulos and Lambrakis (2006) hydrograph of the powerful 

Almyros spring on the north coast of central Crete illustrates the variability in flow 

magnitude common in karst hydrogeologic systems. Daily discharge rates rapidly 

increased following major precipitation inputs as the 1996-97 wet-season commenced in 

late October. By late November the discharge rate was 4 times the late dry season rate of 

5 m3/s. This peak in annual discharge commenced after several days of precipitation over 

20 mm and followed a brief hydrologic lag-time. Overall increases in discharge were 

responsive and proportional to major precipitation events. Average daily discharge rates 

over the course of the year exhibit a bimodal character, with wet-season daily averages 

roughly 9 m3/s and dry-season daily averages closer to 4.8 m3/s (Panagopoulos & 

Lambrakis, 2006). This bimodal character can be extrapolated to the karst springs on the 

Mochlos Plain.  

With spring discharge so clearly linked to precipitation input into karst systems, a 

brief overview of the annual weather regime and recent climate history of East Crete is 

necessary.  

 

Weather and Recent Climate History 

 Crete is a composite of interacting weather and climate systems. The mountainous 

nature of the island in tandem with its proximity to North Africa (< 300 km south), the 

arid Levant (< 900 km east), and teleconnections with south Asia’s monsoonal system 

add complexity to what is otherwise a classic Mediterranean climate regime (Raicich et 
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al., 2003). While the majority of lower elevations experience a long, hot, dry summer 

followed by a cool, wet winter, the southeast coast of Crete is a true desert, receiving less 

than 250 mm of rainfall per annum (Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 35). Precipitation is 

generally greater and temperature lower at higher elevations on the island. Temperatures 

conventionally fall by 6°C (11°F) for every 1000 m a climber ascends. The Orno 

Mountains rising to the south of Mochlos—like the higher White and Psiloritis Mountain 

Ranges in the west—are girded by strips of woodland and communities of more 

temperate species. J. Moody (1997, p. 62) equates Crete to a mini-continent with 

environments ranging from sub-tropical, to temperate, to artic, to Mediterranean, to arid. 

Moody also emphasizes the spatiotemporal complexity inherent in Cretan meterology, 

observing a massive deluge event in one watershed in East Crete while not a single drop 

of rain fell in other watersheds nearby (1997, p. 63-65). In the so-called Pachyámmos 

Event, over 300 mm of rainfall fell in a day and a half (Sept. 23-24, 1986), which is 

almost the average precipitation input for a normal year.  

 Weather and climate in the Mochlos region is more typically Mediterranean, but 

strong south-easters carrying dust and intense heat from the Saharan Desert regularly 

buffet the area in late spring and late summer. This dry, torrid, and dusty wind is known 

locally as the sirócco. The wet-season typically commences in the Mochlos area 

sometime in October as cool, moist, unstable air penetrate the Mediterranean Basin from 

the northwest accompanying the southerly migration of the North Atlantic Low (Grove & 

Rackham, 2001, p. 25). Precipitation typically lulls in November, with a steady return in 

December that builds to a crescendo in January. Precipitation continues off and on over 
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the mild winter months into the spring. The wettest months in the Mochlos area are 

between December and March; these are also the coolest months.  

Temperatures do not drop below freezing along the coast or in the Foothills of the 

Mochlos region. Temperatures on the upper slopes of the Orno Range regularly drop 

below freezing in the damp, winter months. Vegetation is sparse on the mountainside and 

that present is resilient to both temperature extremes and the persistent grazing by goats 

and sheep.  

 Rains taper off in April and by mid-May only the irregular shower interrupts a 

steady stream of sunny days and star-wealthy nights. By June the dry-season is literal. 

Dry, descending, stable air associated with the Azores High develops across the 

Mediterranean basin and precludes the movement of moist, low-pressure air (Grove & 

Rackham, 2001, p. 25). Temperatures on the Mochlos Plain reach their annual maximum 

in July and August. Daytime highs in access of 40°C are not uncommon in these months. 

Grains and other annuals desiccate turning the hillsides a brittle gold, while the olives and 

vines remain green, continuing to fatten their valuable fruits. The clouds gather in late 

September. Rains return in October, and the bimodal cycle of weather, life, and death 

continues in east Crete. 

 The antipodal distribution of annual rainfall and temperature that sets the rhythm 

for life on the Mochlos Plain developed gradually over the mid- to late-Holocene, 

exhibiting a categorical dry-season/wet-season dichotomy sometime between the third 

and mid-first millennia BCE (Goodfriend, 1991; Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 39; 

Hempel 2000; Rosen, 2007, p. 81). Annual temperature and precipitation data collected 
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since 1960 in the Sitia region (neighboring Mochlos) indicate that major fluctuations in 

dry-season duration and amount of winter precipitation are common and loosely conform 

to a decadal rhythm/pattern (Naoum & Tsanis, 2003, p. 1911-21). For example, the early 

to mid-sixties were wet, then reduced rainfall in 1969 foreshadowed a decade long 

reduction in average precipitation. By 1978-79 overall precipitation averages were 

increasing and would remain mostly above average until 1986-87 when another decade of 

waning precipitation averages began. By 1995-96 precipitation averages again increased. 

This nine to ten year oscillation in precipitation inputs has been documented at other 

stations across Crete (Koutroulis et al., 2013, p. 154). 

 Alterations in Cretan weather patterns associated with modern global climate 

change are tenuously identified, rife with uncertainties, but certainly present. Deciphering 

which shifts in climate are manifestations of natural long-term variability versus 

anthropogenic impacts has proven a global challenge (Crowley, 2000; Butzer, 2015). 

Naoum & Tsanis (2003, p. 1899) detect a net decrease precipitation over the entire island 

over the last 30 years, with higher negative rainfall gradients in the upper elevations. 

Kazakis et al. (2006) have conducted the baseline survey of high alpine vascular plant 

communities at risk in climate change models. These plant communities are at increased 

risk according to climate model predictions. A follow-up study has yet to be published. 

Maas and Macklin (2002) reconstructed the last 150-year sediment and flood regime in a 

watershed draining a section of the southwestern part of the island. They identified a 

sharp reduction in flooding over the last 40 years compared with the 150-years covered in 

their study. They link declines in storm frequency and magnitude to a steady increase in 
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the positive phase of the NAO. Chartzoulakis and Psarras (2005) have highlighted the 

dynamic effects future climate change may have on agricultural productivity, considering 

the positive influence of increased CO2 on plant growth along with drier and warmer 

conditions. They emphasize environmental management strategies that protect water 

quality on the island and mitigate extant and increasing saline irrigation water supplies 

(Chartzoulakis & Psarras, 2005). 

 

Climate History During the Human Occupation of Crete 

Though little is known/published about climate driven environmental changes 

effecting east Crete in recent years, major fluctuations in precipitation and temperature 

are known to have occurred in the distant past. Inhabitants of the Mochlos area endured 

environmental perturbations ranging from violent weather fluctuations associated with 

the Little Ice Age of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries CE (Grove & Rackham, 

2001, p. 82) to the aridity event that gripped the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle 

East in the 22nd Century BCE; this far-reaching aridization ushered in a new, drier 

climatic equilibrium around the Mediterranean shore. Climate along with inter-cultural 

interactions (i.e., trade, warfare, colonization, taxation, introduction of new technology 

and species) are—and have always been—the two most influential external drivers of 

localized change in the Mochlos area. Tectonism and volcanism rank third and fourth. 

The developmental arch of climate in the Eastern Mediterranean is outlined in the 

following paragraphs along with small expositions describing momentous short-term 

climate events that influenced life and land in East Crete. An awareness of the timing and 
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character of major fluctuations and equilibrium changes in climate is essential for a full 

understanding of the diachronic history of human-environmental interactions in the 

Mochlos area.  

 

Middle Holocene Climate 

Crete was a wetter island when the earliest agro-pastoralists established their 

farmsteads in rock-shelters and erected simple domiciles in the 7th millennium BCE, the 

so-called Initial Neolithic (Tomkins, 2007). Profound cultural and environmental changes 

were afoot around the Mediterranean at this time (Roberts et al., 2011). The agro-pastoral 

package/lifeway was spreading through the Levant, North Africa, Asia Minor, and into 

Europe, transfiguring aboriginal ecosystems and cultures (Bellwood et al., 2007, p. 69).  

The spread of the Neolithic sustenance strategy into the Aegean occurred during a 

climatic interval known as the Holocene Humid Phase (Arz et al., 2003), or what others 

have called the Holocene Monsoon Maximum (Marino et al., 2009). This climatic 

interval was characterized by substantially higher rainfall and freshwater runoff, with 

annual average temperatures slightly lower than present values (Arz et al., 2003; Jalut et 

al., 2009). This cooler, wetter climate supported deciduous woodlands on Crete that 

included stands of oak (Quercus pubescens), alder (Alnus), elm (Ulmus), hop hornbeam 

(Ostrya carpinifolia), and maple (Acer) (Bottema & Sarpaki, 2003, p. 739). This 

composite of typically northern European trees extended east and west along the 

Mediterranean coastline. Deciduous oak forests blanketed the foothills and lower slopes 

of Mt. Ansarie west of the Ghab valley in what is today semi-arid northwest Syria 
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(Yasuda et al., 2000; 130). The composite of scrub, pine (Pinus), and evergreen oak 

(Quercus ilex) that dominate arboreal taxa in the Hérault region of southern France were 

then forests of deciduous oak (Quercus pubescens) and hazel (Corylus) mixed with 

linden (Tilia) and elm (Ulmus) (Jalut et al., 2009). Even the now barren wastes of the 

Saharan Desert far south of Crete were verdant with tropical taxa (Kröpelin et al., 2008) 

and pocked by lakes and wetlands during the Middle Holocene (Gasse et al., 1987). 

Wetter conditions in and around the Mediterranean Basin during the Middle 

Holocene are indicated in numerous paleo-environmental proxy datasets (Rosen, 2007). 

Fossil pollen sequences, isotopic signatures from speleothems, land-snails, and micro-

invertebrates, along with changes in the magnetic properties of sediment laminae, and 

even the calculated flux in solar energy received by the planet all work in concert to 

create a sectional picture of past environmental conditions around the basin. Paleo-

environmental records from Crete covering the Middle Holocene come primarily from 

two sediment cores. One core was removed from the seafloor off the northeast coast of 

Crete (LC21). The other was taken from the Delphinos wetland located along the 

northwest segment of the island. The Delphinos wetland is reliably supplied with water 

by the only extant perennial lake on the island, Lake Kournas. 

The core retrieved from the seafloor NE of Crete preserved a depositional history 

that spans nearly 12,000 years, beginning around 11,000 BCE and extending to circa 700 

CE. The time-stratigraphic framework was established with eight calibrated AMS14C 

dates. Fossil micro-invertebrates were collected from the depositional laminae of the 

core. These planktonic foraminifera were then inventoried according to habitat 
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characteristics and analyzed for isotopic composition. Habitat classification allowed 

Rohling and colleagues (2002, p. 589) to construct a relative abundance plot of “warm” 

versus “cool” species. Shifts between the abundance of warm and cool species relates 

directly to changes in past sea surface temperature (SST). The team determined the 

concentration of δ18O integrated into the carapace of Globigerinoides ruber throughout 

the core in order to establish an oxygen isotope record. Lower δ18O indicate cooler, 

wetter, less evaporative conditions, whereas higher δ18O levels indicate warmer, drier, 

and more evaporative state of affairs in the Mediterranean.  

According to data from the LC21 core, the climate in East Crete was significantly 

wetter and less evaporative from 8000 BCE to 4000 BCE compared with present 

averages. The island was perhaps at its wettest when the earliest sedentary/semi-

sedentary cultures took root in the 7th and 8th Millennia BCE. Moody (2009) equates 

prevailing climatic conditions during the Holocene Humid Phase to the damp winter 

conditions experienced on the island today. This was the climate that prevailed over the 

basin before the development of the summer drought/dry-season that has come to typify 

the Mediterranean climate. Judging by the abundance of deciduous arboreal taxa 

(Quercus pubescens, Alnus, Ulmus, Ostrya carpinifolia, Acer) encircling the 

Mediterranean coastline during this period, the annual climate regime likely had several 

pronounced seasons. This stands in stark contrast to the bimodal wet-cool followed by 

dry-hot climate pattern that characterizes the progression of a year in the south Aegean 

today. The flush of autumn along the Cretan coast must have been a stunning sight in 

Middle Holocene.  
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The relative abundance plot of “warm” versus “cool” species offers insights into 

the timing and magnitude of relatively cool periods but the proxy lacks the sensitivity to 

detect variability in warm versus warmer SST. For roughly 6000 years “warm” species 

constitute 95%-100% of the assemblage (Moody, 2009, p. 243). Since the Younger 

Dryas, the concentration of “cool” species increased in three distinct episodes, ca. 6500-

6200 BCE, ca. 4300-3600 BCE, and ca. 1100-1150 BCE. The cooler phase from ca. 

6500-6200 BCE loosely correlates with a period of drier conditions in the oxygen isotope 

record. The increase in cool species around 4300 BCE corresponds to a basin-wide 

drying trend linked to radical changes in ecosystems and societies discussed in greater 

detail below. The cooling phase that ended in 1150 BCE approximates the end of a 

warmer more evaporative phase according to the isotopic record (Rohling et al., 2002).  

The pollen assemblage and sequential change in taxa over the Middle Holocene 

recorded in the layers of the Delphinos core offer the clearest impression of native plants 

present when the first seeds were sown in Cretan soil and livestock let loose upon the 

island. The early ecological effects of the feral goat, the Cretan Agrimi (Capra aegagrus 

cretica), have yet to be determined (Horwitz & Bar-Gal, 2006). Deciduous oak pollen 

dominates the arboreal taxa that survive in the oldest laminae of the Delphinos core, Zone 

A (7375-6310 BCE). Pollen from other arboreal species, such as hazel and birch, are 

present in Zone A, but only at trace concentrations. Based on Liguliflorae values of more 

than 30%, Bottema and Sarpaki (2003, p. 736) conclude that much of the pollen in Zone 

A was corroded post-deposition. Liguliflorae is resistant to corrosion and seldom 

constitutes more than 2% of a pollen assemblage, even in environments where it 
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dominates the vegetation (i.e., dandelion meadows). Zone B and Zone D of the Delphinos 

core offer more insight into the Middle Holocene vegetation in the area, but the elevated 

concentration of deciduous oak surviving in Zone A is presumably proportional to it’s 

original abundance. In other words, deciduous oak pollen survives in this compromised 

zone because of its original profusion in the landscape. 

Laminae in Zone B accumulated sometime between 6310-5825 BCE and Zone D 

between 5560-4870 BCE. Pollen in Zone C (5825-5560 BCE) was compromised by 

corrosion, similar to Zone A. Taxa in Zone B suggest an abundance of deciduous/downy 

oak (Quercus pubescens) and other arboreal species that prefer cooler and wetter 

conditions than the present. Cedar (Cedrus), pine (Pinus), and other xeric species are only 

present at low concentrations. The quantity of sedges (Cyperaceae) in the lower part of 

Zone B suggests a thriving wetland in the Delphinos area in the mid to late 7th 

millennium. Sedges were perhaps shaded out in the latter segment of Zone B by 

encroaching woodlands. This position is supported by an abundance of hornwort 

(Anthoceros laevis) and Mediterranean clubmoss (Selaginella denticulate), which has an 

affinity for shaded, damp hollows.  

Arboreal species increase to 80% of the pollen assemblage in Zone D (Bottema & 

Sarpaki, 2003, p. 737). Deciduous oak constitutes upwards of 50% of the arboreal taxa. 

Stryax and mock privet (Phillyrea latifolia) are present throughout Zone D, forming two 

ends of the Middle Holocene climate spectrum for the island. Stryax is at home in wet 

temperate environments whereas Phillyrea is an evergreen native to the Mediterranean 

Basin, conditioned to the summer drought. Thus climatic conditions between 5560-4870 
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BCE were wet and cool enough to support styraz, yet dry enough for Phillyrea to exist. 

Hornwort (Anthoceros laevis), bracken fern (Pteridium), and bur-reed (Sparganium) 

increase in the more recent layers of Zone D. This increase in wet species is paralleled by 

increases in elm (Ulmus), alder (Alnus), and hazel (Corylus).  

Zone E covers almost 3000 years of vegetation change in a succession of 

depositional layers that measure 370cm. Dates for each individual layer were not 

determined, therefore only the most general trends in the pollen sequence can be 

discussed. A. Rosen (2007, p. 81) cautions against “wiggle-matching” partially dated 

changes in paleo-environmental data with what might appear to be concurrent cultural 

changes in the archaeological record. The resolution of pollen and/or isotopic data is 

often on the century if not millennial scale for much of the Holocene, whereas cultural 

shifts can happen instantaneously, within a year, or gradually over several generations. 

Zone E (4870 to 1935 BCE) in the Delphinos core covers a period of massive cultural 

and environmental change on Crete. In the older, lower section of the zone, Neolithic 

farmsteads and hamlets coalesced into a network of villages, blossoming into towns in 

the Early Minoan period. The increasing number of sites at the Neolithic-Chalcolithic-

Early Bronze Age transition required a complementary increase in agricultural lands and 

pastures. Neolithic societies on the island actively molded ecosystems through the use of 

stone, bone, and wood tools, through the introduction of animals and plants, and also 

through the use of fire. The occurrence of fire, evidenced by charcoal, increases through 

most of Zone E, declining in the more recent layers immediately after a sharp peak. The 

rise in charcoal is paralleled by an increase in olive pollen (Olea) and a decrease in 
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deciduous oak, hazel, and birch.  

The lower two thirds of Zone E correspond to the time when the first permanent 

settlement was established in the Mochlos area, circa 3100 BCE. Data from the 

Delphinos core and the LC21 core reflect a climate characterized by high variability in 

wet and dry phases that deviate around a declining mean in precipitation. This basic trend 

towards a drier environment is corroborated by another pollen core from Crete (Moody et 

al., 1996; 282) along with paleo-environmental proxies from the southern Argolid, 

Greece (Butzer, 2005, p. 1779), the Levant (Kaniewski et al., 2010; Bar-Matthews & 

Ayalon, 2011), southern France (Jalut et al., 2009), and north and central Africa 

(Kröpelin et al., 2008).  

Deciduous arboreal taxa are close to peak concentrations in the oldest layers of 

Zone E in the Delphinos core, ca. 4870 BCE. Hazel (Corylus), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), 

hop hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia), linden (Tilia), and deciduous oak (Quercus 

pubescens) are present in relative abundance on the Cretan landscape in the earlier half of 

this zone. Pollen from the Tersana core—also from NW Crete—shows a similar shift 

from wet species towards drier ones from the mid-5th to the beginning of the 3rd 

millennium BCE. Oaks are relatively abundant in the mid-5th millennium but decline as 

time progresses. As oaks and central European species like linden decline in the Tersana 

core, the abundance of pine (Pinus), olive (Olea), and undershrub species like rock-rose 

(Cistaceae) increase. Though the transition unfolded gradually over the course of 

hundreds of years, the crossover from central European species to more typical 

Mediterranean taxa occurs in the Tersana core around the beginning of the 4th Millennium 
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BCE (~310cm). By the late 4th millennium BCE, oak, hop hornbeam, and spruce are still 

present in the Cretan landscape but these species have surrendered the coastal zone to 

stands of pine, olive, heath (Ericaceae), and sumac (Rhus coriaria). A similar crossover 

occurs in the Delphinos core in the middle of Zone E (ca. 2900 BCE). Deciduous central 

and northern European taxa decline as more drought tolerant species and cultivars, such 

as olive, vine (Vitis), and agricultural weeds (i.e., Senecio, Compositae Liguliflorae, 

Umbelliferae, Rumex, Apium) begin to dominate the floral assemblage. Stryax all but 

disappears in latter segment of Zone E, while drought-resistant mock privet (Phillyrea 

latifolia) holds steady in the landscape.  

To be clear, Crete was a wetter place when the earliest foundations were laid in 

the fledging community at Mochlos five thousand years ago (ca. 3000 BCE). The low, 

thorny domes of spiny burnet (Sarcopoterium spinosum) and hedgehog-plant 

(Acantholimon androsaeuam) stippled across the modern surface of the ancient town 

were doubtless once stands of pine and small hardwoods with herbaceous plants at their 

base gripping developed soil horizons. Ash and sycamores held steadfast along the damp 

valley bottoms of the Mochlos watersheds, while a mosaic of oak, pine, and hornbeam 

likely covered the foothills. Cedar, perhaps, crept up the slopes of the Orno Mountains to 

the south.  

Though conditions were wetter than the present, a phase of major climatic 

fluctuation had been in effect since the mid-4th Millennium BCE. Evidence for highly 

variable precipitation during this period appears in proxy datasets around the 

Mediterranean Basin and into Saharan Africa. According to paleo-rainfall amounts 
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calculated from isotope values from the Nahal Soreq Cave speleothems, changes in 

precipitation amplitude were greatest for the entire Middle and Late Holocene from 3500-

2000 BCE (Bar-Matthews & Ayalon, 2004). According to the Soreq paleo-rainfall 

reconstruction, the driest period in the last 7000 years occurred in the decades around 

3200 BCE. Rainfall is estimated to have dropped from a high of over 600mm to around 

290mm in the southern Levant between ca. 3400 BCE to 3100 BCE. Rainfall volume 

increased sharply around 3100 BCE. Climatic variability around the 4th Millenium BCE 

is also indicated by erratic increases and decreases in tropical taxa and ferns in the paleo-

botanical records from Saharan Africa (Kröpelin et al., 2008; 767). The isotope sequence 

from the LC21 core shows larger-scale shifts between wet and dry phases at this time, 

while the relative abundance chart of “warm” versus “cool” species indicates an overall 

increase in temperatures around the 4th Millenium BCE (Rohling et al., 2002, p. 588). 

Linden (Tilia), a drought sensitive deciduous tree, vanishes from the Tersana pollen 

record around 3200 BCE, only to reappear briefly as a single grain in layer dating 

between 2353-1728 BCE. After which linden disappears from Tersana sequence 

completely (Moody et al., 1996, p. 286). Disappearance of Tilia pollen does not imply 

that linden vanished from the island entirely at this point; it only signals the tree’s 

migration away from the low-lying, relatively dry, coastal zone of the Akrotiri Peninsula 

(Davis & Shaw, 2001). Pollen from linden, hazel, and other central and northern 

European species continues in the Delphinos and Lake Kournas core. Hazel still survives 

in the Psiloritis Range of central Crete (Bottema & Sarpaki, 2003, p. 747).  

 In sum, a greater abundance of water was coursing across and through the Cretan 
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landscape when the first sedentary/semi-sedentary agro-pastoralists put down roots in the 

7th millennium BCE. Temperatures were generally lower than present averages and 

conditions were more humid overall. Lower temperatures and greater precipitation 

allowed for plant species now only common in higher European latitudes to survive and 

thrive on Crete, even in low, warm coastal zones like Tersana and Delphinos. Deciduous 

arboreal species were generally more common around the Mediterranean shore at this 

time (5500-2000 BCE). The Sahara pocked by wetlands, cut by streams, and covered in 

green, tropical taxa epitomizes the drastic difference between climate at present and 

climate 7000 years ago. Isotopic evidence (Rohling et al., 2003; Bar-Mattews & Ayalon, 

2004) indicates that the climatic conditions oscillated between wetter and less wet 

intervals over the course of the Middle Holocene, with average precipitation well above 

the Late Holocene average (difference of 100mm according to the Soreq rainfall 

reconstruction). The most extreme climatic fluctuations over the shortest intervals 

occurred between ca. 3500 BCE to 2700 BCE. These roughly 800 years were the most 

climatologically unstable period in the last 7000 years according to the Soreq isotopic 

sequence. The LC21 isotope sequence and paleo-botanical evidence from Crete indicate a 

gradual decline in precipitation values from 6000 BCE onwards. Insolation (JJA 20° N) 

was also on a steady decline over the course of the Middle Holocene (Berger & Loutre, 

1991; Kröpelin et al., 2008).  

 Isotopic data places the initial settlement at Mochlos in a context of climatic 

variability. The founding of Mochlos occurred during a wet interval wedged between 

periods of dry, evaporative conditions. Both the LC21 and the Soreq diagrams indicate 
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that 3100 BCE to 2900 BCE was an interval with above average rainfall. Those wet 

centuries around the turn of the 4th Millennium followed an extremely dry episode around 

3200 BCE. According to the LC21 data this was the driest period since circa 8000 BCE. 

Only the aridity event at 2200 BCE produced higher δ18O values that result from dryer 

more evaporative atmosphere. The decades around 3200 BCE were the driest in the last 

7000 years according to the Soreq paleo-rainfall reconstruction.  

 From 2800 BCE to 2200 BCE, swings between wet and dry climate intervals were 

less dramatic, with average precipitation well above Holocene averages. Moody (2009, p. 

244) refers to this as the “honeymoon” period for climate and society on Crete. Favorable 

conditions are reflected in the isotopic records from the Levant and offshore records near 

Crete. Tropical plant taxa, ferns, and giant heather/tree heath (Erica arborea) rebound in 

the Sahara from 2800 BCE to 2400 BCE following sharp declines around 3100 BCE. 

Pollen from Crete is becoming less and less reliable as a climatic indicator as time 

progresses past 3100 BCE. Human impact on natural vegetation (i.e., felling, burning, 

agriculture, grazing, invasive species, etc.) had become widespread and pronounced at 

lower elevations across the island. Between 2890 BCE and 2235 BCE (~210cm) pine and 

oak decline in the Tersana sequence as olive and grains/grasses/cereals (Gramineae) 

skyrocket. The Delphinos core shows an increase of olive during this period, but other 

tree species are still present, including hop hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia) and deciduous 

oak (Quercus pubescens). According to several proxy indicators and cultural stability on 

the island, climatic conditions remained relatively stable until about 2200 BCE. At this 

time a new, drier, and more drought-prone climatic equilibrium developed in the Eastern 
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Mediterranean.  

 

4.2 kyr Aridity Event and Subsequent Equilibrium Shift 

After roughly 900 relatively wet and stable years, the inhabitants of the small 

town/entrepôt at Mochlos were forced to adapt to a markedly drier, more evaporative 

future. The initial transition was probably the most challenging due to the abruptness and 

magnitude of the drying. According to Moody (2009, p. 244) summer evaporation rates 

on the island reached an interglacial high between 2200-2000 BCE. These extreme highs 

in evaporation and lows in precipitation followed on the heels of the most climatically 

stable period in the entire Holocene (Rosen, 2007, p. 91). As Rosen notes, human 

societies can readily adjust their economic/sustenance systems to gradual, predictable 

changes in climate, whereas less predictable and more frequent aberrations in climate 

tend to stress the very fabric of a given society (2009, p. 91).  

The pronounced shift towards a drier Late Holocene climate equilibrium around 

2200-2000 BCE coincides with important cultural transformations on Crete. Unlike the 

widespread societal reorganization (“collapse”) that rolled across the Greek mainland, 

Turkey, Syria, the southern Levant, and Egypt at this time (Weiss, 1997; Staubwasser & 

Weiss, 2006), the Minoans underwent a metamorphosis and emerged a more culturally 

unified and economically resilient society. As conditions improved and summers cooled 

off between 2000-1900 BCE (Moody, 2009, p. 244), the first Palaces materialized on the 

island. Palaces would become the fulcrum of Minoan society, forming regional hubs 

around which religious, administrative, economic, and redistribution activities radiated. 
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Resource storage and redistribution provided Minoan society as a collective a buffer 

against diminished yields and failed harvests. The earliest Palaces emerged from sites 

that received a massive influx of migrants during the drought-prone years between 2200-

2000 BCE. Watrous (2004; 268) calculates a demographic growth rate of 5% per annum 

at the site of Knossos during the aridization period. This should be compared with the 

more typical growth rate of 0.1% estimated for prehistoric societies, along with the 

unsustainable growth threshold calculated at 1% (Hassan 1978; 81). The current 

population growth rate in Greece is 0.1% (CIA Factbook). Austin, TX, one of the fastest 

growing population centers in the USA only grew by 2.9% from 2013-14 CE (US 

Census). 

Settlement at Mochlos expanded as the Palace-based Minoan State developed and 

spread across the island in the later years of 20th Century BCE. Cultural and 

environmental conditions in the Mochlos area during the preceding droughty centuries 

remain unclear (Soles 2016, personal communication). The small settlement at Mochlos 

appears to have continued uninterrupted, though cultural materials dating to the EMIII 

and MMIa are notably scarce across the site (i.e., the droughty decades). Several paleo-

botanical studies and isotopic data from the LC21 core shed light on some aspects of the 

Cretan environment and general climatic conditions around 2200-2000 BCE. Other 

paleo-environmental proxies from mainland Greece, Anatolia (Lake Van, Shoell 1978; 

Van Zeist and Bottema, 1991) the Levant, Africa, and southern France throw some light 

on stability and change in climatic and environmental conditions around the basin.  

Data from the LC21 core shows that the concentration of heavier oxygen isotopes 
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(δ18O) integrated into the carapace of foraminifera alive at ca. 2200 BCE were at their 

highest levels in nearly 6000 years. This indicates extremely evaporative conditions, 

which translates to warmer winters and bone-dry summers on Crete. Warm water species 

dominate the LC21 laminae in this section of the core, indicating relatively warm year-

round sea surface temperatures (Rohling et al., 2002, p. 588).  

Paleo-botanical records from human impacted landscapes—numerous in the 

Eastern Mediterranean at 2200 BCE—provide a complex picture of plant communities at 

the nexus of a multitude of environmental and anthropogenic influences. Human 

communities had been gnawing at the edges of wild systems for centuries with stone and 

metal axes, bronze saws, livestock, fire, and incidentally with damaging invasive species 

and blight. The ox and plow had been introduced to Aegean in the preceding centuries of 

climatic stability, which inspired a great expansion of the humanized ecosystem into the 

Aegean backcountry (Pullen, 1992, p. 49). Humans had also influenced wilderness 

systems through selective predation (i.e., hunting, trapping, fishing, shellfish harvesting), 

which had a potential restructuring effect on aboriginal plant communities on and off 

land. Paleo-botanical records from Crete containing data from this period exhibit 

anthropogenic effects quite clearly. Shrouded in the human signature are, however, 

unambiguous climatic signals.   

Data from the Tersana core dating to the late 3rd Millennium BCE depicts a 

landscape rearranged by human activity. Olive, heather, grains, and fast-growing sun-

loving shrubs in the Cistaceae family dominate the pollen sequence in the period before 

the aridity event. Pine, oak, and hop hornbeam are still present in the pollen sequence but 
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at diminished quantities. Around the 22nd Century BCE nearly all plant taxa represented 

in the Tersana pollen sequence, both cultivated and wild, appear to experience an episode 

of dieback. This comprehensive contraction is almost certainly the result of an 

overarching climatological event. First and hardest hit were willow (Salix), linden (Tilia), 

deadnettle (Labiatae), carnation (Caryophyllaceae), fleawort (Plantago), and asphodel 

(Asphodelus), that hardy herbaceous perennial Homer attests blanketed the “Great 

Meadow” where ordinary and indifferent souls haunt out eternity (Odyssey, Book 11). 

Resilient annual weeds (Liguliflorae), heather common to acidic and infertile soils 

(Ericaceae), and pine (Pinus) the fast-growing, drought tolerant (once established), early 

succession pioneer were the only plants to experience any measure of positive growth 

during the years around 2200-2000 BCE. These pioneer species likely filled niches 

freshly vacated by olive, grains, and other wild plant taxa.  

The Delphinos core demonstrates a similar wholesale decline in plant species that 

includes both cultivars and the untamed. This occurs just before the boundary between 

Zone E and Zone F. Deciduous oak (Quercus pubescens), hop hornbeam (Ostrya 

carpinifolia), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), willow (Salix), and linden (Tilia) all experience a 

sharp decline in the Delphinos area. Cultivars faired no better. A great percentage of olive 

(Olea), cereals/grasses (Gramineae), and pistacia either died or were so stressed that the 

plants suspended flowering. The collective decline appears severe but short-lived in the 

Delphinos core. This is perhaps due to the poor temporal resolution inherent in the 

sequence, or, more likely as the result of attenuated hydrologic inputs during these 

particularly waterless years. Declines in the annual water budget that fed the Delphinos 
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wetland would have resulted in direct declines in depositional laminae and the pollen and 

spores they contain.  

Off-island paleo-climate proxy datasets add considerable nuance to any 

generalized climate picture in the Eastern Mediterranean for the late 3rd and early 2nd 

Millennia BCE. Isotope data mostly confirms the aridity phase, whereas pollen evidence 

from various sites around the basin is collectively ambiguous. Several perennial water-

bodies, such as the Dead Sea and Lake Chad recoil from their banks around 2200-2000 

BCE. Concurrent hydrologic changes occur in the Nile Valley as the life-sustaining river 

failed to flood at accustomed volumes (Hassan, 1997, p. 17). Collectively paleo-climate 

datasets shows: a) that this period was one of large-scale drying in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, the Middle East, and northern Africa; b) that this drying unfolded at 

different speeds and manifest itself in various way, and, in some case not at all; c) on 

Crete and in several regions (i.e., Saharan Africa, the Levant, Anatolia) 2200 BCE marks 

a threshold whereafter vegetation, hydrology, and climate conform to new and lasting 

mean values, a new dynamic metastable equilibrium, or as Rosen (2007, p. 143) phrases 

it “a longer-term directional change”; and d) that human ecosystem engineering had 

already reached a level where its effects were noticed in nearly all of the paleo-

environmental repositories/proxy datasets around the Mediterranean.  

Isotope data from speleothems and cores taken from the seafloor off the Levantine 

coast unequivocally show a rise in δ18O concentrations around 2200-2000 BCE. The 

increase in heavier oxygen isotopes indicates a rise in evaporation and a drop in 

freshwater input. Isotope concentrations from the marine core GA-112 (Figure 5.4, black 
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line) suggests higher highs and lower lows in evaporation compared to the speleothem 

sequence (gray line), but both records indicate the years around 2200 BCE as highly 

evaporative. The development of the 2200 BCE aridity event is quite different between 

the two datasets. The GA-112 sequence shows a gradual increase in evaporation and 

decrease in precipitation that developed over an entire millennium. The Soreq sequence 

shows a period of climatic stability during the early and mid-3rd Millennium BCE. 

 

Figure 5.4: Comparison between Soreq Isotope Sequence and Marine Oxygen Isotope 

Record (from Rosen, 2007, p. 90). 

 

Isotope and pollen analysis of sediments from Lake Van in eastern Anatolia near 

the headwaters of the Euphrates River also indicate an evaporative high around 2200 

BCE (Lemcke & Sturm, 1997, p. 663; Litt et al., 2009, p. 1563). The earlier study 

(Lemcke & Sturm, 1997) reveals a relatively sharp increase in evaporation around 2400 

BCE that lasts, with some variability, until ca. 2100 BCE. Again the increase in δ18O is 
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only dramatic relative to the preceding centuries. Compared with δ18O concentrations 

during the first millennium BCE, the ca. 2200 dry-phase was rather unremarkable (1997, 

p. 663). A more recent and more comprehensive study of the Lake Van sediments 

corroborates the isotopic findings of the Lemcke and Sturm study, but the addition of 

palynology reveals a great deal about the aridity event’s possible impact on vegetation 

and agriculturalists (Litt et al., 2009). As in the earlier study δ18O concentrations increase 

around 2200 BCE, but these values pale in comparison to more recent concentrations. 

The addition of pollen analysis, however, demonstrates that although the magnitude of 

the 2200 BCE dry-phase was slight by comparison, coincident changes in vegetation 

were considerable. The centuries before the 2200 BCE event were a high-water mark in 

arboreal taxa. Trees and shrubs constitute over half of the plant assemblage. Concurrent 

with the slight rise in δ18O concentrations around 2200 BCE, tree and shrub pollen 

decline rapidly. This was the single most dramatic vegetation change in the entire 

sequence, both in terms of rapidity and magnitude. Butzer astutely points out that 

changes around Lake Van, though comparatively rapid, developed and recovered over the 

course of centuries (1997, p. 253). Put on the scale of a human lifetime, environmental 

changes associated with the 2200 BCE event unfolded over multiple generations.  

Another scenario/factor I posit is that human impacts on vegetation—independent 

of climate influence—may have been the cause of vegetation restructuring around Lake 

Van. Note that the drop in arboreal taxa, which is mainly a decline in oak (Quercus sp.), 

is accompanied by a proportional rise in grain/grass species (Poaceae). Perhaps oak and 

other tree species were simply grubbed out for agricultural space as several generations 
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of farmers colonized the woodlands around the lake. Higher Ti and Fe values around 

2200 BCE indicate a marked increase in terrigeneous inputs (i.e., erosion) (Litt et al., 

2009). A closer look at the archaeological record may corroborate or refute this 

hypothesis. It is probable that the Lake Van sequence reflects a synergetic relationship 

between humans, plants, climate, and erosional and depositional processes.  

A core from a lacustrine sediment deposit south of Lake Van in the Ghab Valley 

of NW Syria shows ca. 2000 BCE as a turning point in hydrologic inputs and vegetation 

assemblage. The Yasuda, Kitagawa, and Hakagawa (2000) core from the southwestern 

section of the Ghab Valley—adjusted by Rosen (2007, p. 85) for hard water effect— 

depicts a cool, moist period from 5600-2000 BCE followed by a transition to warm dry 

conditions post-2000 BCE. Pollen from the section of the core deposited between 5600-

2000 BCE indicates a high percentage of oak forests with pine and cedar present. Around 

2000 BCE arboreal species plummet and typha (cattails) and other plant taxa that thrive 

at the marsh-edge increase. The surge in marsh species is a strong indication of an 

attenuation of the lake level (Rosen, 2007). Yasuda, Kitagawa, and Hakagawa (2000, p. 

133) link the diminishing lake levels to Late Holocene climate change that ushered in 

warmer and drier conditions. Lake levels rose briefly around 1500 BCE but retracted 

again shortly thereafter.  

The Dead Sea has been described as a large rain gauge for the central Levant 

(Enzel et al., 2003). Dead Sea high lake levels have been correlated with rainfall averages 

of 650 mm/yr and low levels with 445 mm/yr (Enzel et al., 2003; Rosen, 2007, p. 92). In 

a systematic study of shore sediment deposits, Bookman et al. (2004) discovered strong 
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evidence indicating low lake levels dated to ca. 2140-1445 BCE. Their discovery 

indicates that the volume of water in the Dead Sea diminished considerably from a 

Middle Holocene high stand (Rosen, 2007, p. 93). Frumkin et al., (1991) report 

increasing aridity around 2200-2000 BCE based on evidence from the Sedom Diapir 

located on the southern shore of the Dead Sea (Frumkin et al., 1991; Rosen, 2007, p. 94). 

Paleo-environmental information from Saharan Africa shows ca. 2300-1900 BCE 

to be a watershed moment in vegetation composition and hydrologic regime. This period 

marks the lasting transition from a green Sahara dominated by tropical plant taxa to a 

savannah ecosystem that hosted stands of acacia, blepharis, Salvadora persica, Ephedra, 

and other now-typical Saharan plant taxa (Kröpelin; et al., 2008). The period from 2300-

1900 BCE was also a turning point in aquatic ecosystems in Sahara. Before 2200 BCE 

Lake Yoa, located in what is today northeastern Chad, was a stable freshwater ecosystem 

supported by relatively salt-free water with an electrical conductivity values between 300 

to 500 μS/cm (Kröpelin; et al., 2008). Around 2200 BCE salinity rapidly increased and 

electrical conductivity increased to values greater than 10,000 μS/cm. What had been a 

stable freshwater habitat encircled by tropical plant taxa morphed into a true salt lake 

wherein only highly specialized fauna and flora could survive (Eggermont et al., 2008, p. 

2420). 

 Paleo-climate information from Saharan Africa, the Levant, Anatolia, and the 

Aegean indicate that significant changes in both biotic and abiotic components of 

ecosystems took place around 2300-1900 BCE. Even in locations where the climatic 

signal was dampened or truly muted (i.e., Lake Van), other ecosystemic and/or 
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anthropogenic variables reflect a transitional phase within those dates. According to some 

(Weiss, 1997; Staubwasser & Weiss, 2006) climate changes around 2200-2000 BCE 

triggered catastrophic social upheavals, human suffering, and the collapse of cultural 

institutions. Although the causal link between climate change and collapse along with 

details about the nature and causes of the climatic shift itself (i.e., its magnitude, its 

duration, the rapidity of its onset, spatial extent, and extraterrestrial vs. endogenic causes) 

are hotly debated (Dalfes et al., 1997; Butzer, 2012; supporting information), it is agreed 

upon that the late 3rd Millennium was a time of general social and environmental 

transformation in the Eastern Mediterranean (Dalfes et al. 1997; Butzer 2012). 

Sociocultural devolutions concurrent with climate changes at the end of the 3rd 

Millennium BCE effectively encircled Crete, but communities on the island emerged 

from this period more culturally unified and economically influential. Prior to 2200 BCE, 

Crete was a cultural and economic backwater characterized by a highly dispersed 

populace, regional cultural heterogeneity, and modest technological sophistication. While 

most scholars report centrifugal forces pulling apart the seams of established societies in 

western Asia (Middle East, the Arabian Peninsula, the Levant, Anatolia), mainland 

Greece, and the Cycladic islands, Crete was experiencing a centripetal pull that coalesced 

into an organized, productive, prosperous, innovative, and resilient Palace-based state.  

 The effects of political changes at the end of the 3rd and beginning of the 2nd 

Millennium BCE were felt in the Mochlos area. The seaside settlement benefited greatly 

from the intercultural sea-based trade. Mochlos developed into a thriving port town 

equipped with its own craft production quarters, multistoried merchant houses, and 
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political/religious offices. Though socio-economic changes wrought during ca. 2200-

1900 BCE were pivotal in the fortunes of the areas inhabitants, the wholesale shift in 

annual rainfall and temperatures towards drier and warmer conditions had the most 

influential and lasting consequences. A shift in metastable equilibrium towards a more 

permanently evaporative climatic future restructured the Cretan landscape and spurred an 

adaptive remodeling of human ecosystems. The post-1900 BCE climate equilibrium 

presented Cretan farmers with a new list of agricultural potentials and limitations. 

Drought sensitive species became increasingly risky to cultivate. At the same time 

drought tolerant species like the olive, the grape vine, and annuals such as pulses and 

cereals could thrive. A crossover in wild vegetation also occurred in the Cretan landscape 

as a result of the enduring shift towards a warmer, drier climate.  

 Based on archaeological data and the pollen sequence from the Tersana core, 

Rackham and Moody (1996, p. 125-126) document a complete and lasting shift in wild 

vegetation in northwest Crete at ca. 2000-1900 BCE. Palynology indicates that the 

Tersana area was a covered in a mix of low, soft-leafed shrub and woodland species prior 

to the Early Minoan period (3000-2200 BCE). Agriculturalist colonized the area in the 

Early Minoan period and rearranged the vegetative landscape in order to make room for 

grains, pulses, and olive trees. The Tersana area was abandoned during the droughty 

centuries around 2200-1900 BCE allowing the landscape to recover and succession to 

take place. The Tersana area did not revert to a mosaic of shrub and woodland species; 

instead it became covered in steppe and woodland species that thrive in drier conditions. 

Moody (1997, p. 71), links the complete change in wild species in the Tersana area to a 
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broad and lasting climate change. She also suggests that this climate driven crossover in 

vegetation may herald the development of the Mediterranean dry-season for this 

interglacial (1997, p. 71). 

 

Major Episodes of Increased and Decreased Moisture during the Late Holocene 
 

The development of the Mediterranean dry-season post-2000 BCE was the most 

influential and lasting environmental change (not caused by humans) that took place on 

Crete during the Late Holocene. The antipodal distribution of precipitation and 

temperature define the annual cycle of growth, migration, senescence, and propagation in 

wild-species, tame-species, and to some degree in humans. The yearly oscillation 

between wet-cool and hot-dry also sets the rhythm of the hydrologic cycle, pedogenic 

processes, erosion, and deposition. This now typical Mediterranean climate equilibrium 

developed post-2000 BCE, but it has been anything but static since then. Paleoclimate 

proxies reveal major fluxes in precipitation and temperatures throughout the Late 

Holocene. Below are the major climatic events that are apparent across proxy datasets. 

The framework is based off δ18O curves from seafloor cores in order to minimize 

anthropogenic signals in pollen, geomorphic, lacustrine datasets. 

The period around 1200 BCE had above average rainfall compared with Late 

Holocene averages. Increased rainfall is evident in the Soreq speleothem sequence and 

also in the Kournas lacustrine core on Crete. The layers of the Kournas sequence dating 

to 1200 BCE (Zone Z) indicate a period of forest recovery with hardwoods covering 
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some of the hills encircling the lake. Ostrya (hop-hornbeam) is at peak Holocene 

concentrations in this section of the Kounas sequence (3500-present). Paleoclimate 

records in Sahana Africa show a slight resurgence in tropical plant taxa and blepharis 

type vegetation also rises during this time. The LC21 core also indicates a period of 

increased moisture and cooler temperatures.  

Multiple paleoenvironmental datasets indicate that the early years of the eighth 

century CE was particularly wet. Increased moisture is evident in the Soreq speleothem 

sequence and the LC21 core. There is a slight resurgence of tropical taxa in the African 

paleoclimate sequence around this time. Dead Sea levels were also high during this 

period (Enzel et al., 2003; Rosen, 2007, p. 93).  

Rainfall and humidity were above average during the fourteenth century CE, a 

period commonly referred to as the Medieval Warm Period. This period corresponds to 

the Venetian occupation on Crete. Increased precipitation is evident in the Soreq 

speleothem sequence, the LC21 core, and Dead Sea levels were also at a high stand in the 

14th century CE compared to the preceding and following centuries.  

There were also at least three periods of increased aridity apparent in multiple 

paleoclimate proxies in the eastern Mediterranean that post-date the Cretan Bronze Age. 

Particularly dry periods occurred during the first century BCE, the twelth century CE, 

and again in the eighteenth century CE.  
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Large-scale Cultural Influences on Local Environmental Systems in the Mochlos 

Area 

Human activity has profoundly altered biotic and abiotic systems in the Mochlos 

area. Successive waves of individuals and communities imported and adapted particular 

modes of subsistence/existence to the Mochlos environment. The current landscape is the 

aggregate sum of several thousand years of human niche creation efforts and successional 

recovery. Each ingression caused intentional and unintentional changes in local 

ecosystems, affecting their structure, function, and developmental trajectory. 

Unintentional ecosystem changes fall into two categories: 1) negative feedbacks that 

undermined resilience in the modified system; and 2) unconscious selection that 

preserved valued organisms and processes while removing those of less immediate 

benefit (Rindos, 1984, p. 86). At first glace, intentional landscape modifications are 

seemingly straightforward; they are purposive acts undertaken to produce a positive or 

negative environmental change. Complicating any purposive act are nested scales of 

influence inherent in human decision-making. The scale ranges from individual 

ambitions to community goals to overarching cultural paradigms. Singular, intentional 

human actions are thus composites of small to large-scale influences. I emphasize nested 

scales of influence because time and again regional, inter-regional (island-wide), and 

inter-cultural (off-island) pressures resulted in significant localized environmental 

changes in the Mochlos area. Idea and technological diffusion, political and economic 

subjugation, as well as the introduction of non-native species and materials were the 
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major external anthropogenic drivers behind localized changes in the Cretan landscape.  

 The following paragraphs describe the chronological sequence of far-reaching 

cultural, political, and technological developments that precipitated significant changes in 

natural and humanized ecosystems on Crete. Each cultural period is discussed at three 

spatial scales in order to place localized environmental changes within their broader 

cultural contexts. Large-scale developments felt around the Eastern Mediterranean region 

are discussed first. Examples of large-scale developments include (a) inter-cultural 

warfare and conquest, (b) diffusion of revolutionary technologies and materials such as 

the plow or the water mill, and (c) major restructuring of the geopolitical landscape and 

economic networks. Mid-range developments include Pan-Cretan phenomena that 

impacted the majority of the island. Examples of mid-range developments include the 

emergence of the Minoan Palatial State, plagues, and Venetian, Ottoman, and Nazi 

occupations. Small-scale cultural developments include innovations endemic to the 

Mochlos area as well as localized manifestations of large-scale processes. Examples 

include the introduction of metal tools in the Bronze Age, Marshall Plan windmills, and 

the current florescence of infrastructure and businesses catering to the modern tourist 

industry.  

 

Paleolithic and Mesolithic (200,000 - 7,000 BCE) 

Recent discoveries have rewritten the prehistory of Crete, adding new chapters to 
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the beginning of the human-environment saga. Paleolithic stone bifaces (hand-axes) and 

lithic flakes found on the north and south coasts indicate the presence of early humans 

(hominins) on the island since at least the Middle Paleolithic (ca. 200,000-50,000 BCE). 

Datable geologic deposits containing Paleolithic materials in the Plakias area on the south 

coast place the artifacts firmly in the Pleistocene epoch, ca. 128,000 BCE (Strasser et al., 

2012; 186). Comparable lithic materials were discovered in layers of truncated 

Pleistocene alluvial fans on the Mochlos Plain (Runnels et al., 2014). These findings have 

enormous implications for early hominin migration routes, Stone Age seafaring 

capabilities, and early human impacts on the Cretan environment.  

 Paleolithic incursions on Crete fit into a broader narrative of early human 

diffusion out of Africa, around the Mediterranean Basin, and far beyond. A series of 

ancestral humans walked out of Africa—the great crucible of human evolution—

beginning with Homo erectus (possibly Homo ergaster) roughly 2 million years ago and 

ending with Homo sapiens around 125,000 years ago (Larick & Ciochon, 1996). The 

earliest ancestral humans that radiated out of Africa failed to establish themselves 

permanently in habitats around the Mediterranean, especially on the European side. 

Homo heidelbergensis was the first species in the genus Homo to do so, but not until the 

Middle Pleistocene, ca. 600,000 to 200,000 BCE (Rightmire, 1998). Thousands of 

generations of Homo heidelbergensis expanding into different environmental niches 

during the climatological tumult of the Pleistocene may have speciated into the 

Neanderthal, but this ancestral lineage is hotly contested at present (Wagner et al., 2010; 
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Arsuaga et al., 2014).  

Regardless of phylogeny, Neanderthals were a hearty, adaptive, and resilient 

species with a pioneering spirit, evidenced by the distribution of their sites (Higham, 

2014). Neanderthal artifacts and bones have been discovered from the rugged interior of 

Europe to the coastal margins of the Mediterranean and Atlantic (Higham, 2014, p. 308). 

Evidence of Neanderthals exploiting coastal resources such as molluscs, seals, great auk, 

and estuarine fish is well established (Broodbank, 2006; Barton, 2000; Stiner, 1994). The 

morphology of Paleolithic tools found on Crete, their depositional context, and coastal 

location suggest that Neanderthals may have been the first migrants in the genus Homo to 

set foot on the island. The picture is complicated by: 1) a lack of evidence that 

Neanderthals were a seagoing species; and 2) anatomically modern humans were 

beginning to penetrate ecosystems in the Eastern Mediterranean sometime around 

120,000 to 80,000 years ago (Dennell, 2015). Broodbank (2006, p. 205) suggests that the 

markedly indented coastline of the Aegean and abundance of islands visible from shore 

to shore may have ‘triggered’ adaptive seafaring expansion by Neanderthals, a behavior 

that would have been unique to that part of Mediterranean. Homo sapiens had expanded 

out of Africa and were present along the Levantine coast around 120,000 years ago, 

roughly contemporaneous with the Paleolithic materials in the Plakias region on Crete. 

Strasser et al. (2012, p. 187) conclude that an African or Near Eastern point of origin for 

Crete’s Paleolithic is just as likely as an Anatolian or mainland Greek one.  

 Paleolithic hunter-gatherers—whether Neanderthals or Homo sapiens—
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introduced new sustenance ideas and simple stone technologies to the Cretan 

environment. The initial wave of migrants must have transformed the island’s aboriginal 

ecosystems with hitherto unknown foraging and hunting techniques that included the use 

of fire and stone technologies developed off-island. Crete had been without a large 

terrestrial predator for thousands of years, giving rise to a strange assortment of fauna. 

Giant rodents, pig-sized hippopotamus, miniature elephants, and enormous insectivores 

were endemic to the island during the Pleistocene epoch. These species coexisted 

alongside the spiny mouse, shrews, and seven species of deer that ranged in size from a 

small dog to an American elk (Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 47-48). The island was home 

to two aggressive omnivores, the badger and the marten, but lacked a large carnivore. 

The defenseless menagerie, unconditioned to predation were likely killed and harvested 

with ease by hominin hunters who retained the cultural experience of numerous 

generations of hunters.  

 Paleolithic activity must have wrought far-reaching changes in the flora and 

faunal assemblage and their distribution across the island. Hunting alone would have 

upset native predator-prey equilibrium causing a cascading effect through the foodchain. 

Western (2001) notes that even relatively small changes in keystone species can have 

profound repercussions on ecosystems. Whether the Paleolithic hunters brought complete 

catastrophe to a world of edible animals remains unclear. Deer and hippopotamus 

populations survived until at least the Pleistocene-Holocene transition, roughly 12,000 

years ago (Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 48).  
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 The physical presence of hominins and their scavenging/foraging activities also 

affected wild systems. Neanderthal and early Homo sapiens both had an affinity for caves 

and rock shelters (Madella et al. 2002; Barton et al. 1999; Marean & Kim, 1998). Their 

presence in these environments would have necessarily displaced other troglodyte 

species, from giant rats to the enormous Cretan owl (Athene cretensis). Frugivory and 

folivery by Paleolithic people exacted impacts on plant communities. Folivery is a form 

of human-plant predation and frugivory is a vector of seed dispersal, both activities were 

a benefit to some species and a detriment to others. These initial interactions between 

early humans and plant-life on Crete were the first steps along the path towards eventual 

human-environment coevolution. According to Darwin (1859, p. 34, p. 36) unconscious 

selection was the leading force behind domestication of plants and animals (Rindos, 

1984, p. 2). These earliest human-environmental interactions on Crete initiated a marked 

shift in the developmental trajectories of ecosystems through hunting, foraging, fire, and 

by their physical presence in the landscape (i.e., trampling, habitat disruptions, 

dwellings).  

 Archaeological data from the Plakias region indicate a cultural break between the 

Middle/Upper Pleistocene (ca. 128,000 BCE) and the Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene 

(ca. 9000 to 7000 BCE) (Strasser et al., 2012, p. 186). Evidence suggests that the 

Mesolithic originated as a distinct migration and did not evolve directly from the Cretan 

Paleolithic culture. It remains unclear how long Paleolithic culture survived on Crete, 

whether occupation was continuous or episodic, or even if their arrival was intentional or 
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accidental. Perhaps the Paleolithic inhabitants were blown to Crete on some fateful 

breeze like Darwin’s finches to the Galapagos. Whatever their tenure, the Paleolithic 

inhabitants were gone by the time Mesolithic hunter-gatherers set foot on the island, but 

their legacy lived on in the ecosystems impacted by their presence.  

Mesolithic migrations to Crete occurred as the Weichselian glaciation waned, sea-

level climbed, evaporation rates decreased, and humid conditions returned to the eastern 

Mediterranean Basin (Rohling et al., 2002, p. 588). Anatomically and behaviorally 

modern humans had already expanded across much of Europe and North Africa, 

beginning sometime around 50,000 BCE (Gibbons, 2011, p. 393). Their expansion 

appears to have followed terrestrial circum-Mediterranean routes: one from the Levant to 

the Danube, across northern Italy into Spain, while the other route progressed from Egypt 

to Morocco (Broodbank, 2006, p. 206). Neanderthal populations were pushed into refugia 

in the southern sections of large peninsulas protruding into the Mediterranean (2006, p. 

206).  

These new migrants were clearly a seagoing species by the Early Holocene and 

their arrival on Crete by 9000 BCE comes as no surprise. Broodbank and Strasser (1991), 

Rackham and Moody (1996, p. 49) and others (Van Andel & Runnels, 1988) had 

suspected a pre-Neolithic presence on Crete decades before the first evidence was 

discovered. The first definite sign of modern human seafaring comes from Sardinia and 

dates between 15,000 BCE to 10,000 BCE. A human phalanx (finger/toe) was discovered 

in the Corbbedu Cave sandwiched between two sediment layers. The lower layer dated to 
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ca. 30,000 BCE and the upper layer contained Megaloceros deer bones dating to 16,446-

16,820 BCE  (Hofmeijer 1997; Sondaar et al., 1995; Broodbank 2006, p. 206). Earlier 

evidence comes from Sicily, but it is not clear that these remains are from Homo sapiens 

(Chilardi et al., 1996). 

Seafaring activity increased during the Early Holocene and seems to never look 

back. A perceptual shift appears to have taken place that transformed the Mediterranean 

from a one-dimensional food resource to a multidimensional resource and route. 

Broodbank (2006, p. 211) maintains that this was less a generalized transformation and 

more a common trajectory rooted in specific combinations of human-ecosystem 

circumstances around the Mediterranean shore. Whatever the process, materials and ideas 

begin to circulate farther and with greater rapidity in the Central and Eastern 

Mediterranean (Broodbank, 2013). One material, obsidian, was to shape the fortunes of 

the inhabitants on Crete in general and Mochlos in particular for centuries to come. 

At least 20 Mesolithic sites have been discovered in the Plakias region between 

Prevali and Damnoni. These are the only known/published Mesolithic sites on Crete. 

They offer just a stanza in what was certainly a dramatic pre-Homeric epic of life, land, 

and sea. Strasser et al. (2012, p. 186-187) stress the correlation between these sites, caves 

and rock-shelters, and coastal wetlands. The spatial connection between Mesolithic sites, 

coastal wetlands, and caves conforms to a broader pattern evident on the Greek mainland 

(Runnels, 2009) and points further west such as Corisca (Vigne, 1995; Broodbank, 2006, 

p. 211). The limited number of sites makes it impossible to determine if the Mesolithic 
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presence on Crete was confined to coastal zones, but that scenario seems unlikely. If 

Mesolithic hunting and foraging behaviors on Crete were similar to those on the Greek 

mainland then coastal sites were but a link in a chain of camps stretching into the interior. 

Runnels (2009, p. 70) documents Mesolithic sites extending from the Franchthi cave 

along the Greek mainland coast into the Fournoi Valley and up the slopes of the Didima 

Range. A similar Mesolithic sequence spanning ecotones and elevations may yet be 

discovered on Crete.  

The ecological impacts of a Cretan Mesolithic are similar to those wrought by 

Paleolithic peoples. The primary differences are reflected in their respective lithic 

toolkits. The Paleolithic toolkit consisted of relatively large and crudely manufactured 

stone bifaces used for chopping and coarse incisions. Mesolithic tools found in the 

Plakias region are much smaller and more refined than their Paleolithic predecessors. 

They include geometric microliths, double-backed flakes and bladelets, end scrapers, 

borers, spines, denticulates, and burins (Strasser et al., 2012) (Figure, 5.5). Expanded tool 

diversity widened the spectrum of uses, which suggests a more diversified food strategy. 

This shift from large unspecialized tools to a variety of small tools may be related to the 

decline in large game over the course of the middle and late Pleistocene. The Mesolithic 

diet likely consisted of a wide variety of smaller animals and a greater reliance on plant 

species. If paleobotanical remains recovered from the Mesolithic strata inside the 

Franchthi Cave are even remotely similar to contemporaneous sustenance strategies on 

Crete, then wild forms of oats, lentils, pistachio, almond, and barley were central to the 
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Mesolithic diet (Bellwood, 2005; 73). Concentrations of these five species clearly 

illustrates the conscious selection process at work in Mesolithic sustenance behaviors, 

and may reflect food-web simplification and landscape homogeneity, which are 

hallmarks of humanized ecosystems (Western, 2001, p. 5459).  

 

Figure 5.5: Mesolithic Artifacts (from Strasser et al., 2012). 

The next cultural wave to roll across Crete brought exotic seeds, saplings, 

domesticated fauna, and a new sustenance strategy. The agro-pastoral way of life would 

eventually transform Crete from a mosaic of complex-diverse ecosystems to a collection 

of simplified, homogeneous habitats. It is possible that Mesolithic hunter-gatherers were 

on the island when the first farmers and herders disembarked on the Cretan shore 

sometime around 7000 BCE. This scenario occurred elsewhere around the Mediterranean 

during the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition (Broodbank, 2012, p. 215). Broodbank (2012, 

p. 215) draws attention to a propensity for Neolithic sites to locate outside the range of 

established Mesolithic hunter-gatherers, suggesting Neolithic sites tended to target 

unoccupied human niches. Although Mesolithic research is in its infancy on Crete, the 

limited data correlates with the Mesolithic/Neolithic niche exclusivity.  
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Neolithic Crete, The Intentional Expansion of the Human Ecosystem 

Crete’s indigenous ecosystems and the general human life experience were 

forever changed once the agro-pastoral way of life took root on the island. The roving life 

of hunter-gatherers whose migrations were propelled by the annual rotation of seasons 

throughout the middle Holocene were replaced by increasingly sedentary lifestyles 

focused on agriculture production and surplus storage, the tending of livestock and the 

procurement of their resources (i.e., meat, milk, skins, sinew, horns, bones, power, etc).  

The idea of cultivation and animal husbandry coupled with the tools required to create, 

adapt, and maintain agro-ecosystems spread in fits and starts across Crete beginning 

around 7000 BCE. Although evidence for Crete’s earliest cultivators comes from as few 

as seven sites (Tomkins et al., 2004, p. 51), these sites fit wholly into a larger record of 

cultural transmission and landscape transformation.  

According to Bellwood (2004, p. 71), the essential materials and ideas for 

agriculture and pastoralism arrived to Crete as a complete package. Imported emmer, 

lentil, and barley were sown into Cretan soil while pigs, sheep, and goats were loosed 

upon the landscape. Crops were reaped with obsidian sickles, pulverized to flour in stone 

mortars, stored and cooked in ceramic vessels, all technologies invented off-island. The 

initial coevolution between plants and culture that produced incipient agriculture had 

taken place in southwest Asia around 9000 BCE. There domesticated cereals, legumes, 

and herd animals emerged as the principal components of human subsistence in the wake 

of the Younger Dryas cold phase (Bellwood, 2004, p. 46). Two species of wheat—emmer 
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(a hulled tetraploid) and einkorn (a hulled diploid)—were the first cereals to be widely 

cultivated in the Fertile Crescent (Bellwood, 2004, p. 46). With the progression of time 

and the accumulation of agricultural experience other species native to the Fertile 

Crescent were domesticated, including flax, barley, and rye. New species native to other 

regions were domesticated as early agriculture spread. The legumes pea, lentil, and 

chickpea were all of Levantine origin and appear in domesticated form after 8000 BCE. 

Goats and sheep were enveloped in the tide of domestication as it rolled westward across 

the northern Levant and Zagros foothills. Besides a growing list of cultivars and tamed 

animals, innovative tools and ecosystem management techniques also developed during 

this period. Items included stone mortars, freestanding structures of circular and 

rectilinear form, sickles equipped with obsidian blades, and the gypsum-plaster 

antecedents of pottery termed “white wares” (Kingery, 1988; Bellwood; 2004, p. 62). 

Pottery developed shortly thereafter and was widespread throughout the Levant by the 

seventh millennium BCE. Stone mortars and pestles were contrived to mill grain. 

Settlements grew into the first villages. Villages developed into proto-urban forms. And 

in the centuries prior to Crete’s colonization by hopeful agriculturalists, certain proto-

urban centers and farming sites in the Levant experienced one of the earliest episodes of 

regional collapse and sharp demographic decline (Akkermans, 1993; Simmons, 1997).  

The welter of agricultural activity in the Levant diffused to Cyprus nearly fifteen 

hundred years before it arrived on Crete. The Cyprian example offers valuable insights 

into the origins and process of Neolithic colonization/niche creation, a period in Cretan 
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prehistory that remains poorly understood. The agro-pastoral package arrived to Cyprus 

fully formed and materialized as villages stocked with Levantine material culture. 

Objects included Byblos points for protection and hunting, naviform cores, sickle blades, 

and Anatolian obsidian. Imported cultivars included emmer, einkorn, and barley. 

Imported animals included cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and fallow deer (Bellwood, 2004, p. 

71). Evidence from the site of Shilourokambos indicates some of these animals were kept 

in palisaded enclosures (Peltenburg et al., 2001, p. 39). Excavations at Shilourokambos 

revealed another connection between Cyprus and the Levantine corridor, that of a shared 

well-digging tradition. Sedentary life had given rise to new demands on freshwater water 

resources and this engendered new technologies such as wells and cisterns to access and 

store supplies. The earliest known wells associated with agriculture and sedentary life are 

documented at Mylouthkia and Shilourokambos on Cyprus and at the site of Atlit Yam 

along the Levantine coast (Peltenburg;, 2012, p. 72; Galini et al., 1993). Cyprus also 

offers clues into the adaptive process and the time involved in regionalization of the 

imported Neolithic package. Peltenburg et al. (2001, p. 52) maintains it took a full 

thousand years for the early Cypriot farmers to significantly adapt their lithic industry to 

their new environment.  

 The first farmers to pioneer Crete gravitated towards certain geographic features. 

Caves and rock-shelters appear to have been desirable real estate. Both provide the 

pioneer expedient shelter. Rubble walls were readily fastened to rock overhangs to extend 

the protected living space, and some—like at the Early Neolithic site at Magasa—
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contained springs, seeps, or pools of freshwater (Figure 5.6). The marriage of shelter and 

a freshwater source must have been an attractive combination. 

 

Figure 5.6: Rock Shelter and spring at Magasa, East Crete (photo by J. Flood). 

 

  Crete’s first farmers also selected open-air sites. Initial Neolithic remains below 

what would become the central court of the enormous Bronze Age palace of Knossos is 

the prime example. Knossos is the only known site to boast a continuous record of human 

occupation from the Early Neolithic onwards. The Knossos ridge overlooks the Kairatos 

River valley and is surrounded by fertile Miocene and younger alluvial deposits. The only 

other known open-air site established in the Early Neolithic, Katsambas, is also located 

on a ridge overlooking the Kairatos valley. Katsambas and Knossos share nearly identical 

geomorphic settings, approximate architecture, and very similar Early Neolithic (EN) 

pottery. Galanidou and Manteli (2008, p. 176) note that the biggest difference between 
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EN pottery from the two sites is a larger percentage of coarse-ware (utilitarian vessels) at 

Katsambas (75% at Katsambas: 50% at Knossos). Tomkins et al. (2004, p. 57) examined 

the types of clay and temper used to create the EN vessels at Knossos and discovered that 

instead of being exclusively local, the vessels were created in a variety of locations. 

Tomkins et al. (2004, p. 57) link pottery with granodiorite fabric to geologic sources 

along the southern shore of the Bay of Mirabello where an Early Neolithic site has yet to 

be discovered. Heterogeneous pottery sources indicate interregional exchange of 

materials and ideas from the very onset of sedentary life.  

 The number of sites increased as the Neolithic period progressed on Crete, albeit 

after a long lag following the initial colonization. Tomkins (2008, p. 30) notes that 

Knossos remained continuously occupied once the Initial Neolithic community was 

established, but the size of the settlement remains more-or-less static for roughly the first 

thousand years, from ca.7000 to 5900 BCE. This consistency in settlement size may 

represent an episode of human-environment equilibrium. This persistency in form and 

size of rural agrarian settlements was to become a relatively common phenomenon in 

later periods, perhaps related to the scarcity of naturally level land where agricultural 

fields could easily expand. Ecosystem engineering tools were most basic during the 

Neolithic. The founders of the site that was to become the high-watermark of Minoan 

civilization, the Palace of Knossos, were initially only equipped with chipped and 

polished stone tools to engineer their surroundings. Expanding cultivation into forested 

lands would have required the felling of trees, woody shrubs, and the grubbing of root 
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systems. Stone bifaces (i.e., axes, chisels, adzes) fashioned from chert, quartz, and/or 

andesite represent the state of the art in timbering technology at that time (Yerkes & 

Barkai, 2013). The energy involved in felling, removing, and processing even a single 

large tree would have been considerable in the Neolithic period. Whether the Crete’s 

Neolithic populations were aware of girdling techniques is unknown. The Early Neolithic 

site at Magasa in the far-east interior of the island maintained the same basic footprint 

through most of the Neolithic, suggesting a similar equilibrium between the human 

ecosystem and its surroundings (Dawkins, 1905; Pendlebury, 1965). 

 Crete’s early farmers expanded their plots into wild countryside, but they did so 

selectively. Caves and rock-shelters were still popular features but naturally available 

water sources, usually a spring, and level arable land were of paramount importance 

(Tomkins et al., 2004, p. 3). Intervisibility between sites appears to have also been a 

consideration (Tomkins et al., 2004, p. 8). The visual network would have provided a 

measure of safety and facilitated a network of exchange and communication. By the late 

Neolithic a network of farmsteads penetrated the interior valleys and plains of the central 

and eastern sectors of the island (Nowicki, 2002, p. 10). Neolithic communities were also 

engineering ecosystems in the west, along the north and south coasts.  

The vast majority of Neolithic sites were small and contained mostly utilitarian 

equipment. Nowicki (2002, p. 71) suggests social organization was based around family 

groups or small clans. Querns, the common instrument for grinding grains to flour, were 

common features at Neolithic sites on Crete (Nowicki, 2002, p. 71). At some sites, like 
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Giannou Plati on the south coast, querns dominated the artifact assemblage (at least 30 

querns were discovered there). Obsidian and basalt materials present in some Neolithic 

communities indicate long distance trade (neither material exists naturally on Crete). 

Details about the initial agricultural activities on Crete are few. Signals of human 

influence in the landscape are not clearly manifest in the Delphinos core until Zone D, ca. 

5560-4870 BCE (Botema, 2003, p. 737). According to Bottema (2003, p. 737) the 

presence of ivy (Hedera) in Zone D indicates both stands of forest and limited grazing in 

the Delphinos area during this time. Olive pollen is only present after 4200 BCE and its 

rise is accompanied by a fall in oak taxa. The frequent presence of mortars and querns at 

Neolithic sites implies the importance of grain production from the onset of Cretan 

agriculture, but it is not until the late 5th and early 4th millennia that Gramineae 

concentrations begin a sustained rise in the Delphinos core  (Tomkins et al., 2004, p. 3).  

 After the thousand-year germination between the Initial Neolithic and Early 

Neolithic, the agro-ecosystem expanded into many wild areas across the island, but it 

appears that the Mochlos area was not one of them. Farms were established east and west 

of Mochlos, but pedestrian surveys and extensive excavations have failed to discover any 

evidence for a Neolithic community at Mochlos. Why would this be? A closer look at the 

geographic setting of nearby Neolithic sites offers some clues. The closest Neolithic site 

is located below the modern village of Kavousi southwest of the Mochlos area. The site 

overlooks the extensive Ierapetra plain, one of the largest, contiguous fertile flat areas on 

the entire island. The Ierapetra plain is also the shortest north-south traverse across Crete. 
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Its levelness and length have made the Ierapetra Plain a natural corridor for 

communication, exchange, and travel since the Neolithic if not before. The Kavousi area 

straddles several ecosystems. The coast is just over 3 km to the north, an immense 

alluvial plain is immediately west, and to the east rises a spring-wealthy canyon accessing 

the highland ecosystems of the Orno Mountains. The Kavousi area is rich in prime 

cultivable land (i.e., expansive alluvial surface of the Ierapetra graben), but it is also 

positioned to take advantage of other resource-rich ecosystems. Moody (2012) describes 

the types of resources available in the “hinterlands and hinterseas” that encircle the 

Kavousi area.  

 The nearest Neolithic site east of Mochlos is Faneromeni, located in the Agios 

Panton Gorge. The site is presently under investigation by Melissa Eaby of the Institute 

of Aegean Prehistory (INSTAP). Details concerning the chronology and function of the 

site await publication, but its geographic setting shares numerous similarities with other 

Neolithic locales. The Agios Panton Gorge is rich in freshwater resources, with springs 

issuing from the valley walls and an ephemeral stream periodically carrying surface water 

through the system in the winter months. Stream flow would have been considerably 

greater during the humid mid-Holocene, a time when the Saharan Desert to the south was 

decked in tropical taxa (Kröpelin et al., 2008). The floor of the meandering gorge is 

coated in fertile alluvial soils. Many of the sand-point bars are currently under 

cultivation. The gorge empties into a small coastal plain, which in periods of greater 

hydrologic activity—like the Middle and Late Holocene—and lowered sea-level would 
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have been a rich delta, with teaming estuarine and freshwater ecosystems. The walls of 

the gorge are pocked with shallow caves, natural shelters, and the top of the ridge affords 

a panoramic view of the Sitia Bay and interior sites to the south and east.  

 East of Faneromeni is the better-known Neolithic site of Petras. There the 

geographic setting is similar to the environmental situation at Kavousi. Petras is 

positioned at the nexus of several ecosystems, one of them being an extensive flat alluvial 

plain. Petras was constructed at the terminus of a ridge rising east of the Sitia River 

valley. Reduced precipitation, modern groundwater extraction, sedimentation, and canal 

irrigation systems have reduced much of the river’s surface flow, but a small volume still 

reaches the sea even in the dry summer months (noted in late July, 2012). The Sitia River 

was noted as a perennial feature by the French geographer Victor Raulin in 1847 CE 

(Raulin, 1869; Rackham & Moody, 1996, p. 41). North of the Petras ridge is the 

expansive E-W running shoreline of the southern Sitia Bay. The Sitea Mountains and the 

Ziros highlands rise to the southeast of the site. A rock overhang provided the sites first 

inhabitants with natural shelter from the punishing summer sun and the winter rains. 

Neolithic inhabitants of Petras had access to ample arable surfaces along the rivers edge. 

Seasonal pulses in streamflow may have afforded early cultivators the possibility of 

flood-recession agriculture. Yazoo stream systems and wetlands paralleling the main 

river channel would have held an array of biotic and abiotic resources (i.e., edible plants 

and animals, clay, reeds, etc.). The modern shoreline is less than half a kilometers walk 

from the Petras rock shelter. The alluvium from the river and the depositional dynamics 
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of the back-bay area sustain a gradually sloping sandy shore. Launching and beaching 

sea-craft is relatively easy in that environment. Access to the grazing lands and resources 

of the highlands from Petras required only a southerly trek along the ridgeline.  

 Not all Neolithic sites are located near coastal wetlands, or deltas, or along 

riverine systems. Some, like Magasa and Lamnoni, are far away from rivers and the 

coast, and instead occupy upland poljes. Neolithic farmers seem to have gravitated 

towards caves and rock-shelters but this was not always the case; the open-air sites at 

Knossos and Katsambas are prime examples of the contrary. Ecotone environments along 

lower and middle slopes hosted a greater number of Neolithic sites than coastal and 

upland zones, but this general settlement pattern was common later periods as well 

(Moody, 2012, p. 261). The requisite variables for agro-ecosystem creation in the 

Neolithic were (1) flat arable land and (2) freshwater supplies. Caves, rock-shelters, 

number of ecotones, and proximity to the sea were but bonus incentives. The Mochlos 

area was well watered but lacked extensive alluvial deposits. The watersheds in the 

Mochlos area are relatively small, deeply incised, high-energy systems that lacked 

meanders along which sediment could build-up. To make matters worse for a would-be 

Neolithic farmer, the vestigial trunks of the Pleistocene fluviatil fans line the lower 

reaches of the drainage systems. From these deposits erode a vast quantity of cobbles and 

small boulders into limited segments of level land that exist in the area (Figure 5.7). As 

enduring as the settlement and human-environmental story would become, Neolithic 

agriculturalists seemed to have walked, sailed, or paddled past the Mochlos area, opting 
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for ecosystems more conducive to their methods of niche creation.  

 

 

Figure 5.7: High Energy Depositional Layers of Mochlos Alluvial Fans. 

Active ecosystem engineering began in the Mochlos area at the beginning of the 

so-called Early Minoan I period, ca. 3000 BCE. It was then that the first community 

established a lasting presence in the Mochlos area and began actively altering the 

landscape to suit their needs. The Mochlos landscape had certainly been affected by the 

presence of Paleolithic hunter-gatherers during the Pleistocene Epoch and indirectly by 

Mesolithic communities in other sectors of the island. Thousands of years of plant 
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succession and ecosystem recovery likely erased all but the smallest traces locked in 

depositional layers. The Neolithic colonization of the island certainly resulted in 

ecosystems changes in the Mochlos area even if the region was passed over by stone-age 

cultivators. Land clearance, natural habitat destruction, and the constant presence of 

humans in regions east and west of Mochlos would have disrupted plant and animal 

communities. The human-free Mochlos area may have become a refugium for endemic 

wildlife in East Crete.  

 

The Processual Interlocking of Human and Natural Systems in the Mochlos Area 

 The oldest architectural remains in the Mochlos area date to ca. 3000 BCE (Early 

Minoan I, EM I) and are located on the small islet situated just 177 meters north of 

mainland Crete. The full extent of the settlement remains to be determined, but the 

architectural materials uncovered so far suggest a seaside hamlet or small village with an 

extensive cemetery covering much of the western flank of the islet (Figure 5.8). The 

buildings in the domestic quarter of the site and the tombs were constructed with 

undressed stones procured from the immediate area. Many of the walls were constructed 

with an inner and outer stone face with soil packed in between to consolidate the parallel 

rows of rubble. Limestone was the most commonly used building stone in this early 

phase of construction. Limestone forms the bedrock over much of the islet and readily 

breaks into rectilinear shapes along its bedding planes, making it an obvious choice for 
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building stone. The displacement of these blocks from their original location literally and 

symbolically laid the foundation for human niche creation activities in the Mochlos area 

for millennia to come.  

 

Figure 5.8: Early and Middle Minoan Structures at Mochlos. 

Several basic geographic and archaeological questions arise from these pioneering 

structures. Why was Mochlos passed over for centuries only to be selected at 3000 BCE? 

What were the push or pull factors that drew people into the Mochlos environment? Why 

did they choose the northwest section of Mochlos plain over other areas? Who were the 

original inhabitants and where did they come from? Did they maintain contact with or 

retain cultural traditions from their place of origin? How did these inhabitants alter the 

local ecosystems and what were the first intentional changes to the Mochlos 
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environment? How did the natural environment and the spatial arrangement of resources 

impact settlement systems and land use strategies? I will explore these questions in the 

remaining pages of this section of the dissertation. I will do so chronologically in order to 

chart the processual humanization of Mochlos ecosystems and conversely the 

naturalization cultural groups to the Mochlos environment.  

Coastal geomorphology was the natural reason for the founding and location of 

Mochlos, while inter-regional and inter-cultural trade/exchange was the prime cultural 

reason for the site. The islet was not yet an islet when the first foundations were laid at 

Mochlos. An isthmus connected the site to the mainland and formed a geomorphic 

feature known as a tombolo. Famous tombolos include Le Mont San Michel in France 

and Point Sur in California, USA. The now submerged land-bridge is still visible several 

meters below the sea-surface at Mochlos (Figure 5.9). The former coastline can also be 

traced by following the isthmus south then east-west along the shore. The 

geomorphological feature provided (1) walking access to the landmass rising from the sea 

and (2) created a tranquil bay where vessels could safely anchor or brought ashore. The 

latter was certainly the most important aspect, because the natural harbor was the raison 

d'être for the Minoan settlement and many after, even after the isthmus was submerged 

sometime in the 2nd Century CE.  

The natural harbor extended about 180 meters east of the land-bridge and 

dampened wave action and wind for an area of roughly 0.05 km2 in the Bronze Age. 

Sand, pebbles, and cobbles are deposited across the seafloor and along the shore in this 
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low energy environment. The depositional nature of back-bay environments suggests that 

a slip of sand likely ran along the eastern fringe of the land-bridge in the Bronze and Iron 

Age, before its submersion. The submerged tombolo in conjunction with the islet site still 

creates a sheltered environment for vessels anchored in its lee. The tombolo and harbor it 

created was—and in many ways still is—the major pull factor drawing humans into the 

Mochlos environment.  

 

Figure 5.9: Areal view of the submerged tombolo at Mochlos. 

 The founding of Mochlos coincides with a period of cultural transition on the 

island. Bronze and the technology to make and mold it arrived on the island around 3000 

BCE along with an influx of migrants from afar. The technological and material diffusion 

and the immigration around 3000 BCE were part of a large-scale and relatively gradual 

inflow of people and ideas. Copper items diffused into Cretan communities in the 
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centuries that preceded the introduction of Bronze to the island (Watrous, 1994, p. 701). 

The small copper axe from Neolithic Knossos is a beautiful example of technological 

gradualism and the step-wise process of both innovation and the adoption of new 

technologies (Evans, 1994). As with agriculture, pastoralism, pottery making, and 

construction techniques, copper reached Crete having first developed in the Near East 

and diffused westward. Copper tools (i.e., axes, fish hooks, tweezers, blades, etc.) were 

the dominant copper artifacts in the Levant and on Crete. Gilead (1988, p. 423) suggests 

that the relative dearth in copper ornaments and prestige goods and the overwhelming 

utilitarian nature of copper artifacts indicates that the production of copper was not 

carried out by full-time specialists nor was it limited to an isolated elite group. 

The egalitarian dissemination of exotic metals and collaborative social progress 

described by Gilead (1998) in the Levant may not have held true for Crete during the 

Chalcolithic period ca. 3300-3000 BCE. There the dynamic between newly arrived 

immigrant populations and native Cretans appears to have been contentious. Nowicki 

(2002, p. 71-72) describes the final phase of the Neolithic (FN II) as a period of profound 

and dramatic change that involved confrontations between native communities and 

newcomers. Nowicki connects a trend in new settlements located on defensible landforms 

(i.e., hilltops, ridges, remote cliffs) to general unease in the Mesara, Ierapetra, and Lasithi 

Plains, which happen to be the three largest flat areas on the island, the “breadbaskets” of 

Crete. These three fertile, flat, and well-watered environments would have been the most 

desirable niche environments for Neolithic agriculturalists, and a logical setting for 
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resource competition to occur.  

Settlement patterns and material culture had been in a state of change for 

centuries prior to the introduction of bronze to Crete. According to Nowicki (2002, p. 

72), the tension between migrants and native populations had ameliorated by the EM I 

period (ca. 3000 BCE), at which time a new stability appears to have settled across the 

north coast of the island. Mochlos was founded at exactly this time. The initial settlement 

at Mochlos coincides with the appearance of several other coastal sites selected 

specifically for their good harbors (Pendlebury, 1965, p. 53). The EM I settlements at 

Kastri in the Palaikastro area, at Itanos, and at Lenda Leontari on the southern coast 

(Lendas) were located in very similar geomorphic settings as Mochlos (Nowicki, 2002, p. 

20). The Lenda Leontari environment had like Mochlos been skipped over by 

agriculturalist for centuries.  

If the founders of Mochlos were not purely agriculturalists, what were they? More 

than likely the founding community at Mochlos—like many since—were merchants, 

traders, sailors, boat builders/repair-persons, and artisans who specialized in whatever 

happened to be the most desirable and profitable commodities of the period. The small 

community probably tended small agricultural plots near the site and traded to procure 

supplemental vegetable and grain foodstuffs. Marine resources from the shallow waters 

near the site were known to have been an important dietary component for the Late 

Bronze Age inhabitants of Mochlos (Mylona, 2004, p. 121), and there is no reason to 

assume this was not the case in the Early Bronze Age (the EB deposits at Mochlos have 
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not been published).  

There is strong evidence indicating that Mochlos was first and foremost a 

community of merchants, rather than the extension of early agriculturalists pushed into 

secondary/marginal lands after better niches were filled. Firstly, the Early Minoan 

community was constructed adjacent the harbor, on the leeside of a promonatory sticking 

out into the sea. The location the founders selected for their settlement was about as far 

away from the best agricultural lands as could be. The Mavroseli, Linares, and 

Chalinomouri watersheds to the east of the harbor would have been a more fruitful 

location to establish an agriculturally focused community. Those watersheds contain the 

largest swaths of flat alluvial fills and the best water resources both in terms of quantity 

and quality. Secondly, artifactual materials recovered from Early Minoan contexts at the 

site indicate strong connections with islands in the Cyclades and locations as far away as 

Egypt. Over 17,000 pieces of obsidian have been recovered from Bronze Age contexts at 

Mochlos, far more than any other site on Crete (Carter, 2004; 305). Obsidian does not 

naturally occur on Crete and every piece must be imported. Obsidian sources in the 

Aegean are located on the islands of Melos, Antiparos, and Giali (Renfrew, 1982, p. 192). 

Obsidian from Mochlos is almost exclusively from Melos. This connection, along with 

the overwhelming abundance of the imported material strewn across the site and present 

in most Bronze Age contexts at Mochlos led Carter (2002, p. 305) to conclude that a 

special relationship existed between Mochlos and Melos. Carter (2002, p. 291) suggests 

that Mochlos was the primary procurer of Melian obsidian for the whole of East Crete. 
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The Early Minoan cemetery also shows signs of a social structure uncommon to 

egalitarian farmers. There are major disparities in the size of tombs and the number and 

types of grave goods they contain. Numerous golden objects were recovered in these 

tombs. Gold—like copper, tin, and obsidian—were necessarily obtained from sources 

abroad. According to Muhly (1977, p. 76) gold does not appear on Crete until 3000 BCE 

and shows up at the same time as tin bronze. Muhly connects imported gold on Crete to 

sources in the Eastern Desert of Egypt. Brogan (2013, p. 559) and other have connected 

the Early Minoan community at Mochlos to a broader supply line that extended from 

Egypt to the Greek mainland. The route from Egypt also brought amethysts, 

hippopotamus ivory, and 6th Dynasty Egyptian stone vases to Mochlos and other sections 

of East Crete (2013, p. 559). 

Recognizing Mochlos as merchant community and an entrepôt versus an 

agricultural settlement has major implications for our understanding the human-

environmental relationship in area during the Early Bronze Age and the following 

cultural periods. Immediately, it demonstrates the influential pull factor of a coastal 

geomorphological feature. The first permanent human presence in the Mochlos area not 

only centered on the natural harbor, it thrived on the natural and cultural resources it 

attracted (i.e., marine resouces and trade). It was from the harbor out that the 

humanization process of the landscape proceded.  

The Early Minoan buildings mark the initial steps of intentional human niche 

creation in the Mochlos area, but it was not long before the community began to do more 
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than rearrange stones on the landscape. Within the first few generations, the Early 

Minoan community at Mochlos began altering the hydrologic cycle by collecting and 

storing water in what is currently the earliest known spring-fed cistern in Greece (Flood 

& Soles, 2015). As discussed in the beginning of the chapter, the islet is capped in a 

Miocene conglomerate and sandstone layer that rests atop limestone bedrock. The 

Miocene layer is porous and retains groundwater. When precipitation input is sufficient, 

groundwater contained in the conglomerate and sandstone layer flows to the surface at 

the conjunction of the Miocene layer and the limestone bedrock, forming a series of seeps 

along the geologic boundary. The Early Minoan cistern was designed to collect water 

channeled from a section of the seep and then store it for later use, presumably for 

periods of the year when seep flow diminished. The cistern is of modest dimensions, 3.2 

x 1.2 x 1.1 meters, and could only supply a small community for a short period of time 

(Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.10: Early Minoan Cistern at Mochlos. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the Early Minoan community extended into 

the landscape beyond the harbor. Even if the Early Bronze Age built environment did 

extend along the isthmus and onto the southern shore, it has since been washed away by 

erosion and submersion of the former coastline. The modern village may also be covering 

some Early Minoan structures (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11: Modern Village of Mochlos seen from Islet Archaeological Site. 

Like many sites in the Mirabello and Ierapetra region, buildings at Mochlos were 

destroyed by fire at the end of the EM IIB period, ca. 2200 BCE (Brogan, 2013; 559). 

This coincides with broader cultural unrest throughout the Eastern Mediterranean and a 

significant decline in annual precipitation (Conte et al., 2000). The disruption appears to 

have been short-lived on Crete, however, and Mochlos like many other Minoan 

settlements reemerged as an even more prosperous community. The cultural and climatic 

disruptions around 2200 BCE perhaps catalyzed a cultural consolidation of the disparate 

groups that populated the island. It was during this time that populations nucleated 

around the sites that would become the first Minoan palaces (i.e., Malia, Phaistos, 

Knossos)(Watrous, 2005). 

Buildings at Mochlos appear to have been repaired rather than built anew. The 

community was still solely focused on the harbor and no evidence suggests that it 

extended into the countryside. Based on an abundance of obsidian, trade connections 

Melos remained intact. The cemetery seems to have gone out of use, which may indicate 

a change in population or religious orientation.  
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The relationship with the broader Mochlos environment began to change in the 

so-called palatial periods that follow the 2200 BCE cultural and climate disruption. 

Human presence in the Mochlos area expanded at the site and extended across the 

isthmus along the mainland. At the height of prosperity ca. 1600 BCE, when the harbor 

area is covered in multi-storied houses and a small industrial quarter is constructed on the 

mainland side of the port, two farmsteads are established in the east end of the coastal 

plain. 

 

Settlement during the Late Minoan Period at Mochlos (1700-1450 BCE) 

It is in the Late Minoan period that humans actively engage with the wider 

Mochlos environment, its soil and water resources and the natural ecosystems that existed 

there. The selection of the eastern-most watersheds for farmsteads is curious when 

understood simply from a cultural perspective. These watersheds were the furthest away 

from the thriving port town. A closer look at the geology and hydrology offers some 

insights into the reasoning behind their selection.  

From a volumetric standpoint, the Chalinomouri (1) and Linares (2) watersheds 

are the second and fourth largest systems on the plain (Figure 5.12). Their areal extent 

corresponds to the volume of water contained and discharged through each system. The 

Chalinomouri watershed, though smaller, contains more springs than the Linares 

drainage. Several of the springs/seeps in the Chalinomouri watershed are located in the 
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lower reaches of the watershed where the topography levels out and agriculture is most 

feasible (Figure 5.13). The Minoan farmstead is located adjacent the northern most seep 

in the watershed and it appears to have been the freshwater source for the Bronze Age 

inhabitants. 

 

Figure 5.12: Area and Perimeter Measurements of Mochlos Watersheds. 
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Figure 5.13: Springs, seeps, and faults in the Mochlos Area. 

Geochemical analysis of groundwater from across the Mochlos plain reveals a 

dramatic east-west gradient in natural water quality. Groundwater in the western most 

watersheds are loaded with dissolved materials while those in the eastern watersheds 

have relatively low concentrations of dissolved solids (Figure 5.14). Higher 

concentrations of dissolved minerals and materials in groundwater would have resulted in 

a proportional decrease in agricultural yields (Ayers & Westcot, 1985). The watersheds in 

the eastern section of the Mochlos area have the greatest potential for agricultural success 

from a water chemistry standpoint. Groundwater in the western-most watersheds contain 
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a concentration of dissolved minerals that would hinder most agricultural endeavors. The 

dissolved load is also high in the Aldiana watershed (number 4) in the middle of the 

Plain, but this appears to be the result of modern human input into this relatively small 

watershed system. 

 

Figure 5.14: Total Dissolved Load in Groundwater along the Mochlos Plain. 

Laboratory analysis of the major ions reveals that calcium (Ca) and sulfate (SO4) 

account for the bulk of the ionic load in the watersheds in the west (Figure 5.14). This 

dissolved material is sourced from the massive gypsum deposit that covers the upper 

reaches of these watersheds (Figure 5.16). This enormous and highly soluable deposit has 
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impacted the groundwater chemistry of these watersheds since it was deposited in the 

Permian Period. Calcium and sulfate account for roughly three-fourths of the dissolved 

material in the Liminaria watershed (number 8). 

 

Figure 5.15: Calcium and Sulfate Concentrations in Groundwater along the Mochlos 

Plain. 
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Figure 5.16: Gypsum Deposit and Mine in the Mochlos area. 

The combined effect of better water quality and greater water quantity in the 

eastern watersheds help clarify why the first farmsteads in the area were built so far away 

from the original harborside community. The Chalinomouri and Linares watersheds are 

relatively expanisive drainages that transmit large volumes of freshwater. The geologic 

makeup of these two watersheds imparts relatively little dissolved materials into water 

passing through these systems. The exact opposite is true for the two western most 

watersheds, nearest the port. The Liminaria watershed is relatively small and its water is 

saturated in calcium-sulfate. The Vaia watershed immediately east of the port is endowed 

with springs at lower elevations and its groundwater contains fewer dissolved solids than 
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the Liminaria groundwater, but watershed is small in areal extent. The small size of the 

Vaia watershed means that less water is conducted through the system.  

 Watershed size and groundwater chemistry across the plain appear to have 

influenced settlement and land-use decisions only insofar as agriculture was concerned. 

The earliest known permanent occupation of the Mochlos area focused on a coastal 

geomorphologic feature that happens to be located in a section of the watershed with the 

worst water quality for agriculture and human health. The limited hydrologic resources 

around the port may have been a limiting factor that hindered the expansion of the site in 

the Minoan periods. The vast quantities of obsidian and bronze hoards discovered at the 

site suggest that the primary function of the settlement from the Early Minoan period to 

the Late Minoan period was inter-regional exchange rather than agriculture. Although 

hydrologic resources appear secondary to the natural bay in human settlement decision 

and niche creation in the earliest periods at Mochlos, when agricultural settlements do 

pioneer the countryside they locate in the watersheds with the best balance between water 

quantity and water quality.  

 The Late Minoan farmhouses in the Chalinomouri and the Linares watersheds 

along with the entrepôt settlement adjacent the harbor are destroyed and abandoned 

sometime around 1200 BCE. These destruction layers and major shifts in settlement 

locations coincide with an Aegean-wide socio-political transformation commonly 

referred to as the Greek Dark Age. Settlements dating to this period in the Mochlos area 

and elsewhere in Crete are fewer, smaller in extent, and were typically located in upland 
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locations that were easily defensible and isolated. Settlement returns to the lowlands in 

the Mochlos area in the third century BCE, the Hellenistic period. The harbor was again 

the focus of habitation. When settlement expanded into the countryside it appears to 

target the watersheds with the best hydrologic resources.  

Conclusions 

 The goal of this section of the dissertation was to explore the relationship between 

hydrologic resources, settlement patterns, and land-use strategies. I selected the Mochlos 

area because of the spatial heterogeneity in groundwater geochemistry and watershed 

size. Settlement has repeatedly targeted the natural harbor eventhough the surrounding 

watersheds have the worst natural water quality. The pull of the harbor appears to have 

been greater than the watersheds with superior water resources. When agriculture 

expanded into the countryside it was located in the watersheds with the best balance 

between water quality and water quantity.  

Previous sections of this dissertation illustrated that water resources are key 

variables in human ecosystems, especially the relationship between groundwater 

chemistry and ritual phenomemon. The Mochlos example illustrates that though water 

resources are an important variable in human ecosystems, other factors are also highly 

influential. I included detailed descriptions of the regional geology, geomorphology, 

climatic past, and cultural history in an effort to contextualize the role that water 

resources play in the larger system of influential variables.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

Each of the chapters from two through five contains conclusions, but here I sum 

these up and consider future studies.  In this dissertation I explore recurring patterns in 

the relationship between human communities and the water resources they rely on. I 

explore both sides of this relationship by investigating (1) how societies influence and 

augment elements of the hydrologic cycle, and (2) the influence of water quantity and 

water geochemistry on human affairs. The first theme was explored in great detail in 

chapter two. Through an exhaustive survey of water management technologies from 

prehistory to the present, I was able to discern transcending patterns in water 

management innovations that parallel societal developments. The pattern revealed 

demonstrates that innovations in hydraulic technology have occurred in a step-wise 

evolution with new technologies consistently building on the old. As with biological 

evolution, water management innovation has not progressed in great leaps forward but 

has adhered mostly to an accretional developmental model. Understanding the historical 

development of water management as an accretional process may help guide innovations 

in hydrologic technologies in a future of increased water scarcity and growing global 

demand.  

The second theme is explored in chapters three, four, and five. Chapters three and 

four demonstrated the impact of water geochemistry on ritual phemomenon. Chapter 

three revealed a direct connection between water sources of exceptional toxicity and 

enduring ritual phenomenon involving consumption of the caustic water. Chapter four 
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explored the connection between water ritual and aqueous geochemistry at the opposite 

end of the water quality spectrum. Together chapters three and four demonstrate the 

direct impact water chemistry can have on human affairs and they also reveal a human 

sensitivity to geochemistry of the natural environment. Chapter five investigated the 

influence of water chemistry and water quantity on settlement and land-use history. This 

section revealed that although hydrology plays an important role in broader human-

environment interactions and landscape development, it is but a factor in a complex 

matrix of ecosystem variables. 

My objective in this dissertation was to investigate the relationship between 

human societies and the hydrologic environments they interact with. Chapter two 

revealed that water management innovation has historically evolved in a step-wise 

manner building on existing technologies. The connection between aqueous geochemistry 

and ritual behavior proved to be the most direct and distinguishable. Chapters three and 

four exemplify the connection between water chemistry and water ritual clearly. Chapter 

five illustrated that other ecosystem factors like coastal geomorphology may override 

water quality considerations in the realm of settlement and land-use.  
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